
Adeptus Mechanicus Great Crusade Rule set



Armory
A character may carry up to two weapons, but only one of these may be a Two-Handed Weapon. Note  
that some Tech Relics count as Weapons for this purpose! Within these limits, a character may add to  
or replace any weapons he already has with weapons from the Armory. In addition, each character  
may select up to a total of 150 points of combined Wargear and Tech Relics, except for Tech-Priests  
who may take up to 200 points. You may not take duplicate items for the same model or vehicle, and all  
Wargear and Weapons should be represented on the model. Models in Terminator Armor can only
use Wargear and Weapons marked with a “*”. All Wargear and Weapons must be represented on the  
model.
Single Handed Weapons
Archeotech Laspistol 5 points
Bolt Pistol 3 points
Close Combat Weapon 1 point
Cult Mechanicus Power Axe 22 points *
Hand Flamer 7 points
Hellpistol 2 points
Hotshot Laspistol 5 points
Inferno pistol  10 points
Laspistol/Autopistol 1 point
Null Rod (Tech-Priest Lords only) 20 points *
Plasma Pistol 15 points
Power Fist 25 points *
Power Weapon 15 points *
Storm Shield1 10 points *
Thunder Hammer 30 points *
Two-Handed Weapons
Assault Stubber 12 points *
Bolt Carbine 2 points
Boltgun 3 points *
Combi-Weapon
Bolter-Flamer 12 points *
Bolter-Grenade Launcher 12 points *
Bolter-shotgun  12 points
Bolter-Plasma Gun 17 points *
Bolter-Meltagun 17 points *
Hellgun 2 points
Hotshot Lasgun 5 points
Lasgun/Autogun 1 point
Plasma Blaster (Tech-Priests only) 20 points *
Storm Bolter  10 points
Twin linked Bolter  8 points
Wargear
Artificer Armor 20 points
Auspex 5 points *
Combat Bionics 5 points *
Cybernetic Enhancements 5 points *
Digital Weapons  10 points
Electoos 7 points
Exotic Ammo  15 points 



Frag Grenades 1 point
Familiar 10 points
Krak Grenades 2 points
Master Crafted Weapon 8 pts *
Mechadendrites (Tech-Priests only) 5 points *
Melta Bombs 7 points
Ocular Implants 5 pts *
Power Armor (Tech-Priests only) 10 points
Purity Seal 5 points *
Refractor Field 3 18 points
Rite of Pure Thought 10 points
Servo-Arm 15 points 
Servo-Harness 30 points
Signum 15 points 
Targeter 7 points
Terminator Armor (Tech-Priests only) 25 points
Tech Relics
Conversion Field  30 points
Digital Weapons 10 points *
Displacer Field  35 points
Graviton Gun  20 points *
Runes of the Machine God 15 points
Power Field  50 points
Refractory Armor Coating 15 points
Staff of Office (Magos only) 35 points *
Stasis Grenade (one use only) 18 points
Virus Grenade (one use only) 30 points
Vortex Grenade (one use only) 50 points
Warp Jump Pack (one use only) 20 points
Vehicle Upgrades:
Armored Crew Compartment 20 points
Boosters 5 points
Ceramite Armor 25 points
Electro Hull 15 points
Extra Armor 5 points
Havoc Launcher   15 points
Holy Icon 15 points
Hover Lifters 20 points
Hunter-Killer Missile 15 points
Power of the Machine Spirit 20 points
Pintle Mounted Heavy Stubber 10 points
Pintle Mounted Twin Linked Bolter 10 points
Pintle mounted Heavy Graviton gun   15 points
Pintle mounted Graviton gun   10 points
Rough Terrain Modifications 5 points
Searchlight 1 point
Servitor Crew Installation 20 points
Smoke Launchers 3 points
Void Armor  45 points



Void Shield  50 points
Special Rules
Tech Quest
The Cult Mechanicus is in a never-ending search for lost technology from the Dark Age of Mankind, 
but also is always on the lookout for new or alien weapons and vehicles to study. The Tech-Priests will 
have instructed all members of the expeditionary force to be ready to act if they encounter any of the 
suspected items, and to quickly alert them for their inspection and retrieval. When fielding a pure Cult 
Mechanicus force, roll a D6 before the game starts. On a roll of 6, your force has been instructed by the 
High Lords of Mars to undergo a Tech Quest. Randomly pick one character from the enemy forces 
before the game starts. The Cult Mechanicus forces have information that this individual has either 
knowledge of an archeo-tech source, or is using possible alien technology that the Lords of Mars want 
to inspect. That character will be the target of the Tech-Quest. If the target is killed or destroyed for any 
reason, leave it on the board rather than removing it as normal. If any character from the Adeptus 
Mechanicus force can get to it before the end of the game, their side will gain an additional D3x10 
extra Victory Points in scenarios that use victory points to determine the winner. If the target was 
originally killed in close combat, you may double the result of extra VP's. If the Quest target runs off 
the board, the Tech-Priests side automatically get the points. Otherwise the other side gets the extra 
D3x10 victory points.
Tech Relics:
These represent items carefully created and preserved from the vaults of the holy Forgeworld of Mars 
itself, and are sometimes issued to the Tech-Priests on their hazardous Exploratory missions. Tech 
Relics might be a very rare or singular device, or even an ancient item from the Dark Age of 
Technology whose origins are lost in history.
Important Note: Tech Relics count as Wargear and cannot be Master Crafted, as even the Adeptus 
Mechanicus itself cannot sometimes fathom the inner workings of these arcane devices ! Also due to 
their rarity, only one of each Tech Relic can ever be in an Adeptus Mechanicus force.
Conversion Field: This device converts harmful kinetic or electromagnetic energy into a blinding flash 
of light, thus giving the wearer a 4+ Invulnerable save that may be taken instead of its normal armor or 
cover save. If any Conversion Field saves succeed, all other models in base contact (friend and foe!) 
with the wearer must make their regular saving throw (armor, invulnerable, cover, etc) or have their 
Weapon Skill halved for the remainder of the turn.
Displacer Field: This contains a device that detects possible injury to the wearer, and activates a 
miniature warp-jump engine flick the wearer out of real-space momentarily to avoid damage. This 
device gives a 3+ Invulnerable save that may be used instead of taking a normal armor or cover save. 
On a roll of a 1 though, not only has the device failed to shift the user out of harm’s way but has also 
burned out and cannot be used for the rest of the game.
Graviton Gun: This arcane rifle fires a stream of graviton particles that disrupt the localized 
gravimetric field around the target area. It does not cause actual wounds or penetrate armor; the 
Strength value is used purely to determine if the target can withstand the hit. Roll to hit and to 
wound/penetrate armor as normal, but instead of removing any casualties the unit must make a Pinning 
Check, even if they would normally be immune to one. Vehicles which suffer either a glancing or 
penetrating hit result must take a Difficult Terrain Test at the start of their next turn, even if they can 
normally ignore terrain. Due to the graviton discharge the user must stay stationary to fire the weapon, 
even if wearing Terminator Armor.  Range 18”  strength *  AP 3 heavy 1, 3” blast pinning. Any model 
under the blast must roll under or equal to their strength or suffer a wound (a roll of 6 is always a 
failure). Vehicles suffer a glancing hit on a 4+ and a penetrating hit on a 5+. After it has been fired 
leave the blast marker, this area counts as difficult and dangerous terrain for the next two turns.
Runes of the Machine God: Before leaving on the Quest, powerful sigils of rare circuitry are inscribed 
on the armor and special chants are made in the name of the Machine God, designed to protect the 



wearer from harm. Once per game the wearer may re-roll one failed Armor Saving throw, or take an 
Armor Save against a single hit from a weapon that for whatever reason would normally not allow it. 
Note this only applies to Armor Saves - if some other saving throw type is used (cover or Invulnerable, 
for example), the effect cannot be used.
Power Field: A Power Field generates a powerful energy bubble around the user, giving the wearer a 
2+ Invulnerable Save that may be taken instead of its normal armor or cover save. This save can only 
be used against ranged attacks – in an Assault, the enemy is inside the area of the energy bubble and the 
field can offer no help. The device is bulky as well though, and the wearer will suffer –1 Initiative.
Refractory Armor Coating – The surface of the model’s arm or is coated with layers of microscopic 
crystals, designed to refract or dissipate harmful light-based attacks. The wearer can always take his 
normal Armor Save against any laser or light-based weapon attack, such as Lasguns, Lascannons, 
Bright Lances, etc., even if the Armor Piercing Value would normally not allow him an Armor Save. It 
has no effect against any other type of attack. Note this only applies to Armor Saves - if some other 
saving throw type is used (cover or Invulnerable, for example), it has no effect.
Staff of Office: Only the most senior Tech-Priests are gifted with one of these very powerful and rare 
tech-relics. Glowing with circuit-runes, the Staff contains nano-sized warp portals which burst open on 
contact. The impacts on the portals create intense localized warp disruptions, causing micro-explosions 
which devastate the struck enemy. In game play, the Staff strikes in the same manner as a Master 
Crafted Thunder Hammer, but strikes at the user’s normal initiative rather than striking at Initiative 1. It 
does take both hands to use properly though and so counts as Two Handed Weapon for weapons 
choices ; it also cannot be combined with any other close combat weapons. Tech-Priest Magos only
Stasis Grenade (one use only): This grenade type is activated at any time during either player’s Assault 
Phase. It emit’s a shower of anti-chroniton particles on detonation, literally slowing down the enemy 
reaction. All enemy units fighting the user
in the Assault fight at Initiative 1 for the remainder of the turn, after which the effects wear off. Note 
this will not affect enemy that always strike first or have other special abilities that determine their 
attacking order.
Virus Grenade (one use only): Virus Grenades are devised by the finest Genetors on Mars, in carefully 
controlled laboratories lest the powerful biological toxins escape and devastate the planet. Each 
grenade is thrown in the same manner as a Vortex Grenade (see below), and follow the same rules for 
double 1’s and double 6’s. Any model under the center of the marker must roll under its Toughness (a 6 
always is successful) or suffer Instant Death; only armor saves are allowed. Any other model under or 
touching the marker must also test but failure only causes 1 wound. This only affects living creatures, 
so Daemon, Necrons, Thousand Sons, etc are unaffected. Open-Topped vehicles can be affected; roll 
twice for the standard Toughness of the crew and if either dies then the vehicle counts as having taken a 
Crew Stunned damage result.
Vortex Grenade (one use only): One of the most rare items from the Dark Ages, these forbidden devices 
open an instantaneous tear into the Immaterium. Though the rip into non-reality is small, its effects are 
devastating as normal matter is torn into the Warp. A Vortex Grenade is used in the same manner as the 
Space Marine Librarian psychic power Vortex of Doom, but with only a 6” range. Roll 2 dice for 
scatter, using the lowest value for the scatter. If double 1’s are rolled, the grenade is a dud and nothing 
happens. If double 6’s are rolled, the grenade is exceptionally powerful – use the larger Ordnance 
marker instead of the smaller Blast marker for the area affected!
Warp Jump Pack (One use only): This device allows the wearer to move up to 24” in the Movement 
Phase in exactly the same manner as if it was using the Deep Strike special rules (so roll for deviation, 
etc). After one use though the pack’s energy supply is exhausted and cannot be used again.
New Weapons and Wargear:
Assault Stubber: This is a common in-field creation which any Tech-Priest or even Machine Cult 
Preacher can construct using basic materials found on most planets. It combines the high rate of fire 



and common ammunition of the Heavy Stubber with the mobility and compactness of the Storm Bolter. 
It is rarely seen outside of Machine Cult forces though as it requires special tuning to prevent jamming, 
one of the secrets the Adeptus Mechanicus guards jealously.  Range 24”  strength 4  AP 6  assault 3.
Combat Bionics: Many members of the Cult Mechanicus augment themselves with special bio-
mechanical implants, designed to improve their effectiveness in serving the Machine God. While they 
may take many forms, the overall effect in combat is to increase the model’s Strength by +1 and add +1 
Weapon Skill. Note that the +1S is added after doubling for purposes of Power Fists, etc.
Cybernetic Enhancements: Cult Mechanicus followers often host a plethora of cybernetic body 
modifications and replacements, to better serve the Machine God. These offer a 6+ Invulnerable Save 
to the model due as they often absorb what would have been lethal attacks. If the user is wearing 
Terminator Armor, this item works exactly the same way as
normal Bionics (see Codex: Space Marines).
Cult Mechanicus Power Axe: These special devices are the signature weapon of the Adeptus 
Mechanicus , and while they are usually not the most exceptional of warriors each user becomes totally 
attuned to his own Axe over many years of training. In combat it counts as a Master-Crafted Power 
Weapon. It can be used single-handed, hitting with the user’s strength as normal, or can be swung in a 
mighty double-handed strike. The latter adds +2 to the user’s strength, but the user cannot gain any 
benefits from any other close combat weapons as both hands are needed.
Electoos:. These subdermal electrical implants are less powerful (and draining) than the ones grafted 
onto Electro Priests, but do allow the wearer to make an devestating attack in close combat. In the first 
round of an Assault, all of the user’s attacks ignore armor as the power flows from his hands into his 
weapon. After this initial attack the effects wear off until a new Assault is launched.
Familiar: These can be either Haemoncolytes or Techno-mats, both of which act to preserve and 
cleanse the remaining organic portions of the connected user. Haemoncolytes are vat-grown creatures 
are formed from the user’s own flesh and
blood, while Techno-mats are tethered Servitors which monitor and sustain the user’s fragile organics. 
A Familiar allows the user to force a re-roll of any rolls that cause wounds, unless they are sufficient to 
cause Instant Death. Familiars are typically mounted on the same base as the user but can be modeled 
on another base if desired; in any case they do not count as another model and cannot be targeted in any 
manner.
Hand Flamer: This is a smaller, more compact version of the regular flamer seen widely in Imperial 
forces. It can be used to fire a single template area effect shot with the profile below, but also counts as 
a Close Combat Weapon in Assaults. Range Template  Strength 3  AP  6  Pistol
Hover Disk : Hover disks are small devices, barely large enough for one rider to stand on, but mounted 
with a powerful and compact anti-grav propulsion system. They allow the rider to move as if he was 
mounted on a jetbike but without any mounted weapons or increase in Toughness. Hover Disks can be 
easily stowed so the wearer can move on foot or enter vehicles normally, but cannot be taken by 
models wearing Terminator Armor (there is only so much they can lift!).
Imperial Jetbike: These operate just like a regular jetbike (see page 54 of the Warhammer 40,000 
Rulebook), and are mounted with twin-linked bolters. The rider gains +1 Toughness and the other 
benefits from riding a regular jetbike.
Mechadendrites: These are a variety of tendril-like prosthetics used by Adeptus Mechanicus personnel 
to aid in construction, maintenance, and research. They have small motors and actuators within the 
metallic tentacles and wave about the wearer almost with a life of their own. Models fitted with 
Mechadendrites gain an extra S3 Attack in Close
Combat, resolved using their own WS value and at double their normal Initiative value. Normal saving 
throws are allowed. Tech-Priests only
Ocular Implants: These special bionic upgrades vastly increase the user’s optical capabilities, allowing 
him to see in the Infrared bands and in very low level lighting. He may roll 3D6 when checking to see 



how far he (and any unit he is leading) can fire in Night Fight missions.
Plasma Blaster: The Plasma Blaster is a specially built combi-weapon crafted in the 38th Millennium. 
It incorporates two plasma guns on a weapon mount suitable for replacing the Storm Bolter on a suit of 
Terminator Armor. The Plasma Blaster counts as a linked plasma gun that is always stationary. This 
means that it may always rapid-fire as if stationary even if the user moves, and also allows the user to 
re-roll the To-Hit dice roll.
Rite of Pure Thought: This extreme surgical procedure is becoming more common throughout the ranks 
of the Adeptus Mechanicus, whereby the emotional and illogical right brain section of the user is 
replaced with a cogitator linked directly into the remaining, more logical left hemisphere. This allows 
the user a purity of reason, unencumbered by distractions or any sense of self-preservation; he now 
gains the Fearless special rule.
Disciples
Tech-Priests are often accompanied by a select group of disciples. These assistants are invaluable in the 
Exploratory force, and aid in a variety of tasks from cataloging the finds to analysis of recovered 
archeo-tech to overseeing the workforce. In combat, they also aid their master with their various skills 
and abilities. While not full Tech-Priests, they are privy to many of the mysteries of the Cult; like their 
master are totally devoted to his quest to recover ancient technologies, the better to serve the Machine 
God.
A Tech-Priest Magos may take up to 8 Disciples, a Questor up to 6, an Arch-Magos may take up to 10, 
and an Engineer up to 4. You may take more than one
of each type if desired. If accompanied by a retinue of Disciples a Tech-Priest cannot leave his unit or 
join another unit; if all Disciples are removed from play he may join other units as normal. All 
Disciples have the following profile:
WS  3  BS  3  S  3  T  3  W  1  I  3  A  1  LD  8   SV  6+
game play, all Disciples and their leader form a unit with normal unit coherency rules. Unless stated 
otherwise, each Disciple is armed with a Laspistol.
Artisan (5 pts): These members of the hierarchy oversee construction for the Cult, from weapons to 
spacecraft to vehicles. They will create and maintain the weapons and other equipment for the 
Explorator force to levels undreamed of by other Imperial forces. Having an Artisan as a Disciple 
allows the Tech-Priest to Master-Craft any items he or any of his other Disciples take without the cost 
counting towards their Wargear allowance.
Genetor (10 pts): Genetic scientists with deep knowledge of both human and alien physiognomies, 
Genetors are also expert at developing specialized toxins and venoms to deal with threats that might 
arise on the Quest. If a Genetor is taken, any Laspistols chosen from the Armory may be upgraded to 
Needle Pistols for +5 points. If two or more Genetors are part of the force, then any model in a Skitarii, 
Praetorian, or Servitor unit that could normally take a Special Weapon may instead take a Needle 
Sniper Rifle for 12 points.
Rune Priest (15 pts): Overseers of the Cult’s complex series of runes and liturgies which are used to 
inspire the holy vehicles and weapons into proper operation, Rune Priests are in a near-divine state of 
intuitive contact with the spirit of the Omnissiah. Not to be confused with the more barbaric members 
of the Adeptus Astartes, Cult Mechanicus Rune Priests can restore life to those devices which have 
turned away from the Emperor’s blessing and restore them to proper working condition. For every 
Rune Priest in the force, one roll on the damage table can be re-taken when a Cult Mechanicus vehicle 
suffers a penetrating or glancing hit, but only one re-roll per vehicle per turn. The Cult player must 
accept the result of the second roll, even if it is worse.
Transmechanic (15 pts): Transmechanics are specialists in communications technologies, and ensure 
that all members of the Exploratory force are in constant and clear contact with each other. For every 
Transmechanic in the force, one Reserves roll may be re-rolled, but only one re-roll per turn per 
unit/vehicle.



Lexmechanic (8 pts): These specially augmented members of the Cult Mechanicus are often seen 
accompanying Tech-Priests in the field. Their ability to store and process data at incalculable speeds is 
invaluable to their masters in deciphering ancient and alien technologies. They also can play an 
important role in any conflicts that arise, allowing them to calculate firing angles and ballistic 
trajectories, and predict how the enemy will react even before they have begun to move. As such, a 
Tech-Priest accompanied by a Lexmechanic will gain +1 to his Ballistic Skill, which remains in effect 
even if the
Lexmechanic is killed.
Acolyte/Apprentice (7 pts): Junior members of the priesthood often accompany more senior Tech-
Priests into the field, both to aid him and also to gain valuable experience as they begin their path 
upwards in the service of the Machine God. Each Acolyte may choose additional weapons up to 25 
points of weapons and wargear (combined), but not Tech-Relics.
Servo-Skull (5 pts): Drone-like devices are created from the skulls of pious servants of the Machine 
God, allowing them to continue their labors even after their flesh has withered away. They are fitted 
with small anti-gravity engines that allow them to float near their master. Having one or more Servo-
Skulls nearby grants the user literally another set of eyes, adding +1 Initiative that remains in effect 
even if the Servo-Skull is destroyed.
Praetorian Bodyguard (35 pts): The Tech-Priest is accompanied personally by one of these augmented 
Servitors, designed to act as his bodyguard. See the entry below for its characteristics and special rules. 
Each Praetorian Bodyguard is armed with a power weapon and power fist. Praetorians programmed as 
bodyguards are adept at intercepting attacks aimed at their master, and thus any wounding hit the Tech-
Priest takes may be assigned instead to a Praetorian (this is done before any saving throws are taken).
Exotic Bolt ammunition: May be applied to bolt pistols, bolters, storm bolters, combi-bolters and twin 
linked bolters.
Acid: Range normal  strength X  AP  4   normal, poisoned 2+ 
Hades: Range Normal  Strength 4  AP  2  Normal
Tracer:  Range Normal  Strength 4  AP 3  Heavy 1, +1 BS
Adeptus Mechanicus Vehicle Upgrades
Boosters: The vehicle’s engine is modified with superchargers and additional power units, making it 
much more powerful than normal. Once per game they can be used at the start of the movement phase, 
adding an additional D6” of movement for that turn. This upgrade cannot be combined with Hover 
Lifters though, due to the extra weight and power needed for those modifications.
Ceramite Armor: The vehicle is coated with a protective shielding of specially blessed and rune 
encrusted ceramics, allowing it to withstand extremely high temperatures. Melta weapon attacks 
(including melta bombs) against the vehicle lose any special benefits they normally gain as a melta 
weapon.
Electro Hull: The vehicle has been wired with powerful electrical cabling on its exterior, delivering a 
powerful shock to any enemy models attempting to attack it. At the beginning of each Assault Phase 
after all models have moved, any models in base contact with the vehicle take a S3, Initiative 10 attack 
with normal saving throws allowed.
Holy Icon: The vehicle mounts a suitably large and impressive symbol of the Machine God. Any 
Adeptus Mechanicus unit within 6" of the vehicle may roll one extra D6 for all Leadership-based tests, 
then discard one before determining their final score.
Hover Lifters: Extensive retrofitting is done on some smaller vehicles to remove their normal tracked 
drive system and mount anti-grav plates and thrusters. The vehicle now counts as a Skimmer. This 
upgrade can be combined with Boosters though, due to the extra weight and power needed for those 
modifications.
Power of the Machine Spirit: The vehicle has been fitted with one of the rare and holy vessels of the 
Machine Spirit, there to protect and guide the vehicle from harm. See Codex: Space Marines for rules.



Servitor Crew Installation: The human crew is replaced with Servitors, specially programmed to 
operate the vehicle. This sets the vehicle’s Ballistic Skill from 3 to 4. In addition, if its vehicle suffers 
an Immobilized result for any reason the Servitor
operator may attempt to repair it in the Shooting Phase, instead of shooting any vehicle-mounted 
weapons. On a D6 score of 6, the vehicle is repaired and may move as normal in following turns. An 
Immobilized Skimmer may attempt repair in this way but only if they moved 6” or less in the previous 
turn.
Void Shield: provides vehicle with a 3+ invulnerable save
Void Armor: all hits that glance or penetrate are at -1. Also counts as extra armor
Regular Vehicle Upgrades
See Codex: Imperial Guard and the Warhammer 40,000 Rulebook for special rules for the following 
vehicle upgrades
Armored Crew Compartment, Extra Armor, Hunter-Killer Missile, Pintle-Mounted Storm Bolter &  
Heavy Stubber, Rough Terrain Modifications, Searchlight, Smoke Launchers
HQ
Archmagos  Veneratus 180 points
WS  BS   S   T   W   I  A  LD  SV
 4      5     6   5    4    6  3   10    2+
Unit Composition: 1 Archmagos Veneratus
Unit Type: Monstrous creature 
Wargear: Master Crafted Multi-melta, Conversion Beamer
Special Rules
Eternal Warrior, Furious Charge
Terrifying Presence: all enemy models within 12” are at -1 to leadership
Founder of the Cult Mechanicus: all Mechanicus models within 24” may chose to pass or fail any test 
required to make.

Archmagos    70 points
WS  BS   S   T   W   I  A  LD  SV
  4     5     4   5    3    4  4   10    2+
Unit Composition: 1 Archmagos 
Unit Type: Infantry 
Wargear: artificer armor
Options: may choose from the Armory as normal. They may take a Hover Disk for +20 points or a 
jetbike for +30 points
Disciplines: Archmagos commonly specialize in multiple specific discipline in their service to the 
Machine God. You may assign two Discipline to a Lord for the following points costs indicated below.
Alchemys (free): The Tech-Priest is an expert at concocting powerful ammunitions, and will refit his 
own weaponry accordingly as well as many weapons carried by his followers. If he carries a Bolt Gun 
he may also carry Metal Storm, Inferno Bolt, Dragonfire bolts, Vengeance Bolts, or Kraken Bolt 
ammunition for +3 pts per ammunition type. Any Heavy Bolters in the force (except those mounted on 
support weapons, vehicles or robots) may be issued Hellfire ammunition for +6 points. See Codex 
Space Marines and chapter approved 2004 for details for these items.
Technicus (5 points): Using his deeper knowledge of rare technologies and access to non-standard 
equipment, the Tech-Priest can outfit any Heavy weapons (except sniper rifles) carried by his followers 
with a rare Suspensor unit. This changes the weapon to Assault but cuts the effective range by 6”. 
These can be fitted to any heavy weapon not mounted on a vehicle or Robot, or used on a Support 
Weapon at a cost of +10 points per application.



Metallurgicus (12 points): Perhaps the greatest blasphemy seen by the Tech-Priest are those vehicles 
not blessed by the Omnissiah (which usually means any not in his own force). These devices are well 
known to him though, and he has learned how to exploit their weaknesses. One per turn he or any unit 
he is leading may roll again on the damage chart after striking a penetrating or glancing hit on a 
vehicle.
Physic (15 points): The Tech-Priest has studied well the designs for the fragile human body, the better 
to know how to replace it with more trustworthy mechanical parts. He is able to repair damaged flesh 
with ease, patching up the wounded follower until he can be properly refitted after the battle, and 
counts as having a Narthecium/Medi-Pack.
Biologis (15 points): By studying the Alien, the Tech-Priest knows how best to defeat the foul flesh that 
would challenge the Machine God. He is also learned in the weaknesses of more human physiology as 
well. One per turn he or any unit he is leading may roll again to wound any one shooting or hand to 
hand combat attack.
Cyberneticus (8 points): The Tech-Priest is fitted with a Mind-Impulse Unit, normally used to control 
Battle Titans. Here he can use it to operate a shoulder-mounted weapon, which can be chosen as normal 
from the Armory (in addition to any other weapons he as taken). This allows him to carry an extra two-
handed ranged weapon which he can fire in the same turn as his normal shooting.
Xenologis (15 points): Countless hours in close study has inured him to the horrors of the Alien and 
taught him the best ways to strike them down. He and his retinue of Disciples count as having the 
Preferred Enemy rule (see page 75 of the rulebook) against all non-human enemies except Necrons.
Xenotech (free): The Tech-Priest is an expert in the usage of alien weaponry, having spent years 
acquiring and studying these profane (but sometimes useful) devices. He may take one of the following 
alien weapons at the cost indicated; note that these do count against his normal weapons restrictions. 
Single Handed Weapons: Splinter Pistol (1 pt), Shuriken Pistol (2 pts), Slugga (1 pt)Two Handed 
Weapons: Splinter Rifle (2 pts), Shuriken Catapult (2 pts), Pulse Rifle (6 pts), Gauss Flayer (4 pts), 
Kroot Hunting Rifle (8 pts), Shoota (2 pts)
Munitorum (12 pts): As one of the weaponsmiths of the Imperium, the Tech-Priest is expert at creating 
specialized devices of lethal terror, often by modifying the standard ammunition is uses . Any non-
energy based range weapon he carries counts as having the Rending ability.
Special Rules
Independent character, eternal warrior

Magos    40 points
WS  BS   S   T   W   I  A  LD  SV
  3     4     3   4    3    4  2    9    4+
Unit Composition: 1 Magos 
Unit Type: Infantry 
Wargear: Carapace Armor
Options: may choose from the Armory as normal. They may take a Hover Disk for +20 points or a 
jetbike for +30 points
Disciplines: Tech-Priest Lords commonly specialize in one specific discipline in their service to the 
Machine God. You may assign a single Discipline to a Lord for the following points costs indicated 
below.
Alchemys (free): The Tech-Priest is an expert at concocting powerful ammunitions, and will refit his 
own weaponry accordingly as well as many weapons carried by his followers. If he carries a Bolt Gun 
he may also carry Metal Storm,
Inferno Bolt, Dragonfire bolts, Vengeance bolts, or Kraken Bolt ammunition for +3 pts per ammunition 
type. Any Heavy Bolters in the force (except those mounted on support weapons, vehicles or robots) 
may be issued Hellfire ammunition for +6 points. See Chapter Approved 2004 and Space Marine 



Codex for details for these items.
Technicus (5 points): Using his deeper knowledge of rare technologies and access to non-standard 
equipment, the Tech-Priest can outfit any Heavy weapons (except sniper rifles) carried by his followers 
with a rare Suspensor unit. This changes the weapon to Assault but cuts the effective range by 6”. 
These can be fitted to any heavy weapon not mounted on a vehicle or Robot, or used on a Support 
Weapon at a cost of +10 points per application.
Metallurgicus (12 points): Perhaps the greatest blasphemy seen by the Tech-Priest are those vehicles 
not blessed by the Omnissiah (which usually means any not in his own force). These devices are well 
known to him though, and he has learned how to exploit their weaknesses. One per turn he or any unit 
he is leading may roll again on the damage chart after striking a penetrating or glancing hit on a 
vehicle.
Physic (15 points): The Tech-Priest has studied well the designs for the fragile human body, the better 
to know how to replace it with more trustworthy mechanical parts. He is able to repair damaged flesh 
with ease, patching up the wounded follower until he can be properly refitted after the battle, and 
counts as having a Narthecium/Medi-Pack.
Biologis (15 points): By studying the Alien, the Tech-Priest knows how best to defeat the foul flesh that 
would challenge the Machine God. He is also learned in the weaknesses of more human physiology as 
well. One per turn he or any unit he is leading may roll again to wound any one shooting or hand to 
hand combat attack.
Cyberneticus (8 points): The Tech-Priest is fitted with a Mind-Impulse Unit, normally used to control 
Battle Titans. Here he can use it to operate a shoulder-mounted weapon, which can be chosen as normal 
from the Armory (in addition to any other weapons he as taken). This allows him to carry an extra two-
handed ranged weapon which he can fire in the same turn as his normal shooting.
Xenologis (15 points): Countless hours in close study has inured him to the horrors of the Alien and 
taught him the best ways to strike them down. He and his retinue of Disciples count as having the 
Preferred Enemy rule (see page 75 of the rulebook) against all non-human enemies except Necrons.
Xenotech (free): The Tech-Priest is an expert in the usage of alien weaponry, having spent years 
acquiring and studying these profane (but sometimes useful) devices. He may take one of the following 
alien weapons at the cost indicated; note that these do count against his normal weapons restrictions. 
Single Handed Weapons: Splinter Pistol (1 pt), Shuriken Pistol (2 pts), Slugga (1 pt)Two Handed 
Weapons: Splinter Rifle (2 pts), Shuriken Catapult (2 pts), Pulse Rifle (6 pts), Gauss Flayer (4 pts), 
Kroot Hunting Rifle (8 pts), Shoota (2 pts)
Munitorum (12 pts): As one of the weaponsmiths of the Imperium, the Tech-Priest is expert at creating 
specialized devices of lethal terror, often by modifying the standard ammunition is uses . Any non-
energy based range weapon he carries counts as having the Rending ability.
Special Rules
Independent character

Questor   35 points
WS  BS   S   T   W   I  A  LD  SV
  3     4     3   4    2    3  2    8    4+
Unit Composition: 1 Questor 
Unit Type: Infantry 
Wargear: Carapace Armor
Options: may choose from the Armory as normal. They may take a Hover Disk for +20 points or a 
jetbike for +30 points
Disciplines: Tech-Priest Lords commonly specialize in one specific discipline in their service to the 
Machine God. You may assign a single Discipline to a Lord for the following points costs indicated 
below.



Alchemys (free): The Tech-Priest is an expert at concocting powerful ammunitions, and will refit his 
own weaponry accordingly as well as many weapons carried by his followers. If he carries a Bolt Gun 
he may also carry Metal Storm,
Inferno Bolt, Dragonfire bolts, Vengeance bolts, or Kraken Bolt ammunition for +3 pts per ammunition 
type. Any Heavy Bolters in the force (except those mounted on support weapons, vehicles or robots) 
may be issued Hellfire ammunition for +6 points. See Chapter Approved 2004 and Space Marine 
Codex for details for these items.
Technicus (5 points): Using his deeper knowledge of rare technologies and access to non-standard 
equipment, the Tech-Priest can outfit any Heavy weapons (except sniper rifles) carried by his followers 
with a rare Suspensor unit. This changes the weapon to Assault but cuts the effective range by 6”. 
These can be fitted to any heavy weapon not mounted on a vehicle or Robot, or used on a Support 
Weapon at a cost of +10 points per application.
Metallurgicus (12 points): Perhaps the greatest blasphemy seen by the Tech-Priest are those vehicles 
not blessed by the Omnissiah (which usually means any not in his own force). These devices are well 
known to him though, and he has learned how to exploit their weaknesses. One per turn he or any unit 
he is leading may roll again on the damage chart after striking a penetrating or glancing hit on a 
vehicle.
Physic (15 points): The Tech-Priest has studied well the designs for the fragile human body, the better 
to know how to replace it with more trustworthy mechanical parts. He is able to repair damaged flesh 
with ease, patching up the wounded follower until he can be properly refitted after the battle, and 
counts as having a Narthecium/Medi-Pack.
Biologis (15 points): By studying the Alien, the Tech-Priest knows how best to defeat the foul flesh that 
would challenge the Machine God. He is also learned in the weaknesses of more human physiology as 
well. One per turn he or any unit he is leading may roll again to wound any one shooting or hand to 
hand combat attack.
Cyberneticus (8 points): The Tech-Priest is fitted with a Mind-Impulse Unit, normally used to control 
Battle Titans. Here he can use it to operate a shoulder-mounted weapon, which can be chosen as normal 
from the Armory (in addition to any other weapons he as taken). This allows him to carry an extra two-
handed ranged weapon which he can fire in the same turn as his normal shooting.
Xenologis (15 points): Countless hours in close study has inured him to the horrors of the Alien and 
taught him the best ways to strike them down. He and his retinue of Disciples count as having the 
Preferred Enemy rule (see page 75 of the rulebook) against all non-human enemies except Necrons.
Xenotech (free): The Tech-Priest is an expert in the usage of alien weaponry, having spent years 
acquiring and studying these profane (but sometimes useful) devices. He may take one of the following 
alien weapons at the cost indicated; note that these do count against his normal weapons restrictions. 
Single Handed Weapons: Splinter Pistol (1 pt), Shuriken Pistol (2 pts), Slugga (1 pt)Two Handed 
Weapons: Splinter Rifle (2 pts), Shuriken Catapult (2 pts), Pulse Rifle (6 pts), Gauss Flayer (4 pts), 
Kroot Hunting Rifle (8 pts), Shoota (2 pts)
Munitorum (12 pts): As one of the weaponsmiths of the Imperium, the Tech-Priest is expert at creating 
specialized devices of lethal terror, often by modifying the standard ammunition is uses . Any non-
energy based range weapon he carries counts as having the Rending ability.
Special Rules
Independent character

Explorator   30 points
WS  BS   S   T   W   I  A  LD  SV
  3     3     3   3    2    3  2    8    4+
Unit Composition: 1 Explorator 
Unit Type: Infantry 



Wargear: Carapace Armor, Archeotech Laspistol (range 18“ strength 4 AP 6 assault 2, pistol), power 
weapon
Options: may choose from the Armory as normal. They may take a Hover Disk for +20 points or a 
jetbike for +30 points. 
Special Rules
Independent character
Explorator: Menials and Praetorians may not be taken. All vehicles reduce their armor value by 1

Skitarii Consul   60 points
WS  BS   S   T   W   I  A  LD  SV
  3     3     3   3    2    3  2    8    3+
Unit Composition: 1 Skitarii Consul
Unit Type: Infantry 
Wargear: Power Armor, servo arm, Bolt Pistol, Bolt Carbine, Frag and Krak Grenades 
Options: may choose from the Armory as normal. 
Special Rules
Independent character, Fearless, 5+ invulnerable save
Military Minded: Praetorians count as troops

Tech Magos Cabal   90 points
WS  BS   S   T   W   I  A  LD  SV
  4     4     3   3    1    3  2    8    3+
Unit Composition: 3 Tech Magos
Unit Type: Infantry 
Wargear: Power Armor, Power Weapon, Hellpistol, Krak and Frag Grenades, Servo Arm
Options: May include 2 Additional Tech Magos for +30 points each. Any Tech Magos may replace 
their Hellpistol for a hand flamer for free, a bolt pistol, Archeotech Laspistol, or hotshot Laspistol for 
+5 points, grenade launcher or Graviton gun for +10 points, Meltagun or Infernus pistol for +15 points, 
Plasma gun or Plasma pistol for +20 points. Any Magos may take digital weapons for +10 points. Any 
Magos may replace their power weapon for Cult Mechanicus Power Axe for +5 points or a chain fist 
for +10 points
Special Rules
Blessing of the Omnissiah (+1 to all rolls for each Magos present)

Elites 
Engineer   35 points
WS  BS   S   T   W   I  A  LD  SV
  3     3     3   3    2    3  1    8    4+
Unit Composition: 1 Engineer
Unit Type: Infantry 
Wargear: Carapace armor
Options: may choose from the Armory as normal. They may take a Hover Disk for +20 points, a bike 
for +25 points, or a jetbike for +30 points. 
Special Rules
Battlefield Repairs: Tech-Priest Engineers are highly trained in battlefield repair, and their mech-
empathy gives them a chance to bring even the most badly damaged system back to life. If a Tech-
Priest Engineer starts his turn in contact with (or inside of) a
damaged Imperial vehicle or support weapon he may attempt to effect repairs. If the vehicle has been 



Immobilized or has a destroyed weapon, one of these defects (chosen by the Engineer) will be 
corrected on a roll of 6+. If he is wearing a Servo-Arm or Mechadentrites he gains +1 to his roll, plus 
an extra +1 for every Technical Servitor also in contact with the vehicle.
Field Team: Tech-Priest Engineers often go into the field accompanied by a retinue of their Servitor 
assistants. If the Engineer takes no Disciples he may instead take a retinue of 1-4 Technical Servitors, 
chosen as per their entry below. These Servitors may be upgraded to Combat or Gun Servitors, but 
remember that only Technical Servitors can aid in repairs. He may not leave his Field Team unless they 
are all removed from play. The Engineer and his Field Team may join other units and leave them in the 
same manner as an Independent Character.
Transport: If the Engineer has chosen either Disciples or a Field Team to lead as described above, he 
may take either an Adeptus Mechanicus Rhino (+35 pts) or Adeptus Mechanicus Chimera (+50 pts) as 
a transport. See individual vehicle entries for options and other details.

Praetorians   210 points
WS  BS   S   T   W   I  A  LD  SV
  4     4     5   5    2    3  2    8    4+
Unit Composition: 6 Praetorians
Unit Type: Infantry 
Wargear: Carapace armor, Hellgun (range 24”  strength 3  AP 5  Rapid Fire) or a close combat weapon 
and Hellpistol (range 12”  strength 3  AP 5  Assault 2, pistol)
Options: May include up to 14 more praetorians for +35 points each. Any number of models may 
exchange their ranged weapon for a Boltgun or Bolt Pistol for +5 points or a Hotshot lasgun or 
Laspistol for +7 points. Any model with a close combat weapon may exchange it for a power weapon 
for +5 points. One Model may exchange their close combat weapon for a Power Fist for +10 points. 
Three models in the unit be fitted with one of the following: Flamer (+6 pts), Meltagun (+10 pts), 
Plasma Gun (+15 pts),Grenade Launcher (Krak/Frag, +10 pts). Two models may be armed with one of 
the following heavy weapons: Lascannon (+25 pts), Autocannon (+15 pts), Missile Launcher (+15 pts), 
Heavy Bolter (+13 pts), Multi-Melta (+30 pts), Plasma Cannon (+35 pts), Multi-Laser (+13pts). The 
unit may be mounted in an Adeptus Mechanicus Rhino (+50 points) or Adeptus Mechanicus Chimera 
(+70points). Each Praetorian counts as two models for transport purposes.
Special Rules
Feel no Pain, Stubborn 

Praetorian Auxilia  40 points
WS  BS   S   T   W   I  A  LD  SV
  4     3     5   5    3    2  3    5    4+
Unit Composition: 1 Auxilia  
Unit Type: Infantry 
Wargear: Carapace armor, close combat weapon, heavy bolter
Options: May include 9 additional Auxilia for +40 points each. Any Auxilia may replace their heavy 
bolter for a heavy flamer, multi laser or multi-melta for free, a plasma cannon for +10 points, an assault 
cannon or graviton cannon for +20 points or a lascannon for +30 points. Any Auxilia may replace their 
close combat weapon for a chain fist for +10 points. 
Special Rules
Slow and purposeful, Fearless, 3+ feel no pain, mind lock
Bulky: counts as three models for transport purposes 



Electro Priests   120 points
WS  BS   S   T   W   I  A  LD  SV
  3     2     3   3    1    4  2    9    -
Unit Composition: 6 Electro Priests 
Unit Type: Infantry 
Wargear: Electrically augmented bare fists and static discharges.
Options: May include up to 6 more Electro Priests for +20 points each.
Special Rules
Electoos: These allow the Electro Priests’ Close Combat attacks to ignore Armor Saves. Electoos give a 
5+ Invulnerable Save (from the cracking electricity surrounding their bodies).
Static Shock: In the first round of any combat the barely contained electrical buildup erupts from the 
Priests, arcing across their bodies and striking those around them. All enemy models in base contact are 
hit at Initiative 10 with a single S3 attack on a roll of 4+; Armor saves can be taken as normal. These 
attacks are worked out in the normal sequence for the combat, and remove models as you would other 
close combat casualties. Note that an Electro Priest who starts the combat in base contact will get its 
full number of attacks even if the model it is in contact with is removed by these attacks. After the first 
round is over the excess electrical discharge is grounded somewhat and has no effect until a new 
combat is started later in the game.

Secutor 110 points
WS  BS   S   T   W   I  A  LD  SV
  4     4     3   4    2    4  2    9    2+
Unit Composition: 1 Secutor 
Unit Type: Infantry 
Wargear: Artificer armor, Bolt Pistol, Mechanicus Power Axe, Servo Arm, Krak and Frag Grenades, 
Melta bombs, Signum 
Options: may choose from the Armory as normal. They may take a Hover Disk for +20 points, a bike 
for +25 points, or a jetbike for +30 points. 
Special Rules
Relentless, Tank Hunters, Fearless
Smite the Machine: After any hits are scored on a vehicle, the vehicle automatically suffers a glancing 
hit in addition to any other damage.
Secutor: May not join or be joined by ANY units
Righteous Furry: Any unit within 12” of a Secutor may re-roll to hit with their ranged weapons and in 
close combat.

Myrmidon Assault Engine   155 points each
Front  Side  Rear   WS  BS  S   I   A
  13       12     10      3     4   10  3   3
Unit Composition: 1 Myrmidon
Unit Type: walker
Wargear: 2 dreadnought close combat weapons, twin linked autocannon, Searchlight, smoke launchers
Options: a myrmidon assault engine may replace one close combat weapon but loses the fleet special 
rule for a conversion beamer )range up to 18“ strength 6  AP -  heavy 1, blast; range 18“ to 42“ strength 
8  AP 4 Heavy 1, blast; range 42“ to 72“ strength 10 AP 1 heavy 1, blast), Gravity cannon (range 12“ 
strength 6  AP 4 heavy 1, template, pinning all units suffer dangerous terrain for 2 turns), or a 
shockwave cannon (draw a line up to 18“ away from the cannon any model that is in the direct line of 
sight is wounded based on their armor save. Vehicles that moved in their movement phase are hit on a 



4+ and vehicle that did not move is automatically hit. All vehicles suffer a glancing hit) . May replace 
twin linked autocannon for a twin linked heavy bolter, heavy gravaton gun, twin linked heavy flamer 
for free, missile launcher or multimelta for +10 points, lascannon or plasma cannon for +15 points. 
May take extra armor for +15 points.   
Special Rules
Fleet

Techmarine     50 points
WS  BS  S  T  W  I  A  LD  SV
  4     4    4  4   1   4  1    8     2+
Unit Composition: 1 Techmarine
Unit type: infantry
Wargear: artificer armor, servo-arm, bolter or bolt pistol, frag and krak grenades
Options: may upgrade servo-arm to a servo-harness for +25 points. May replace ranged weapon with 
storm bolter for +5, combi flamer, melta, plasma, shotgun, grenade launcher for +10 points, plasma 
pistol for +15 points. May take a power weapon for +15 points, power fist for +20 points, thunder 
hammer for +30 points. May take a space marine bike for +30 points or a jet bike for +35 points. May 
include 2 more Techmarines for +50 points each.
Special Rules
And they shall know no fear, combat tactics, independent character, blessing of the Omnissiah, bolster 
defenses 

Heavy Praetorians             180 points
WS  BS   S   T   W   I  A  LD  SV
  4     4     5   5    2    3  2    9    3+
Unit Composition: 3 Heavy Praetorians
Unit type: bike infantry
Wargear: power armor, assault laser (range 36“ strength 6 AP 4 assault 3), close combat weapon, 
flechette launcher (counts as being armed with offensive and defensive grenades)
Options: may include 17 more Heavy Praetorians for 60 points a piece. Any model may exchange their 
close combat weapon for a power weapon for +15 points, a power fist for +25 points, a thunder 
hammer for +45 points, or a chain fist for +35 points. One in every three may exchange their assault 
laser for a multimelta for +30 points, heavy flamer for +15 points, twin linked autocannon for +20 
points, exterminator autocannon for +35 points.
Special Rules
3+ feel no pain, mind lock
Very Bulky: counts as five models for transport purposes 

01110011011101010111000001110010011001010110110101100101 Skitarii  
220 points
WS  BS   S   T   W   I  A  LD  SV
  2     4     4   3    2    3  2    8    3+
Unit Composition: 10 01110011011101010111000001110010011001010110110101100101 Skitarii
Unit type:  infantry
Wargear: power armor, light assault laser (range 18“ strength 4 AP 6 assault 2), close combat weapon
Options: may include 5 more 01110011011101010111000001110010011001010110110101100101 Skitarii for 22 points each. 
Five models may exchange their light assault lasers for bolt carbines for +2 points each.
Special Rules



Feel no pain, slow and purposeful 
Advanced Cybernetic enhancements: provides a 4+ invulnerable save

FellAxe   150 points each Elite Unit
Front  Side  Rear  BS  WS  I  A
  10     10      10     3     4    2   1
Unit Composition: Between 1 and 4 FellAxe’s 
Unit Type: Walker
Wargear: 2 twin linked autocannon’s 
Options: May replace either twin linked autocannon for twin linked heavy bolters or flamers for free, 
missile launcher or havoc launcher for +5 points, twin linked lascannon for +15 points
Special Rules
Furious Charge

Telepathica Tech Priest   50 points
WS  BS  S  T  W  I  A  LD  SV
  4     3    4   4  1   3  1    8    4+
Unit Composition: 1 Telepathica Tech Priest
Unit Type: infantry
Wargear: Null Rod, combat bionics, Cybernetic enhancements, frag, krak, and rad grenades, Hellpistol, 
servo arm, carapace armor
Options: May replace carapace armor for power armor for +10 points or artificer armor for +25 points. 
May replace Hellpistol with a hot shot laspistol or infernus pistol for +10 points, a plasma pistol for 
+15 points
Special rules
Psyker
Psi-storm: psychic shooting attack with the following profile; range 24” strength X AP 2 heavy 2, 
poisoned 2+

Praetorian Herakli   90 points
WS  BS  S  T  W  I  A  LD  SV
  3     3    5  5   3   2  1    7     3+
Unit composition: 3 Praetorian Herakli 
Unit Type: Infantry (40 mm base) 
Wargear: Power armor, chain axe, graviton gun, digital weapons, frag, krak and rad grenades, ocular 
implants, melta bombs
Options: May include 2 more Praetorian Herakli for +30 points each. Any member may exchange their 
graviton gun for a Plasma blaster for +10 points, assault cannon for +20 points or a conversion beamer 
for +25 points. Any model may replace their chain axe for a power weapon for +5 points, a power fist 
for +10 points or a chain fist for +15 points. Any model may have Mechadendrites for +15 points 
and/or a servo arm for +10 points
Special rules
Mind lock, fearless, feel no pain

Centurius assault engine   200 points
WS  BS  S  T  W  I  A  LD  SV
  4      3   6  6   5   3  5    8    2+
Unit composition: 1 Centurius assault engine 
Unit Type: monstrous creature 



Wargear: artificer armor, dreadnought close combat weapon, heavy conversion beamer, conversion 
field 
Options: may include 4 more Centurius assault engine for 200 points each. Any Centurius assault 
engine may upgrade to an Ultima pattern (grains +1 initiative and Mechadendrites) for +30 points
Special Rules
Fearless, 2+ feel no pain

Impetus assault engine     200 points
WS  BS  S  T  W  I  A  LD  SV
  4      3   6  6   5   3  4    8    2+
Unit composition: 1 Impetus assault engine 
Unit Type: monstrous creature 
Wargear: artificer armor, Cerberus grenade launcher, twin linked Arc cascades (range 24” strength 6 AP 
5 heavy 4, twin linked), conversion field, signum 
Options: may include 4 more Impetus assault engine for 200 points each. Any Impetus assault engine 
may upgrade to an Ultima pattern (grains +1 initiative and Mechadendrites) for +30 points
Special Rules
Fearless, 2+ feel no pain

Magnus assault engine   200 points
WS  BS  S  T  W  I  A  LD  SV
  4      3   6  6   5   3  4    8    2+
Unit composition: 1 Magnus assault engine 
Unit Type: monstrous creature 
Wargear: artificer armor, dreadnought close combat weapon, shockwave cannon (range template 
strength 8 AP 4 heavy 1, rending), power field
Options: may include 4 more Magnus assault engine for 200 points each. Any Magnus assault engine 
may upgrade to an Ultima pattern (grains +1 initiative and Mechadendrites) for +30 points
Special Rules
Fearless, 2+ feel no pain

Maximus assault engine  200 points
WS  BS  S  T  W  I  A  LD  SV
  4      3   6  6   5   3  4    8    2+
Unit composition: 1 Maximus assault engine 
Unit Type: monstrous creature 
Wargear: artificer armor, dreadnought close combat weapon, Graviton cannon, conversion field
Options: may include 4 more Maximus assault engine for 200 points each. Any Maximus assault 
engine may upgrade to an Ultima pattern (grains +1 initiative and Mechadendrites) for +30 points
Special Rules
Fearless, 2+ feel no pain

Caminus Priests  90 points
WS  BS  S  T  W  I  A  LD  SV
  3      3   4  5   1   3  1    9    4+
Unit composition: 3 Caminus priests
Unit Type: infantry
Wargear: bionics, carapace armor, heavy flamer
Options: may include 3 additional Caminus Priests for 30 points each. Any model may exchange their 



heavy flamer for a multimelta for +15 points. Any model may have Mechadendrites for +5 points
Special Rules
Slow and purposeful, infiltrate
Pyromechanics: melta and flame weapons have no effect
Masochistic: always has a 4+ cover save and any unsaved wounds automatically hit the enemy that 
wounded them with a strength 6 hit.

Hurricane weapons battery   40 points elites
WS  BS  S  T  W  I  A  LD  SV
  4      4   4   4  1   4  1   8     3+
Unit composition: 1 hurricane weapons battery manned by two skitarii
Unit type: artillery
Wargear marines: power armor, frag and krak grenades, bolt pistol
Wargear: quad heavy bolter (range 36”  strength 5  AP  4  heavy 4, twin linked)
Options: may include 4 more Hurricane weapons batteries for +40 points each

Troops
Skitarii   100 points

WS  BS   S   T   W   I  A  LD  SV
 Skitarii   3     3     3   3    1    3  1    7    5+
Centurion          3     3     4   3    2    3  2    8    5+
Unit Composition: 10 Skitarii
Unit type:  infantry
Wargear: Flack Armor, either a lasgun, autogun, a shotgun or a close combat weapon and las pistol or 
autopistol 
Options: may include 40 more Skitarii for 10 points each. One Skitarii may be upgraded to a Centurion 
(thus giving it access to the armory) for +15 points. Any model may upgrade to a hellgun for +1 point 
per model or a bolter for +2 points per model. The entire unit may have frag grenades for +1 point per 
model. Any model may upgrade to carapace armor for +5 points per model. Two models may replace 
their weapon for a flamer, Graviton gun, or grenade launcher for +5 points, meltagun for +10 points, 
plasma gun for +15 points or a heavy flamer for +20 points. Two models may form a heavy weapons 
team with a heavy bolter, missile launcher or autocannon for +10 points, lascannon for +15 points, 
plasma cannon or multimelta for +20 points.

Machine Cultists   40 points
WS  BS   S   T   W   I  A  LD  SV

Cultist     2     2     3   3    1    3  1    6    -
preacher             3     3     3   3    2    3  1    8    5+
Unit Composition: 10 Machine Cultists 
Unit type:  infantry
Wargear: either a lasgun, autogun, a shotgun or a close combat weapon and las pistol or autopistol 
Options: may include 90 more machine cultists for 4 points each. One model may be upgraded to a 
Machine Preacher for +5 points. For every ten model one model may replace their weapon for a flamer 
for free, meltagun or grenade launcher for +5 points. Plasma gun for +15 points, bolter for +5 points, or 
a heavy stubber for +10 points. One member may be armed with a autocannon or missile launcher for 
+15 points or a heavy bolter or heavy flamer for +10 points



Classiarii Maniple    90 points
WS  BS   S   T   W   I  A  LD  SV
  4     4     3   3    1    3  2    9    4+
Unit Composition: 6 Classiarii
Unit type:  infantry
Wargear: Carapace armor, Bolt Pistol, close combat weapon, krak and frag grenades, Combat Bionics, 
Cybernetic Enhancements
Options: may include 9 more Classiarii for 15 points each. Any model may replace their bolt pistol for 
a bolt pistol and combat shield or a flamer for +5 points, plasma pistol, infernus pistol or meltagun for 
+10 points. Any model may replace their close combat weapon for a power weapon for +20 points or a 
power fist for +35 points. Any model may take melta bombs for +5 points each and/or a displacer jump 
pack (may teleport 24” every three turns, or every other turn with a dangerous terrain test involved) for 
+20 points each.
Special Rules
Infiltrate 
Synchronized Targeting: For each shot that hits after the first 3 add +1 to strength and decrease their AP 
by 1 to a minimum of 1

Menial Militia 60 points
WS  BS   S   T   W   I  A  LD  SV

 Menial   2     2     2   2    1    2  1    5     6+
Cog                    4     3    5   5    3     3  4   5     5+
Unit Composition: 30 menials 
Unit type:  infantry
Wargear: Mob Weapons (counts as a single close combat weapon and a laspistol), Work Clothes 
Options: may include 170 more menials for 2 points each. For every 4 models in the squad one may 
upgrade their mob weapons for a wielding torch (Range Template strength 3 AP 6 Assault 1) for free, 
Rivet gun (range 18” strength 4 AP -  Assault D6) for +5 points or a cutting wheel (ignores armor saves 
and rolls 3D6 for Armor penetration) for +10 points. 20 Menials may be upgraded to COGS for 25 
points each.
Special Rules
Full of fear: and blast weapon fired at them or any model wounded forces them to fall back.

Servitor Phalanx   20 points
WS  BS   S   T   W   I  A  LD  SV

 Technical   3     3     3   3    1    3  1    8     5+
Combat                         4      3    3   3    1    3  2    8     4+
Gun   2     4     3  3     2    2  1    8     6+
Unit Composition: 4 Technical Servitors
Wargear: Flack Armor, close combat weapon
Options: may include 106 more Servitors for 5 points each. Any servitor may upgrade to a combat 
servitor with a servo arm for +10 points. The Combat Servitors may exchange their close combat 
weapon for a power weapon for +5 points, a power fist for +10 points, a chain fist for +15 points or a 
thunder hammer for +20 points. Any Servitor may be upgraded to a gun servitor with a heavy bolter for 
+10 points. Any gun servitor may exchange their heavy bolter for a heavy flamer, multilaser, or Heavy 
Graviton gun for free, a multi-melta or autocannon for +5 points or a plasma cannon for +10 points. 
Special Rules
Mind Lock



Hypaspists Maniple  40 points
WS  BS   S   T   W   I  A  LD  SV
  3     4     3   3    1    3  1    7    4+
Unit Composition: 5 Hypaspists 
Unit type:  infantry
Wargear: Carapace armor, las-carbine (range 18”  strength 3  AP -  Assault 2), close combat weapon, 
krak and frag grenades
Options: may include 25 more Hypaspists for 8 points each. One Hypaspists may exchange either their 
las-carbine or close combat weapon for a bolt pistol for +5 points, plasma pistol, infernus pistol or 
power weapon for +10 points. One in every five Hypaspists may exchange their las-carbine for a 
flamer or Graviton gun for +5 points, meltagun or grenade launcher for +10 points, or a plasma gun or 
heavy graviton gun for +15 points

Thallax Cohort   135 points
WS  BS  S  T  W  I  A  LD  SV
  3      4   5  5   3  2  2     8    4+
Unit Composition: 3 Thallax
Unit type: jump pack  infantry
Wargear: Carapace armor, close combat weapon, frag and krak grenades, lighting gun (range 18” 
strength 7 AP 5 heavy 1, rending
Options: may include 6 more Thallax for +40 points each. The entire squad may have melta bombs for 
+5 points per model. Any model may upgrade their close combat weapon for a chain axe for +5 points 
per model. The entire squad may upgrade to have destructor (gains tank hunter) for +25 points, Icarian 
(gains the AA special rule is they did not move) for +25 points, Ferro (gains rage and rending) for +25 
points, or Empyrite (gains deep strike) for +25 points. One in every three may replace their lighting gun 
for a multi laser for +5 points, Phase plasma fusil (range 24” strength 6 AP 3 heavy D3+1) for +10 
points, Irad cleanser (range template strength 2 AP 5 assault 1, ignores armor saves and each model hit 
is wounded twice) for +10 points, a multimelta for +15 points, or a photon thruster (range 48” strength 
6 AP 2 heavy 2, lance, gets hot
Special rules
Stubborn, bulky
Djinn sight: reduces opponents cover save by -2

Servo Automata   60 points
WS  BS  S  T  W  I  A  LD  SV
  3     3    4  5   1   1  1    6     5+
Unit Composition: 5 Servo Automata 
Unit type:  infantry
Wargear: flakk armor, chainsword, bolter
Options: any servo automata may exchange their bolter for a flamer or lascutter (range 9” strength 9 AP 
2 assault 1) for +5 points a rotor cannon (range 30” strength 3 AP 6 heavy D3+1) for +10 points or a 
power fist for +15 points. May include 15 more Servo Automata for +12 points each
Special Rules
Mind Lock



Dedicated Transports
Rhino       35 points
Front  Side  Rear   BS
   11     11     10       4
Unit Composition: 1 Rhino
Type: tank
Wargear: twin linked Bolter
Options: may take another twin linked bolter, Heavy Graviton gun or heavy stubber for +5 points, 
Combi weapon for +10 points. May chose from the vehicle armory.
Transport: 10 models, models in terminator armor count as two models

Chimera     50 points
Front  Side  Rear   BS
   12     11     10       4
Unit Composition: 1 Chimera 
Type: tank
Wargear: Turret mounted Multilaser, hull mounted heavy bolter
Options: may exchange multilaser for a heavy bolter, Heavy Graviton gun, or heavy flamer for free, 
autocannon or twin linked heavy bolter for +5 points, assault cannon for +15 points. The Heavy bolter 
may be replaced with a heavy flamer or Heavy graviton gun for free, a lascannon for +20 points, 
Plasma cannon for +30 points, a multimelta for +25 points, conversion beamer for +35 points.
Transport: 12 models, models in terminator armor count as two models

Termite   60 points
Front  Side  Rear   BS
   12     12     -        3
Unit Composition: 1 Termite 
Wargear: Multi-melta, Hull mount drill, Smoke Launchers, searchlight, Blessings of the Omnissiah 
Transport: 14 models, models in terminator armor count as two models
Special Rules
Subterranean assault: Counts as drop pod Assault
Drill attack: any models wishing to assault the termite take a strength 8 attack on a 4+ that ignores 
armor saves and rolls 2D6 for armor saves

Valkyrie     100 points
Front  Side  Rear   BS
   12     12     10       4
Unit Composition: 1 Valkyrie
Type: Fast, skimmer 
Wargear: multilaser, 2 hellstrike missiles, search light, extra armor
Transport: 12 models, models in terminator armor count as two models
Options: May exchange it’s multilaser for a heavy bolter or Heavy graviton gun for free, multimelta for 
+15 points, lascannon for +20 points, plasma cannon or assault cannon for +25 points, autocannon for 
+10 points. May exchange it’s hellstrike missile for two Rocket pods for +25 points, two hellfurry 
missiles for +30 points, two twin linked lascannons for +35 points. May select from the vehicle armory
Special Rules
Deep Strike, scout



Centaur    25 points
Front  Side  Rear   BS
   11     10     10       4
Unit Composition: 1 Centaur
Type: Fast, opened topped
Wargear: Heavy stubber, searchlight, smoke launchers
Transport: 5 models
Options: May exchange it’s heavy stubber for a twin linked bolter, heavy flamer, or heavy graviton gun 
for free, plasma gun for +20 points or a twin linked meltagun for +10 points. May select from the 
vehicle armory
Special Rules
Stable firing platform: any model may fire from the centaur as if they were stationary 

Mass Crawler    250 points
Front  Side  Rear   BS
   14     13     12       4
Unit Composition: 1 mass crawler
Type: tank
Wargear: twin linked Heavy Bolter, searchlight, smoke launchers
Transport: 20 models
Options: may replace the twin linked heavy bolters for twin linked multimeltas for +25 points, twin 
linked assault cannons for +35 points, exterminator autocannon for +30 points. May take a turret 
mounted twin linked heavy bolter for +25 points, twin linked exterminator autocannons for +40 points, 
twin linked assault cannons for +30 points, twin linked lascannons for +45 points. May select from the 
vehicle armory
Special Rules
Amphibious 
Ponderous: max cruising speed is 8” and combat speed is 5”. However never tests for difficult terrain 

Testudo…………………………60 points 
  [Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]

Testudo]    13       11       10       4
Unit type:  tank
Wargear: turret mounted Exterminator Autocannon (range 48“ strength 7 AP 4 heavy 4 twin linked), 
hull heavy bolter, searchlight, smoke launchers, RT mod
Transport: 15 models 
Access points: 2 side hatches and a rear assault ramp
Options: linked bolter for +10 points, a multi-melta for +10 points, a combi plasma; melta; flamer; 
grenade launcher for +10 points, a havoc launcher for +15 points, a hunter killer missile for +10 points, 
plasma gun for +15 points, extra armor for +15 points

Thunder……………………….50 points 
     [Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]

Thunder]     11       11       10       4
Unit type: tank
Wargear: turret mounted twin linked bolter, pintle mount heavy flamer, extra armor, siege shield
Transport: 12 models 
Fire points: 6



Access points: 2 side hatches and a rear assault ramp
Options: linked bolter for +10 points, a multi-melta for +10 points, a combi plasma; melta; flamer; 
grenade launcher for +10 points, a havoc launcher for +15 points, a hunter killer missile for +10 points, 
plasma gun for +15 points, Heavy Graviton Gun for +10 points

Thunderer Rhino………………45 points 
     [Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]

Thunderer]   11        10      10       4
Unit type: tank, fast, opened topped 
Access points: 2 side hatches and a rear assault ramp
Transport capacity: 12 models 
Wargear: Searchlight, Smoke Launcher, twin linked bolter
Option: extra armor for +15 points, linked bolter for +10 points, a multi-melta for +10 points, a combi 
plasma; melta; flamer; grenade launcher for +10 points, a havoc launcher for +15 points, a hunter killer 
missile for +10 points, plasma gun for +15 points

Chimerax……………………….130 points 
  [Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]

Chimerax]   12      10      10       3
Type: Tracked, Normal
Transport:  Twelve models
Fire Points:  six hull lasguns are permanently mounted to the chassis for use by the passengers.  While 
the Chimerax still has a top hatch, the large turret prevents anybody using it from shooting into the 
forward arc of the vehicle.
Access Points:  1 rear access hatch
Options:  The Chimerax may take any upgrades available to the Chimera.  The Chimerax must select 
either a hull heavy bolter, Heavy Graviton gun or hull heavy flamer for +5 points.
Weapons: Quad gun
SPECIAL RULES
Amphibious:  As chimera variants generally do not modify the basic hull, the Chimerax is amphibious.

Chimedon………………….110 points 
BS        front    side    rear

Chimedon]  3         12  10  10
Type: Tracked, Normal
Transport:  Twelve models
Fire Points:  six hull lasguns are permanently mounted to the chassis for use by the passengers.  The 
Chimedon top hatch may be used in the same manner as the hatch on a Chimera.
Access Points:  1 rear access hatch
Options:  The Chimedon may take any upgrades available to the Chimera.  The Chimedon must select 
either a hull heavy bolter, Heavy Graviton gun, or hull heavy flamer for +5 points. may replace their 
conqueror cannon with a battle cannon for +25 points.  However, if a “6” is rolled on any dice during 
the scatter roll and a “hit” is rolled on the scatter die, the battlecannon is destroyed as if a “weapon 
destroyed” result was rolled on the vehicle damage tables from a penetrating hit.
Weapons: Conqueror Cannon
SPECIAL RULES
Amphibious:  As chimera variants generally do not modify the basic hull, the Chimerax is amphibious.



Chimerro………………….165 points 
                           BS                 front   side      rear
Chimerro]     3         12  10  10
Type: Tracked, Normal
Fire Points:  six hull lasguns are permanently mounted to the chassis for use by the passengers.  The 
Chimerro top hatch is welded shut to support the missile rack and may not be used.
Access Points:  1 rear access hatch
Options:  The Chimerro may take any upgrades available to the Chimera.  The Chimerax must select 
either a hull heavy bolter, Heavy Graviton Gun, or hull heavy flamer for +5 points.
Weapons: HK missile rack, Multilaser
SPECIAL RULES
Amphibious:  As chimera variants generally do not modify the basic hull, the Chimerro is 
amphibious.
HK Missile Rack:  The Chimerro is characterized by a multi-tube or reloading Hunter Killer Missile 
rack.  This allows the Chimerro to fire a single Hunter Killer missile every turn.

Imperial Charon………125 points 
  BS front side rear

Charon       3         13   12   10
Type: Tracked, Normal, Open-Topped
Crew: 2 Guardsmen
Transport:  12, remember that Ogryns and models in terminator armor count as two models.
Fire Points:  The Charon is open-topped, however due to the presence of the Siege Blade the 
passengers may only shoot to the side or rear.
access Points:  While open-topped, the Charons side walls are still massive and inhibit movement. 
Passengers can only get out of the rear hatch.  
Options:  The Turret Heavy bolter may be replaced with a heavy flamer or Heavy Graviton gun for no 
cost. 
Weapons: Mine Throwers, Turret Heavy Bolter
SPECIAL RULES
Siege blade:  The front of a Charon is covered by a massive bulldozer blade which serves as both 
armor and also helps to charge through the toughest obstacles.  As armor, the blade provides a virtually 
impenetrable barrier making the vehicle armor 13 on the front.  In addition, the vehicle does not count 
as open topped against direct fire weapons fired from its front arc.  The Siege Blade is so massive and 
the Charon is so built for the type of assault that it performs that the Charon completely ignores 
difficult and dangerous terrain effects and removes the difficult/dangerous terrain as it passes over it. 
Further the blade prevents would be saboteurs from getting at any vulnerable part of the Charon.  If 
the Charon tank shocks a unit, the unit may not perform a death or glory move. 
Mine Throwers:  Mine throwers are principally used to counter enemy minefields and destroy 
obstructions in the Charon’s path, however they can also be used to stun infantry as the vehicle 
approaches.  The Mine throwers are treated as a single weapon which uses the ordnance template.
Mine Throwers

Range Str AP Special
  24”  4  5             Ordnance 1, causes Pinning 

Dedicated assault vehicle:  The Charon is built for the express purpose of delivering combat troops 
into assault.  Troops in a Charon may assault on the turn they disembark
Open-Topped:  Because it is Open-topped, Ogyrns in a Charon do not have the “It’s Dark in Dere” 



rule when mounting a Charon.
Wide Tracks:  The Charon’s wide tracks made it very hard to stop.  It counts as having the “track 
guards” upgrade automatically.

SAEMUNDER RHINO  90 POINTS
                            BS FRONT SIDE REAR
Saemunder Rhino 4      13         12     9
Unit Composition: 1 Saemunder Rhino
Vehicle Type: Tank
Transport Capacity: 12
Fire Points: None
Access Points: A Saemunder Rhino has one access point on each side of the hull and one to the rear.
Wargear Searchlight, Smoke Launchers, Twin Linked Boltgun, Assault Vehicle (C:SM pg 81), Assault 
Ram – The Saemunder Rhino can re roll failed difficult terrain tests. Any tank shock made by the 
Saemunder Rhino against a non vehicle target causes d3+1 Strength 10 hits on the victim unit. If the 
unit chooses to make a death or glory attack it takes a further d3+1 Strength 10 hits.

Caestus Assault Ram   275 points dedicated transport
Front    Side   Rear   BS
   13       13       11      4
Squadron: 1 Caestus assault ram
Unit type: Skimmer, Fast
Access points: 2 front assault ramps
Transport: 10 models in power, artificer, or terminator armor
Wargear: 1 hull mounted Twin linked Magna-melta (range 18” strength 8 AP 1 heavy 1, 5” blast, 
melta), 2 wing mounted Firefury missile batteries (range 36” strength 6 AP 4 heavy 4, 3” blast, twin 
linked, one use), extra armor
Options: may take a Teleport homer for +15 points and/or frag assault launcher for +10 points
Special rules
Assault vehicle, afterburners, deep strike
Caestus ram: has a 5+ invulnerable save and adds +1 to the vehicle damage chart when ramming 

Gant  45 points
Front Side Rear BS
  11     11    10    3
Unit Composition: 1 Gant
Vehicle Type: Tank, walker
Transport Capacity: 11
Access points: 1 rear hatch
Fire points: models may fire from the top hatch
Wargear: Exigo Hellgun (range 24” strength 4 AP 3 assault 3, twin linked)
Options: may replace Exigo Hellgun for a twin linked autocannon for +10 points

Honorius rhino  50 points dedicated transport  
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  12      12      10    4
Unit Composition: 1 Honorius Rhino
Unit type: fast tank



Wargear: pintle mounted foeblaster bolter, extra armor, searchlight, smoke launchers
Special rules
Ceramite plating: melta weapons never roll an extra D6

Land Speeder Chariot   50 points dedicated transport
Front side rear  BS
  10     10    10    4
Unit Composition: 1 Land Speeder Chariot
Unit type: fast, opened topped skimmer
Transport capacity: 1 independent character 
Wargear: hull mount heavy bolter
Options: may replace the heavy bolter for a heavy flamer for free or a multimelta for +10 points
Special rules
Deep strike

BRASS RHINO    +45 points  Dedicated Transport
Front   Side   Rear    BS
 12        12      10       4
Unit Composition: Any World Eaters  units in the army which have purchased a Rhino without 
upgrades may replace it with a Brass Rhino for +45 points.
Vehicle Type: Tank, Fast, Open Topped
Transport Capacity: 16 in power or scout armor
Wargear: Twin Linked Bolt Gun
Hand Rails: Its design originating in a blood soaked vision, the internal layout of the Brass Rhino limits 
the number of World Eaters who can ride inside. Champions of larger units have innovated a method of 
allowing their war bands to be transported. Around the vehicle are mounted heavy duty hand rails and 
foot rests that the World Eaters can grip onto while the rest of the unit are transported inside. Up to 
eight infantry models may be transported like this but must each take a dangerous terrain test if the 
vehicle moves Flat Out.

Fast attack
Myrmidon Velites maniple   190 points

WS  BS   S   T   W   I  A  LD  SV
Velites   3     3     3   3    1    3  1    7     4+
Tribune                          3      3    3   3    1    3  2    8     4+
Unit Composition: 1 Velites Tribune and 11 Velites 
Unit type: Jump  infantry
Wargear: hot shot las pistol, close combat weapon. Krak and frag grenades, Vortex jump pack, carapace 
armor
Options: Any Velities may replace their hot-shot laspistol for a hot-shot lasgun for free. Two Velities 
may replace their hot shot laspistols for a graviton gun or grenade launcher for +5 points, meltagun for 
+10 points, or a plasma gun for +15 points. The Tribune may replace their close combat weapon with a 
power weapon for +10 points or a power fist for +15 points. The Tribune may replace their hot-shot 
laspistol for a plasma pistol for +15 points. The tribune may take a servo arm for +10 points, melta 
bombs for +5 points and/or digital weapons for +10 points.
Special Rules
Vortex Jump Pack: may enter play via deep strike and may move via deep strike, but can only be used 3 
times



Venator Auxilia 90 points
WS  BS   S   T   W   I  A  LD  SV
  3     4     3   3    1    3  1    8    4+
Unit Composition: 6 Venators
Unit type: Jump  infantry
Wargear: bolt pistol, close combat weapon. Krak and frag grenades, displacer jump pack, carapace 
armor
Options: may include 9 more Venators for 15 points each. Any Venator may exchange their bolt pistol 
for a plasma pistol or meltagun for +10 points, bolt pistol and combat shield or flamer for +5 points. 
One Venator may replace their close combat weapon for a power weapon for +10 points or a power fist 
for +15 points.
Special Rules
Scouts, Deep strike
Displacer jump pack: may teleport 24” every three turns, or every other turn with a dangerous terrain 
test involved

Sentinel Squadron   35 points each
Front Side  Rear  WS  BS  S  I  A
  11     10      10     3     3    5  3  1
Unit Composition: 1 to 8 Sentinels 
Unit type: Fast, walker, opened topped
Wargear: Multilaser, searchlight
Options: Any sentinel may upgrade their multilaser for a heavy flamer, heavy bolter, Heavy Graviton 
gun, or autocannon for +5 points, missile launcher or power lifter (adds +2 strength) for +10 points, 
lascannon or assault cannon for +15 points, or a plasma cannon or multimelta for +20 points. May 
select from the vehicle armory
Special Rules
Scout, move threw cover

Land speeder      40 points each
Front Side  Rear   BS
  10     10      10     3
Unit Composition: 1 to 10 Land Speeders
Unit type: Fast, skimmer, opened topped 
Wargear: heavy bolter
Options: any land speeder may replace it’s heavy bolter for a heavy flamer, Multilaser, or Heavy 
Graviton Gun for free, multimelta, Autocannon, or missile launcher for +10 points or a twin linked 
heavy bolter for +15 points. Any land speeder may take a wing mounted Typhoon missile launcher for 
+40 points. If Typhoon missile launcher is not taken any land speeder may take a hull mounted heavy 
flamer, heavy bolter, Heavy Graviton Gun, or multilaser for +10 points, multimelta, autocannon, or 
missile launcher for +20 points, Assault cannon for +40 points, Plasma cannon for +50 points, or twin 
linked Assault cannon for +60 points. May select from the vehicle armory
Special Rules
Deep Strike

Grav Attack tank………………………100 points 
        [Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]
Grav]    12      12       10       4



Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Grav Attack Tank
Unit Type: Fast, Tank, skimmer
Wargear: Turret mounted lascannon, hull mounted havoc missile launcher, searchlight, smoke 
launchers, extra armor.
Options: linked bolter for +10 points, a multi-melta for +10 points, a combi plasma; melta; flamer; 
grenade launcher for +10 points, a havoc launcher for +15 points, a hunter killer missile for +10 points, 
plasma gun for +15 points

Perturabo storm tank………………185 points 
    [Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]

Perturabo]    14       13       10       4
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Perturabo Storm Tank
Unit type: Fast, tank
Wargear: Rotary Lascannon (D3 shots), 2 hot shot lasgun sponsons, 2 rear facing havoc launchers, 
searchlight, smoke launchers extra armor, power of the machine spirit 
Options: linked bolter for +10 points, a multi-melta for +10 points, a combi plasma; melta; flamer; 
grenade launcher for +10 points, a havoc launcher for +15 points, a hunter killer missile for +10 points, 
plasma gun for +15 points

Storm hawk………225 points 
        [Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]

Storm hawk]   12        12       10      4
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Storm Hawk
Unit Type: Fast skimmer
Transport capacity: 12 models and a walker
Wargear: twin linked autocannon, twin linked heavy bolter, 4 under wing hellstrike missiles, extra 
armor, searchlight, locator beacon 
Special rules
Power of the machine spirit , assault vehicle 
Ceramite armor: weapons with the melta special rule never roll their extra dice

Storm Hawk Vahanas………………..225 points 
        [Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]

Storm hawk]   12        12       10      5
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Storm Hawk Vahanas
Unit Type: Fast skimmer
Transport capacity: any HQ and honor guard
Wargear: twin linked typhoon missile launcher, twin linked plasma cannon, 4 under wing hellstrike 
missiles, extra armor, searchlight, locator beacon 
Special rules
Power of the machine spirit , assault vehicle 
Ceramite armor: weapons with the melta special rule never roll their extra dice
Venerable: may make opponent re roll wither they glanced or penetrated  

Grav attack storm………100 points 
[Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]

Storm]     12       12      10        4
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Grav Attack Storms



Unit Type:  Fast, Tank, skimmer
Wargear: Turret mounted autocannon, searchlight, smoke launcher, jamming beacon, Orbital linkup (re 
roll any failed reserve rolls)
Options: linked bolter for +10 points, a multi-melta for +10 points, a combi plasma; melta; flamer; 
grenade launcher for +10 points, a havoc launcher for +15 points, a hunter killer missile for +10 points, 
plasma gun for +15 points, extra armor for +15 points

Perturabo Siege Tank    280 points  each
Front   Side   Rear   BS
   14       14      12      5
Unit Composition: 1 to 5 Perturabo Siege Tanks    
Unit Type: tank, fast
Wargear: hull mounted Siegebreaker cannon (bunker buster: Range 60”  strength 9  AP 2  Ordinance 1. 
Air burst: Range 60” strength 5  AP 6  Heavy 4, blast, ignores cover. Anti infantry: Range 60” strength 
4  AP -  Heavy 2, Large Blast, 4+ Rending), Siege Shield, Dozer Blade, Searchlight, Extra Armor, 
smoke launcher, 2 twin linked Hot Shot Lasguns, 2 rear facing Hammerfist Launchers (Range 48” 
Strength 4  AP  4  Heavy 2, Blast, Barrage, Rending, Twin Linked), 3 rear facing Havoc Launchers
Options: may take combi-plasma for +10, combi-melta for +15 points, combi-flamer for +5 points, 
Combi-grenade launcher for +10 points, Combi-Shotgun for +5 points, or a havoc launcher for +15 
points. 
Special Rules
Power of the Machine Spirit: A Perturabo Siege Tank can fire one more weapon than would normally 
be permitted based upon its Movement speed; This weapon may be fired at a separate target if desired. 
A Perturabo Siege Tank  may also fire a single weapon even if it has suffered a Crew Shaken or Crew 
Stunned result that turn. 
Ferromantic Invulnerability: The hull of the Perturabo Siege Tank has been specially constructed to 
resist even the most determined assault and is almost preternaturally resilient. As a result, the Perturabo 
Siege Tank is not subject to the particular effects of the Lance and Melta special rules by attacks made 
against it. In addition it reduces the effects of all rolls on the damage chart made against it (other than 
by Destroyer type weaponry), by -1. 

Land Speeder Storm    30 points
Front  Side  Rear   BS
  10       10     10      3
Unit Composition: 1 Land Speeder Storm
Unit type: Fast, skimmer, opened topped 
Wargear: heavy bolter, jamming beacon, Cerberus launcher
Transport: 5 models
Options: may replace heavy bolter for a heavy flamer or multilaser for +10 points, a multimelta for +15 
points or an assault cannon +35 points. May select from the vehicle armory
Special Rules
Deep Strike, scout

Servo Skull Squadron    6 points
WS  BS   S   T   W   I  A  LD  SV
  2     2     2   3    1    2  1    6    6+
Unit Composition: 3 Servo Skulls
Unit type: Jump  infantry



Wargear: Digital Weapons, micro-weapons (range 12”  Strength X  AP -  Assault 1)
Options: may include 297 more Servo Skulls for 2 points each.
Special Rules
Infiltrate, Fleet
Counter Infiltrators: enemy infiltrators may not set up within 12” of any servo skull

Servo Swarm   45 points
WS  BS   S   T   W   I  A  LD  SV
  2     2     2   3    3    2  3    10    4+
Unit Composition: 3 Quads 
Unit type: Jump  infantry
Wargear: Digital Weapons, micro-weapons (range 12”  Strength X  AP 3  Assault 1)
Options: May include 27 more Quads for 15 points each.
Special Rules
Infiltrate, Fleet
Self destruct: One unsaved wound causes a strength 4 hit on enemies, two unsaved wounds causes a 
strength 7 hit, unsaved wounds cause a strength 10 hit.

Mass Cargo Teleporter   50 points
Unit Composition: May deep strike one unit per turn with no scatter, this includes tanks.
May call in a bombardment. May pull a unit out of combat
Options: May buy fire storm container (Strength 6  AP 3   Ordinance 1  10” blast) for +10 points, Melta 
Charge  (strength 8  AP 1  3” blast, melta) for +20 points, and or Fragmentation Bomb (strength 10  AP 
2  Ordinance 1  7” blast) for +30 points. If none of these options are taken may by a Vortex Bomb 
(Vortex Blast)  for +50 points

Fire Wasp    12 points  each
WS  BS   S   T  W   I  A  LD  SV
  2     2     3   4   2    2  1   10     3+
Unit Composition: 1 to 10 Fire Wasp
Unit type: Infantry (40mm Base)
Wargear: Flamer, Searchlight, Iron Halo, Close Combat Weapon
Options: May include 19 more Fire Wasps for +12 points each. Any Fire Wasp may replace their flamer 
for a meltagun for +8 points.
Special Rules
Fearless, Move Threw Cover

Devastation Drone   20 points each
WS  BS   S   T  W   I  A  LD  SV
  2     -     3    5   1    1  -   10     4+
Unit Composition: 1 to 5 Devastation Drones
Unit type: Infantry (40mm Base)
Wargear: Implosion Charge (detonated in owners shooting phase. Place 5” template over drone and all 
models under or partially under the blast are hit by a strength 8 AP 3 hit. The drone is removed as a 
casualty. If the Drone suffers a wound the person who attacked it MUST roll a D6. On a 1 the drone 
detonates). 
Special Rules
Fearless, Move Threw Cover



Hellhound  130 points each
Front  Side  Rear  BS
   12      12     10     3
Unit Composition: 1 to 5 Hellhounds
Unit type: Tank, fast
Wargear: Turret mounted Inferno Cannon, hull mounted Heavy Bolter, searchlight, smoke launcher
Options: May replace the hull heavy bolter for a heavy flamer or heavy graviton gun for free, lascannon 
or multimelta for +15 points. Has access to the armory

Devil Dog      120 points each
Front  Side  Rear  BS
   12      12     10     3
Unit Composition: 1 to 5 Devil Dogs
Unit type: Tank, fast
Wargear: Turret mounted Melta Cannon, hull mounted Heavy Bolter, searchlight, smoke launcher
Options: May replace the hull heavy bolter for a heavy flamer or heavy graviton gun for free, lascannon 
or multimelta for +15 points. Has access to the armory

Bane Wolf      130 points each
Front  Side  Rear  BS
   12      12     10     3
Unit Composition: 1 to 5 Bane Wolves 
Unit type: Tank, fast
Wargear: Turret mounted Chem Cannon, hull mounted Heavy Bolter, searchlight, smoke launcher
Options: May replace the hull heavy bolter for a heavy flamer or heavy graviton gun for free, lascannon 
or multimelta for +15 points. Has access to the armory

Protector Chariot Squad   85 points
WS  BS   S   T  W   I  A  LD  SV
  3     3     3   4   2    3  2    7    4+
Unit Composition: 1 Protector Chariot 
Unit type: Jetbike
Wargear: Carapace armor, jetbike, power weapon, krak and frag grenades, Conversion beamer
Options: May include 9 more Protector Chariots for 85 points each

THE LUMINEN OF XERSES    120 POINTS
WS BS S T W I A LD Sv
  4    3   4 4  1 3 3  10  4+
Unit Composition: 3 Electro Priests
Unit Type: Infantry
Options: The Luminen of Xerses may be joined by up to seven Electro Priests for +40 pts each.
Shocking Company: The unit may not be transported in a vehicle or joined by an independent 
character.
Special Rules
Touch of the Luminen, Furious Charge, Fearless, Fleet, Scout



Vulture 105 points
Front Side Rear BS
  12     12     10   4
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Vultures 
Unit type: Fast, skimmer
Wargear: hull mounted heavy bolter, wing mounted twin linked multilaser, 2  wing mounted Hellstrike 
missiles (range 72” strength 8 AP 3 ordinance 1, one shot), extra armor, searchlight, smoke launchers
Options: inner wing; may add twin linked autocannon for free, twin linked missile launcher for +10 
points, twin linked lascannon for +15 points, 2 multiple rocket pods (range 24” strength 4 AP 6 heavy 
2, blast) for +20 points. Outer wing; may add hellfury missiles (range 72” strength 4 AP 5 heavy 1, 5” 
blast) for +20 points, 2 multiple rocket pods (range 24” strength 4 AP 6 heavy 2, blast) for +30 points, 
rack of 3 hunter killer missiles for +40 points or rack of 3 heavy bombs (range G 12” - 48” strength 6 
AP 4 ordinance 1, 5” blast) for +40 points. May replace wing mounted weapons for a twin linked 
punisher gatling cannon for +50 points

Stormeagle assault gunship 225 points each fast attack
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  12      12     12     4
Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Stormeagle assault gunships
Unit type: fast, skimmer
Access points: 2 side, one rear, one front assault ramp
Transport: 20, or 10 terminators or jump infantry
Wargear: one hull mount twin linked heavy bolter, one hull mount vengeance launcher (range 48” 
strength 5 AP 4 heavy 2, 5” blast),  ceramite plating, searchlight, smoke launcher
Options: may exchange the twin linked heavy bolter for a twin linked autocannon for free, a twin 
linked multimelta for +15 points, or a typhoon missile launcher for +25 points. May take either 4 
Hellstrike missile for +40 points or 2 twin linked lascannons for +60 points. May have extra armor for 
+15 points.
Special rules
Deep strike, assault vehicle, power of the machine spirit 

Avenger strike fighter   150 points each
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  12      10      10     3
Unit Composition: between 1 and 10 Avenger strike fighters
Unit type: flyer
Wargear: hull mounted Avenger Bolt cannon (range 36” strength 6 AP 3 heavy 7), two wing mounted 
lascannons, pintle mounted heavy stubber

Predator Exterminator   120 points Fast attack
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  12      12      10    4
Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Predator exterminator
Unit type: tank
Wargear: turret mounted exterminator autocannon, extra armor, smoke launchers, searchlight
Options: may have sponson heavy bolters for +20 points, heavy flamers for +15 points, autocannons 
for +30 points. May have a coaxial twin linked bolter for +5 points for a heavy flamer for +10 points. 
may take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, a havoc 



launcher or hunter killer missile for +15 points, plasma gun for +15 points, twin linked bolter for +5 
points

Stormeagle Umbra Angelus pattern    190 points each fast attack
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  12      12     12     4
Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Stormeagle Umbra Angelus pattern
Unit type: flyer
Access points: 2 side, one rear, one front assault ramp
Transport: 20, or 10 terminators or jump infantry
Wargear: one hull mount twin linked heavy bolter, searchlight
Options: may exchange it’s twin linked heavy bolter for a twin linked multimelta for +15 points or a 
typhoon missile launcher for +25 points. May take either 4 wing mounted Hellstrike missiles for +40 
points or 2 twin linked lascannons for +60 points. May take a dorsal mounted vengeance launcher for 
+30 points but loses 10 transport capacity, may take sponson mounted heavy bolters for +20 points but 
loses 5 transport capacity. May take extra armor for +15 points
Special rules
Deep strike, hover mode, assault vehicle, power of the machine sprit, scout, venerable
Ceramite plating: The hull of the Stormeagle Umbra Angelus has been specially constructed to resist 
even the most determined assault and is almost preternaturally resilient. As a result, the Stormeagle 
Umbra Angelus  is not subject to the particular effects of the Lance and Melta special rules by attacks 
made against it. In addition it reduces the effects of all rolls on the damage chart made against it (other 
than by Destroyer type weaponry), by -1. 

Butcher Predator  110 points each fast attack
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  13      10      10     5
Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Butcher Predators 
Unit type: fast, tank
Access points: 2 side hatches, one rear assault ramp
Transport capacity: 8 marines in power or scout armor
Wargear: turret mounted twin linked Butcher cannon, searchlight, smoke launchers, extra armor
Options: may have sponson heavy bolters or heavy flamers for +15 points, autocannons for +25 points, 
or lascannons for +40 points but loses the transport capacity. may take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-
meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, a havoc launcher or hunter killer missile for +15 
points, plasma gun for +15 points, twin linked bolter for +5 points

Stormtalon 130 points each  fast attack
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  11       11     11    4
Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Stormtalon gunships
Unit type: fast, skimmer
Wargear: Twin linked heavy bolter, twin linked assault cannon
Options: may replace the twin linked heavy bolter for a twin linked lascannon for +20 points, a 
typhoon missile launcher for +25 points or a Skyhammer missile launcher (range 60” strength 7  AP 4 
heavy 3) for +25 points
Special rules
Ceramite plating: melta weapons never roll an extra D6



Supersonic: may move 36” if it does not shoot

Harpy Interceptor   120 points each fast attack
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  11     11      10     4
Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Harpy Interceptors
Unit type: flyer 
Wargear: Twin linked heavy bolter, twin linked missile pods
Options: may take four hunter killer missiles for +10 points each. May replace the twin linked heavy 
bolters for twin linked lascannons for +25 points. May replace the twin linked missile launcher for a 
twin linked autocannon for free
Special rules
Deep strike
Ceramite plating: melta weapons never roll an extra D6

Predator Centurion    45 points each  fast attack
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  13      10      10    4
Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Predator Centurions 
Unit Type: tank, fast
Transport capacity: 8 models in power armor
Wargear: turret mounted twin linked heavy bolter, searchlight, smoke launchers
Options: May have sponson heavy bolters or heavy flamers for +10 points or lascannons at +20 points 
but loses the transport capacity if it takes sponsons. may take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for 
+15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, a havoc launcher or hunter killer missile for +15 points, 
plasma gun for +15 points, twin linked bolter for +5 points

Crank Tank     70 points each  fast attack
WS   BS    S      I   A       Front   Side   Rear
  3      3   6(10)   4  (2) 3    11        11      10
Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Crank Tanks
Unit Type: Walker
Wargear: dreadnought close combat weapon with built in heavy flamer, turret mounted twin linked 
autocannon, smoke launcher, searchlight
Options: may include 4 more Crank tanks for 70 points each. Any tank may replace their built in heavy 
flamer for a meltagun for +5 points or a plasma gun for +10 points. Any tank may replace their twin 
linked autocannon for a twin linked heavy bolter or heavy flamer for free or a twin linked lascannon for 
+25 points
Special Rules
Fleet, night vision 

BAAL Predator 115 points Fast Attack
         BS   Front   Side  Rear
Baal   4        13       11    10
Unit Composition: 1-3 Baal Predators 
Unit Type: Tank, Fast
Transport:  6 models in power or scout armor
Wargear: Twin Linked Assault Cannon, Smoke Launchers



Options: May replace Linked Assault Cannons for a Flamestorm Cannon for free or a quad gun or 
punisher gatling cannon for +10 points. May take sponson Heavy Flamers for +25 points or Heavy 
Bolters for +30 points but loses the transport capacity. May have combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas 
for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, or a havoc launcher for +15 points, extra armor for +15 
points, a hunter killer missile for +10 points, dozer blade for +5 points, combi bolter for +5 points, 
combi grenade launcher for +10 points.

Chem Predator     75 points  
Front  Side  Rear  BS
   12      11     10     4
Unit Composition: 1 to 5 chem predators 
Vehicle Type: Tank, fast
Wargear: Turret mounted twin linked Chem Cannon (Rng: Template Str 1 AP 3 Type: Assault 1 / 
Poisoned 2+), searchlight, smoke launchers
Options: May take sponson Chem Cannons for +30 points or Barbarus Sting Launchers (Rng: 24" Str 1 
AP 4 Type: Heavy 1/ Large Blast / Poisoned 3+/Ignores Cover) for +50 points. May have combi-
plasmas or twin linked bolter for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, or a 
havoc launcher for +15 points, extra armor for +15 points, a hunter killer missile for +10 points, dozer 
blade for +5 points

Land raider zealot   300 points fast attack
Front  Side  Rear  BS
   14     14      14     4
Unit: 1 to 5 Land Raider Zealots 
 Type: Tank, fast
Transport Capacity: 12
Wargear: two sponson twin linked flamestorm cannon, hull mounted faith bringing cannon (range 
hailstorm, strength 7 AP 2 heavy 1, pinning, ignores invulnerable saves), searchlight, smoke launchers
Options: Pintle-mounted Twin linked bolter for +10 points, Hunter-killer missile for +10 points, Dozer 
blade for +5 points,, a multi-melta for +10 points, a combi plasma; melta; flamer; grenade launcher for 
+10 points, a havoc launcher for +15 points, a hunter killer missile for +10 points, plasma gun for +15 
points, extra armor for +15 points
Special rules
Assault ramp, power of the machine spirit 
Icon of faith: all Word Bearers within 18” are fearless

AR KAN PATTERN LANDSPEEDER SQUADRON  110 points each Fast attack
                                BS FRONT SIDE REAR
Ar Kan Landspeeder 4     11         10      10
Unit Composition: 1 -5 Landspeeders
Vehicle Type: Fast Skimmer
Wargear: Astartes Grenade Launcher, Flamestorm Cannon, Searchlight
Special Rules
Deep Strike, Machine Spirit (C:SM pg 81),
Limited Ammo: The Flamestorm Cannon has a limited fuel tank. After firing, roll a D6. On a roll of a 1 
or a 2 the Cannon is out of fuel and counts as destroyed. If repaired (refueled) it may fire again but 
must continue to test for Limited Ammo.



Vulkan Support Gunship    165 points  fast attack
Front   Side   Rear   BS
  12        11     11       4
Unit Composition: 1-3 Vulkan gunships
Vehicle Type: fast, skimmer
Wargear: smoke launchers, searchlight, hull mounted cyclone missile launcher, hull mounted twin 
linked R.A.D cannon (range 36”  strength 6 AP  3  heavy 8, rending, pinning)

Accipiter    225 points each   fast attack
Front  Side  Rear   BS
  11       11     10      4
Unit Composition: 1 to 10 Accipiter fighters
Unit Type: flyer
Wargear: 2 twin linked autocannons, 2 twin linked lascannons
Options: six hard points which may be upgraded to flamestorm bombs, hunter killer missiles, or 
hellstrike missiles for +10 points each.

Ophidian gunship   fast attack   300 points each
Front  Side   Rear   BS
   13      11      10      4
Unit Composition: 1 to 5
Unit Type: skimmer
Wargear: two hull mounted heavy bolters, hull mounted assault cannon, two wing mounted lascannons, 
frag assault launchers
Transport capacity: 20 models

Heavy Support
Vindicator Stormshell   170 points each 
Front  Side  Rear  BS
   13      11     10     4
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Vindicator Stormshells
Unit type: Tank
Wargear: Stormshell cannon (range template strength 10 AP 4 heavy 1), twin linked bolter, Extra 
Armor, searchlight
Options: combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, or a havoc 
launcher for +15 points, twin linked bolter for +5 points, Siege Shield for +10 points, combi grenade 
launcher for +5 points, two Hunter killer missile launchers for +10 points each, dozer blade for +5 
points, Hellfire stormshells (range template strength 1 AP 3 heavy 1, poisoned 2+) for +10 points, 
Multi-shot Shells (range template strength 9 AP 5 heavy 3) for +15 points.

Vindicator   115 points  each
Front  Side  Rear  BS
   13      11     10     4
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Vindicator 
Unit type: Tank
Wargear: Demolisher Cannon, smoke Launchers, searchlight
Options: combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, or a havoc 
launcher for +15 points, twin linked bolter for +5 points, Siege Shield for +10 points, combi grenade 



launcher for +5 points, two Hunter killer missile launchers for +10 points each, dozer blade for +5 
points

Vindicator "Annihilator"   145 points each
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14      10     10     4
Unit composition: Between 1 and 3 Vindicator Annihilators
Unit type: tank
Wargear: Searchlight, Smoke launchers, dozer blade, hull mounted Vanquisher battle cannon
Options: May take Heavy Plating (increasing all its armor facing by +1) for +25 points. Extra armor for 
+15 points. May take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 
points, combi-grenade launcher for +5 points, twin linked bolter for +5 points, Reaper autocannon for 
+25 points, or a havoc launcher for +15 points

Vindicator "Detonator"   125 points each
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14      10     10     4
Unit composition: Between 1 and 3 Vindicator Detonators
Unit type: tank
Wargear: Searchlight, Smoke launchers, dozer blade, hull mounted  battle cannon
Options: May take Heavy Plating (increasing all its armor facing by +1) for +25 points. Extra armor for 
+15 points. May take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 
points, combi-grenade launcher for +5 points, twin linked bolter for +5 points, Reaper autocannon for 
+25 points, or a havoc launcher for +15 points

Land Raider Deimos  250 points each 
Front   Side   Rear  BS
  14        14      14     4
Unit composition: Between 1 and 3 Land raider Deimos
Unit Type: Tank
Wargear: Hull mounted Twin Linked Autocannon, 2 Sponson Twin Linked Plasma cannons, Turret 
Mounted Siegebreaker cannon (bunker buster: Range 60”  strength 9  AP 2  Ordinance 1. Air burst: 
Range 60” strength 5  AP 6  Heavy 4, blast, ignores cover. Anti infantry: Range 60” strength 4  AP - 
Heavy 2, Large Blast, 4+ Rending), Siege Shield, Dozer Blade, Searchlight, Extra Armor, smoke 
launcher 
Options: may take combi-plasma for +10, combi-melta for +15 points, combi-flamer for +5 points, 
Combi-grenade launcher for +10 points, Combi-Shotgun for +5 points, or a havoc launcher for +15 
points. 
Special Rules
Power of the Machine Spirit: A Land Raider can fire one more weapon than would normally be 
permitted based upon its Movement speed; This weapon may be fired at a separate target if desired. A 
Land Raider may also fire a single weapon even if it has suffered a Crew Shaken or Crew Stunned 
result that turn. 
Ferromantic Invulnerability: The hull of the Deimos has been specially constructed to resist even the 
most determined assault and is almost preternaturally resilient. As a result, the Land Raider Deimos is 
not subject to the particular effects of the Lance and Melta special rules by attacks made against it. In 
addition it reduces the effects of all rolls on the damage chart made against it (other than by Destroyer 
type weaponry), by -1. 



LAND RAIDER HUNTER           260 points each
Front    Side   Rear   BS
  14           14       14      4
Unit composition: Between 1 and 3 Land raider Hunters
Unit Type: Tank
Wargear: Hull mounted Twin Linked Heavy Bolter, 2 Sponson Plasma Lances (range 48" strength 7 
AP 2  Heavy 1, Lance, Get's Hot, Ordinace 1, small blast), Smoke Launchers, Search light
Transport Capacity: 12 
Options: May take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, 
or a havoc launcher for +15 points, combi-grenade launcher for +10 points, twin linked bolter for +5 
points, extra armor for +10 points, multi melta for +20 points
Special Rules
 Assault Ramp, Power of the machine sprit 

Land Raider Executioner  260 points  each
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14      14     14     3
Unit composition: Between 1 and 3 Land Raider Executioners
Unit type: tank
Transport:  8 models in scout or power armor
Wargear: Searchlight, Smoke launchers, 2 sponson twin linked plasma cannons, hull mounted Plasma 
Megacannon (range 48"  strength  7  AP  2  Heavy 3, blast)
Options: Extra armor for +15 points. May take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, 
combi-flamers for +5 points, combi-grenade launcher for +5 points, twin linked bolter for +5 points, 
Plasma Gun  for +15 points, or a havoc launcher for +15 points. May replace Plasma Megacannon for a 
Battlecannon for 10 points or a Quad gun for free 
Special Rules
 Assault Ramp, Power of the machine sprit 
Dangerous weapon: The Plasma megacannon is a very dangerous weapon, and therefore, enemy shots 
made against THIS vehicle add 1 to their roll on the vehicle damage chart

Land Raider Suppressor      250 points each
Front     Side   Rear  BS
  14         14      14     4
Unit composition: Between 1 and 3 Land raider Suppressors
Unit Type: Tank, Fast
Wargear: Pintle Mounted Twin Linked Bolter,2 Sponsons each housing 2 Havoc Launchers, Hull 
mounted twin linked heavy Flamer
Transport Capacity: 12 
Options: May Replace Havoc Sponsons with quad guns for 20 points. may take combi-plasmas for 
+10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, or a havoc launcher for +15 points, 
combi-grenade launcher for +10 points, twin linked bolter for +5 points, extra armor for +10 points
Special Rules
 Assault Ramp, Power of the machine sprit 

Land Raider Eradicator   260 points each
BS Front   Side Rear
4      14       14    14



Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Land raider Eradicators
Unit type: tank
Transport Capacity: 10
Wargear: Hull mounted twin linked Plasma Cannon, 2 Sponson mounted Hurricane Plasmas (counts as 
3 twin linked plasma guns),  Frag Assault Launcher, Smoke Launchers, Searchlights, power of the 
machine spirit 
Options: combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, or a havoc 
launcher for +15 points, twin linked bolter for +5 points, extra armor for +15 points, combi grenade 
launcher for +5 points
Special Rules
 Assault Ramp, Power of the machine sprit 

Land Raider Thunderhead   260 points   each
            Front   Side   Rear   BS

Thunderhead      14      14       14      4
Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Land Raider Thunderhead
Unit type: tank
Wargear:  Hull-mounted Thunderfire cannon, 2 sponson mounted hurricane bolters, smoke launcher, 
searchlight, siege shield, dozer blade, hull mounted twin linked assault cannons
Options:  A Land Raider Thunderhead may take any of the following: Pintle-mounted Twin linked 
bolter for +10 points, Hunter-killer missile for +10 points, Dozer blade for +5 points,, a multi-melta for 
+10 points, a combi plasma; melta; flamer; grenade launcher for +10 points, a havoc launcher for +15 
points, a hunter killer missile for +10 points, plasma gun for +15 points, extra armor for +15 points
Special rules
Power of the machine spirit
Marksmen: if the land raider does not move or shoot any other weapons the thunderfire cannon is shot 
at BS 5

LAND RAIDER ACHILLES    280 points each
     Front   Side   Rear   BS

Achilles       14      14       14      4
Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Land Raider Achilles
Unit type: tank
Access Points:  One door on each side 
Transport:  6 models 
Wargear:  Hull-mounted Thunderfire cannon,  Two sponson-mounted twin-linked multi-meltas, 
Searchlight and smoke launchers,  Extra Armor 
Options:  A Land Raider Achilles may take any of the following: Pintle-mounted Twin linked bolter for 
+10 points, Hunter-killer missile for +10 points, Dozer blade for +5 points,, a multi-melta for +10 
points, a combi plasma; melta; flamer; grenade launcher for +10 points, a havoc launcher for +15 
points, a hunter killer missile for +10 points, plasma gun for +15 points Siege shield for +10 points 
Special Rules: 
Power of the Machine Spirit: A Land Raider can fire one more weapon than would normally be 
permitted based upon its Movement speed; This weapon may be fired at a separate target if desired. A 
Land Raider may also fire a single weapon even if it has suffered a Crew Shaken or Crew Stunned 
result that turn. 
Ferromantic Invulnerability: The hull of the Achilles has been specially constructed to resist even the 
most determined assault and is almost preternaturally resilient. As a result, the Land Raider Achilles is 



not subject to the particular effects of the Lance and Melta special rules by attacks made against it. In 
addition it reduces the effects of all rolls on the damage chart made against it (other than by Destroyer 
type weaponry), by -1. 

Land Raider Ares   280 points each
Front   Side  Rear  BS

Land Raider Ares           14       14     14     4
Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Land Raider Ares
Unit type: tank
Wargear: Dozer Blade, searchlight, smoke launchers, hull mounted demolisher cannon, Hull mounted 
twin linked assault cannon, 2 sponson twin linked heavy flamer
Options: may take extra armor for +15 points. linked bolter for +10 points, a multi-melta for +10 
points, a combi plasma; melta; flamer; grenade launcher for +10 points, a havoc launcher for +15 
points, a hunter killer missile for +10 points, plasma gun for +15 points
Special Rules
Power of the machine spirit 

Land Raider Nightstorm  260 Points each
                   BS   Front  Side  Rear
Nightstorm  4       14      14     14
Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Land Raider Nightstorms
Unit type: tank
Transport capacity: 12 models in power armor or 6 terminators 
Access points: 2 side hatches and a front assault ramp
Wargear: Twin-Linked Missile Launcher, Two Nightstorm Cannons, Smoke Launchers, Searchlight 
Options: Can have up to Two Pintle Mounted Missile Launchers + 10 pts each. Extra Armor +15 pts 
Special rules 
Relic of The Past, Power of the Machine Spirit, Assault Vehicle 
Nightstorm Cannon: Range: 48" Strength 9  AP 3  Heavy 2 blast, twin linked
Pintle Mounted Missile Launchers: Are treated as an additional defensive weapons that can be used by 
one of the passengers. 
Relic of the Past: Nightstorm Pattern Land Raiders are one of the most rare type of Land Raider they 
predate the Horus Heresy and how many left is unknown. Any Friendly Space Marine unit within 6" of 
the hull may re-roll any failed Moral or Leadership Tests. However if the Land Raider is 
Destroyed/Wrecked one unit must remain within 2" of the Destroyed/Wrecked Land Raider as they 
bravely protect it from any enemy until a thunderhawk is able to take it for repairs. If the unit 
protecting it is destroyed or moved more than 2" away it becomes an objective for both players. 

Land raider Spartan     275 points each
 [Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]

Spartan]    14       14       14       4
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Land Raider Spartan
Unit type: tank
Transport capacity: 20 models 
Access points: 2 side hatches and a front assault ramp
Wargear: 2 heavy bolters, 2 lascannon sponsons, extra armor, searchlight, smoke launchers, ceramite 
armor
Options: linked bolter for +10 points, a multi-melta for +10 points, a combi plasma; melta; flamer; 



grenade launcher for +10 points, a havoc launcher for +15 points, a hunter killer missile for +10 points, 
plasma gun for +15 points
Special rules
Power of the machine spirit, assault vehicle 
Heavy bolters: may not fire if the passengers have disembarked 
Ceramite armor: weapons with the melta special rule never roll their extra dice
Venerable: may make opponent re roll wither they glanced or penetrated  

Spartan assault tank………….300 points Heavy support
 [Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]

Spartan]    14       14       14       4
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Spartan assault tanks
Unit type: tank
Transport capacity: 25 models in power armor or 15 terminators 
Access points: 2 side hatches and a front assault ramp
Wargear: hull mounted twin linked heavy bolters, 2 quad lascannon sponsons (range 48“ strength 9 AP 
2 heavy 2, twin linked), extra armor, searchlight, smoke launchers, ceramite armor
Options: may replace both the quad lascannon sponsons for rapier laser batteries for free. May replace 
the twin linked heavy bolters for twin linked heavy flamers for free or twin linked autocannons for +10 
points. linked bolter for +10 points, a multi-melta for +10 points, a combi plasma; melta; flamer; 
grenade launcher for +10 points, a havoc launcher for +15 points, a hunter killer missile for +10 points, 
plasma gun for +15 points
Special rules
Power of the machine spirit, assault vehicle 
Ceramite armor: weapons with the melta special rule never roll their extra dice
Venerable: may make opponent re roll wither they glanced or penetrated  

Land Raider    245 points each
[Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]
   14       14       14       4
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Land Raiders
Unit type: tank
Transport capacity: 12 models
Access points: 2 side hatches and a front assault ramp
Wargear: hull mounted twin linked heavy bolters, two sponson twin linked lascannon, smoke 
launchers, searchlight
Options: Has access to the armory
Special rules
Power of the machine spirit, assault vehicle 

Land Raider Graviton   230 points each
[Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]
   14       14       14       4
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Land Raider Gravitons 
Unit type: tank
Transport capacity: 12 models
Access points: 2 side hatches and a front assault ramp
Wargear: hull mounted twin linked heavy bolters, two sponson Graviton Cannons, smoke launchers, 



searchlight
Options: Has access to the armory. May Replace twin linked heavy bolter for twin linked Heavy 
Graviton gun or twin linked heavy flamer for free, twin linked assault cannon for +20 points, or twin 
linked lascannon for +30 points
Special rules
Power of the machine spirit, assault vehicle 

Land Raider Terminus Ultra   290 points each
[Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]
   14       14       14       4
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Land Raider Terminus Ultras
Unit type: tank
Access points: 2 side hatches and a front assault ramp
Wargear: hull mounted twin linked Lascannon, two sponson twin linked lascannon, 2 Sponson mounted 
lascannons, smoke launchers, searchlight
Options: Has access to the armory
Special rules
Power of the machine spirit, Overload 

Land Raider Prometheus 250 points each
[Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]
   14       14       14       4
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Land Raider Prometheus 
Unit type: tank
Access points: 2 side hatches and a front assault ramp
Transport capacity: 12 models
Wargear:  two sponson two twin linked Heavy bolters, smoke launchers, searchlight
Options: Has access to the armory
Special rules
Power of the machine spirit, assault vehicle, Battle Auspex 
Improved Communications: if the Land Raider Prometheus is deployed on the table then the Imperial 
player may re-roll a single Reserve roll once per turn. Additionally units may re-roll the Scatter and 
Distance dice when deploying via Deep Strike. They must accept the re-rolled result.
Orbital Bombardment: A Land Raider Prometheus has the authority to call down a bombardment 
from a Cruiser. This ability can be used once per turn in its Shooting phase, providing that the 
Prometheus did not move in the preceding Movement phase. Calling down an orbital bombardment 
otherwise counts as firing a ranged weapon and uses the following profile: Range: Unlimited Str. 10 AP 
1 Type Ordnance, Large Blast, Barrage

Predator    50 points each
Front   Side   Rear   BS
  13       11       10      3
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Predators
Unit type: tank
Transport capacity: 5 models
Access points: 2 side hatches and a rear assault ramp
Wargear: Turret mounted Autocannon, smoke launchers, searchlight
Options: May take sponson heavy bolters, Heavy Flamers, or Heavy Graviton Guns for +25 points or 



lascannons for +60 points but loses transport capacity. Has access to the armory

Cleaver Pattern Predator     60 points each
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  13      11     10     3
Unit composition: Between 1 and 3 Cleaver Predators
Unit type: tank
Wargear: Searchlight, Smoke launchers, Turret mounted Autocannon
Options: May take Heavy Plating (increasing all its armor facing by +1) for +25 points. Extra armor for 
+15 points. May add side sponson Havoc Launchers for +25 points, Reaper autocannons for +40 
points, or heavy flamers for +20 points. May take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, 
combi-flamers for +5 points, combi-grenade launcher for +5 points, twin linked bolter for +5 points, or 
a havoc launcher for +15 points

Leman Russ Incinerator         165 points  each
    BS front side rear

LR        3        14   12   10
Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Leman Russ Incinerator
Type: Tank
Options:  The Leman Russ Incinerator may take any upgrades available to the Leman Russ Vanquisher. 
The Leman Russ Incinerator may take sponson heavy flamers at +10 points.
Weapons

Melta-cannon  Range 48” Str 10 AP 1       2D6 armor penetration
Hull Lascannon
SPECIAL RULES
Battery Feedback:  Because of the feedback problem, if the Incinerator suffers a “weapon destroyed” 
result on the penetrating hit table, the vehicle is destroyed

Leman Russ   140 points  each
Front   side   Rear   BS
  14        13      10     3
Unit composition: Between 1 and 5 Leman Russ
Unit type: tank
Wargear: Searchlight, Smoke launchers, Turret mount Battle Cannon, hull mounted heavy bolter
Options: May replace hull heavy bolter for a heavy flamer or heavy graviton gun for free, lascannon for 
+15 points, plasma cannon for +25 points or a conversion beamer for +35 points. May take sponson 
heavy bolters, heavy flamers, autocannons, or heavy graviton guns for +20 points, lascannons or 
multimeltas for +30 points, plasma cannons or assault cannons for +40 points. Has access to the armory

Leman Russ Exterminator  140 points each
Front   side   Rear   BS
  14        13      10     3
Unit composition: Between 1 and 5 Leman Russ Exterminators
Unit type: tank
Wargear: Searchlight, Smoke launchers, Turret mount Exterminator Autocannon, hull mounted heavy 
bolter
Options: May replace hull heavy bolter for a heavy flamer or heavy graviton gun for free, lascannon for 



+15 points, plasma cannon for +25 points or a conversion beamer for +35 points. May take sponson 
heavy bolters, heavy flamers, autocannons, or heavy graviton guns for +20 points, lascannons or 
multimeltas for +30 points, plasma cannons or assault cannons for +40 points. Has access to the armory

Leman Russ Vanquisher  145 points each
Front   side   Rear   BS
  14        13      10     3
Unit composition: Between 1 and 5 Leman Russ Vanquishers 
Unit type: tank
Wargear: Searchlight, Smoke launchers, Turret mount Vanquisher Battle cannon(range 96” strength 8 
AP 1 heavy 1, tank hunter), hull mounted heavy bolter
Options: May replace hull heavy bolter for a heavy flamer or heavy graviton gun for free, lascannon for 
+15 points, plasma cannon for +25 points or a conversion beamer for +35 points. May take sponson 
heavy bolters, heavy flamers, autocannons, or heavy graviton guns for +20 points, lascannons or 
multimeltas for +30 points, plasma cannons or assault cannons for +40 points. Has access to the armory

Leman Russ Eradicator 150 points each
Front   side   Rear   BS
  14        13      10     3
Unit composition: Between 1 and 5 Leman Russ Eradicators 
Unit type: tank
Wargear: Searchlight, Smoke launchers, Turret mount Nova Cannon, hull mounted heavy bolter
Options: May replace hull heavy bolter for a heavy flamer or heavy graviton gun for free, lascannon for 
+15 points, plasma cannon for +25 points, a conversion beamer for +35 points, or a Nova Cannon for 
+40 points. May take sponson heavy bolters, heavy flamers, autocannons, or heavy graviton guns for 
+20 points, lascannons or multimeltas for +30 points, plasma cannons or assault cannons for +40 
points. Has access to the armory

Leman Russ Demolisher 155 points each
Front   side   Rear   BS
  14        13      10     3
Unit composition: Between 1 and 5 Leman Russ Demolisher
Unit type: tank
Wargear: Searchlight, Smoke launchers, Turret mount Demolisher Cannon, hull mounted heavy bolter
Options: May replace hull heavy bolter for a heavy flamer or heavy graviton gun for free, lascannon for 
+15 points, plasma cannon for +25 points or a conversion beamer for +35 points. May take sponson 
heavy bolters, heavy flamers, autocannons, or heavy graviton guns for +20 points, lascannons or 
multimeltas for +30 points, plasma cannons or assault cannons for +40 points. Has access to the armory

Leman Russ Executioner 185 points each
Front   side   Rear   BS
  14        13      10     3
Unit composition: Between 1 and 5 Leman Russ Executioner 
Unit type: tank
Wargear: Searchlight, Smoke launchers, Turret mount Executioner Plasma cannon, hull mounted heavy 
bolter
Options: May replace hull heavy bolter for a heavy flamer or heavy graviton gun for free, lascannon for 
+15 points, plasma cannon for +25 points or a conversion beamer for +35 points. May take sponson 



heavy bolters, heavy flamers, autocannons, or heavy graviton guns for +20 points, lascannons or 
multimeltas for +30 points, plasma cannons or assault cannons for +40 points. Has access to the armory

Leman Russ Praetorian 130 points
Front   side   Rear   BS
  14        13      10     3
Unit composition: Between 1 and 5 Leman Russ Praetorians
Unit type: tank
Wargear: Searchlight, Smoke launchers, Turret mount Twin linked Multilaser, hull mounted heavy 
bolter
Options: May replace hull heavy bolter for a heavy flamer or heavy graviton gun for free, lascannon for 
+15 points, plasma cannon for +25 points or a conversion beamer for +35 points. May take sponson 
heavy bolters, heavy flamers, autocannons, or heavy graviton guns for +20 points, lascannons or 
multimeltas for +30 points, plasma cannons or assault cannons for +40 points. Has access to the armory

Leman Russ Thunderer 170 points
Front   side   Rear   BS
  14        13      11     3
Unit composition: Between 1 and 5 Leman Russ Thunderer
Unit type: tank
Wargear: Searchlight, Smoke launchers, Turret mount Thunderfire cannon , hull mounted heavy bolter
Options: May replace hull heavy bolter for a heavy flamer or heavy graviton gun for free, lascannon for 
+15 points, plasma cannon for +25 points or a conversion beamer for +35 points. May take sponson 
heavy bolters, heavy flamers, autocannons, or heavy graviton guns for +20 points, lascannons or 
multimeltas for +30 points, plasma cannons or assault cannons for +40 points. Has access to the armory

Leman Russ Rapier 170 points
Front   side   Rear   BS
  14        13      10     3
Unit composition: Between 1 and 5 Leman Russ Rapier
Unit type: tank
Wargear: Searchlight, Smoke launchers, Turret mount Rapier laser , hull mounted heavy bolter
Options: May replace hull heavy bolter for a heavy flamer or heavy graviton gun for free, lascannon for 
+15 points, plasma cannon for +25 points or a conversion beamer for +35 points. May take sponson 
heavy bolters, heavy flamers, autocannons, or heavy graviton guns for +20 points, lascannons or 
multimeltas for +30 points, plasma cannons or assault cannons for +40 points. Has access to the armory

Leman Russ Graviton   140 points  each
Front   side   Rear   BS
  14        13      10     3
Unit composition: Between 1 and 5 Leman Russ
Unit type: tank
Wargear: Searchlight, Smoke launchers, Turret mount Graviton Cannon, hull mounted heavy bolter
Options: May replace hull heavy bolter for a heavy flamer or heavy graviton gun for free, lascannon for 
+15 points, plasma cannon for +25 points or a conversion beamer for +35 points. May take sponson 
heavy bolters, heavy flamers, autocannons, or heavy graviton guns for +20 points, lascannons or 
multimeltas for +30 points, plasma cannons or assault cannons for +40 points. Has access to the armory



Leman Russ Tarantula   140 points  each
Front   side   Rear   BS
  14        13      11     3
Unit composition: Between 1 and 5 Leman Russ
Unit type: tank
Wargear: Searchlight, Smoke launchers, Turret mount Twin linked Heavy bolter, hull mounted heavy 
bolter
Options: May replace hull heavy bolter for a heavy flamer or heavy graviton gun for free, lascannon for 
+15 points, plasma cannon for +25 points or a conversion beamer for +35 points. May take sponson 
heavy bolters, heavy flamers, autocannons, or heavy graviton guns for +20 points, lascannons or 
multimeltas for +30 points, plasma cannons or assault cannons for +40 points. May Replace the Turret 
mounted twin linked heavy bolter for twin linked autocannon or missile launcher for +5 points or twin 
linked lascannons for +25 points Has access to the armory

Leman Russ Burrower   180 points  each
Front   side   Rear   BS
  14        13      11     3
Unit composition: Between 1 and 5 Leman Russ
Unit type: tank
Wargear: Searchlight, Smoke launchers, Turret mount Tunnel Torpedo, hull mounted heavy bolter
Options: May replace hull heavy bolter for a heavy flamer or heavy graviton gun for free, lascannon for 
+15 points, plasma cannon for +25 points or a conversion beamer for +35 points. May take sponson 
heavy bolters, heavy flamers, autocannons, or heavy graviton guns for +20 points, lascannons or 
multimeltas for +30 points, plasma cannons or assault cannons for +40 points. Has access to the armory

Leman Russ  Butcher  180 points  each
Front   side   Rear   BS
  14        13      11     3
Unit composition: Between 1 and 5 Leman Russ
Unit type: tank
Wargear: Searchlight, Smoke launchers, Turret mount Thudd Gun, hull mounted heavy bolter
Options: May replace hull heavy bolter for a heavy flamer or heavy graviton gun for free, lascannon for 
+15 points, plasma cannon for +25 points or a conversion beamer for +35 points. May take sponson 
heavy bolters, heavy flamers, autocannons, or heavy graviton guns for +20 points, lascannons or 
multimeltas for +30 points, plasma cannons or assault cannons for +40 points. Has access to the armory

Leman Russ  Vladd  180 points  each
Front   side   Rear   BS
  14        13      11     3
Unit composition: Between 1 and 5 Leman Russ
Unit type: tank
Wargear: Searchlight, Smoke launchers, Turret mount Heavy Conversion Beamer, hull mounted heavy 
bolter
Options: May replace hull heavy bolter for a heavy flamer or heavy graviton gun for free, lascannon for 
+15 points, plasma cannon for +25 points or a conversion beamer for +35 points. May take sponson 
heavy bolters, heavy flamers, autocannons, or heavy graviton guns for +20 points, lascannons or 
multimeltas for +30 points, plasma cannons or assault cannons for +40 points. Has access to the armory



Leman Russ  Punisher  170 points  each
Front   side   Rear   BS
  14        13      11     3
Unit composition: Between 1 and 5 Leman Russ
Unit type: tank
Wargear: Searchlight, Smoke launchers, Turret mount Gatling cannon, hull mounted heavy bolter
Options: May replace hull heavy bolter for a heavy flamer or heavy graviton gun for free, lascannon for 
+15 points, plasma cannon for +25 points or a conversion beamer for +35 points. May take sponson 
heavy bolters, heavy flamers, autocannons, or heavy graviton guns for +20 points, lascannons or 
multimeltas for +30 points, plasma cannons or assault cannons for +40 points. Has access to the armory
Special rules
All power to the weapons: if the Punisher does not move it may fire it’s Gatling cannon twice

Thor Multi Launcher    145 points  each
Front  Side  Rear  BS

Thor      12      11     10     4
Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Thor Multi launchers
Unit type: tank
Wargear:  2 twin linked missile launchers with vanquisher pattern krak missiles, hull heavy bolter
Options:  A Thor Multi Launcher may take any of the following: Pintle-mounted Twin linked bolter for 
+10 points, Hunter-killer missile for +10 points, Dozer blade for +5 points,, a multi-melta for +10 
points, a combi plasma; melta; flamer; grenade launcher for +10 points, a havoc launcher for +15 
points, a hunter killer missile for +10 points, plasma gun for +15 points, extra armor for +15 points, 
siege shield for +10 points

Hydra    75 points each
Front   Side   Rear   BS
  12       10       10      3
Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Hydra Flack Tanks
Unit type: tank
Wargear:  turret mounted 2 twin linked Hydra Autocannons, hull heavy bolter, searchlight, smoke 
launchers, auto-targeting system
Options: May replace hull heavy bolter for a heavy flamer, multilaser, or heavy graviton gun for free. 
Has access to the armory

Whirlwind    75 points each
Front   Side   Rear   BS
  11       11       10      3
Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Whirlwinds
Unit type: tank
Wargear:  searchlight, smoke launchers, Whirlwind Missile Launcher
Options: Has access to the armory

Whirlwind Hyperios    115 points each
Front   Side   Rear   BS
  11       11       10      3
Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Whirlwinds
Unit type: tank



Wargear:  searchlight, smoke launchers, Twin linked Hyperios missile launcher
Options: Has access to the armory

Basilisk     125 points each
Front   Side   Rear   BS
  12       10       10      3
Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Basilisks 
Unit type: tank, open topped
Wargear:  searchlight, smoke launchers, hull mounted heavy bolter, Earthshaker cannon
Options: Has access to the armory. May replace hull heavy bolter for a heavy flamer, multilaser, or 
heavy graviton gun for free.

Medusa     135 points each
Front   Side   Rear   BS
  12       10       10      3
Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Medusas 
Unit type: tank, open topped
Wargear:  searchlight, smoke launchers, hull mounted heavy bolter, Medusa Siege cannon
Options: Has access to the armory. May replace hull heavy bolter for a heavy flamer, multilaser, or 
heavy graviton gun for free.

Colossus    140 points each
Front   Side   Rear   BS
  12       10       10      3
Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Colossus
Unit type: tank, open topped
Wargear:  searchlight, smoke launchers, hull mounted heavy bolter, Colossus Siege mortar
Options: Has access to the armory. May replace hull heavy bolter for a heavy flamer, multilaser, or 
heavy graviton gun for free.

Griffon    70 points each
Front   Side   Rear   BS
  12       10       10      3
Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Griffons
Unit type: tank, open topped
Wargear:  searchlight, smoke launchers, hull mounted heavy bolter, Griffon Heavy mortar
Options: Has access to the armory. May replace hull heavy bolter for a heavy flamer, multilaser, or 
heavy graviton gun for free.
Special Rules
Accurate Bombardment 

Bombard    145 points each
Front   Side   Rear   BS
  13       10       10      3
Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Bombards
Unit type: tank, open topped
Wargear:  searchlight, smoke launchers, Bombard Heavy Siege mortar
Options: Has access to the armory. 



Special Rules
Indirect fire, slow rate of fire

Saber Tank hunter                    100 points each
         [Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]
Saber]   13       11      10       4
Unit Composition: 1 to 5 Saber Tank Hunters
Unit type: tank
Wargear: Saber autocannon (range 48”  Strength 7  AP 1  Heavy 1), searchlight, smoke launcher, extra 
armor
Options: may replace autocannon for Neutron laser projector (range 60”  strength 10 AP 2 ordinance 1, 
blast shock pulse) for +45 points or a Laser Destroyer  for +45 points. 
Special rules
Shock pulse: automatically causes crew stunned in addition to any other damage caused 

Thunderer     140 points each
Front   Side   Rear   BS
  14       13       11      3
Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Thunderers
Unit type: tank
Wargear:  searchlight, smoke launchers, hull mounted Demolisher cannon
Options: Has access to the armory

Destroyer     160 points each
Front   Side   Rear   BS
  14       13       10      3
Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Destroyers
Unit type: tank
Wargear:  searchlight, smoke launchers, hull mounted Laser Destroyer 
Options: Has access to the armory

Reductor Thunderfire battery    90 points each
Front   Side    Rear
   10       10      10
WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A  LD  SV
  3      3     3   3     1   3   2    10    3+
Unit Composition: 1 Techpriest and a thunderfire cannon
Unit type: Infantry 
Wargear:  Archeotech Laspistol (range 18“ strength 4 AP 6 assault 2, pistol), power weapon, servo arm, 
power armor, krak and frag grenades
Options: the Techpriest may select from the armory as normal. May include 4 more thunderfire 
cannons crewed with Techpriests for 90 points each.

Reductor Rapier Laser Destroyer Battery    110 points
WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A  LD  SV
  3      3     3   3     1   3   2    10    3+
Unit Composition: 1 Techpriest and a Rapier Laser Destroyer
Unit type: Infantry 



Wargear:  Archeotech Laspistol, power weapon, servo arm, power armor, krak and frag grenades
Options: the Techpriest may select from the armory as normal. May include 4 more Rapier Lasers 
crewed with Techpriests for 110 points each.

Reductor Thudd Gun battery   50 points
WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A  LD  SV
  3      3     3   3     1   3   2    10    3+
Unit Composition: 1 Techpriest and a Thudd Gun
Unit type: Infantry 
Wargear:  Archeotech Laspistol (range 18“ strength 4 AP 6 assault 2, pistol), power weapon, servo arm, 
power armor, krak and frag grenades
Options: the Techpriest may select from the armory as normal. May include 9 more Thudd guns crewed 
with Techpriests for 50 points each
Special Rules
Slow Rate of fire: may fire for two turns then miss one
Shell shock: Pinning tests are taken at -1 leadership

Robot Maniple        68 points
WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A  LD  SV

Techpriest         3      3     3    3    1   3   1     8     4+
Robot                4      4  5(10) 7   2   2   1    10    2+
Unit Composition: 1 Techpriest and a Robot
Unit type: Infantry 
Wargear:  The Tech priest wears carapace armor and may select from the armory. Robots are roughly 
humanoid in appearance (though much larger), and are normally fitted with two weapon arms in one of 
the configurations below. You are free to mix robot types in the same Maniple if desired.
Castellen/Crusader: Two Dreadnought Close Combat Weapon Arms
This will increase the Robot’s number of Attacks to 2
An additional shoulder or back mounted weapon may be chosen as well from the following list:
Meltagun (+10 pts), Plasma Gun (+12 pts), Bolter (+4 pts), Flamer (+4 pts)
Colossus/Conqueror: A single Dreadnought Close Combat Weapon Arm plus a Ranged Weapon Arm
Cataphract: Two Ranged Weapon Arms
This will decrease the Robot’s Strength to 5
Ranged Weapon Arms must carry one of the following weapons: Lascannon (+20 pts), Autocannon 
(+15 pts), Meltagun(+10 pts), Missile Launcher (+15 pts), Plasma Gun (+12 pts), Heavy Bolter (+10 
pts), Storm Bolter (+5 pts), Flamer (+4 pts), Multi-Laser (+10 pts), Plasma Cannon (+35 pts), Multi-
Melta (+35 pts), Twin linked assault cannon +45 points
Options: May include 9 more robots for 60 points each.

COG Auxilia  96 points
WS BS  S   T   W    I  A  LD   SV
 4     3    5   5    3     3  4   5     5+
Unit Composition: 3 COGs
Unit type: Infantry 
Wargear: Close Combat Weapon, Rivet Gun, Combat Bionics, Cybernetic Enhancements
Options: May include 17 more COGs for 32 points each. Any COG may replace their close combat 
weapon with a power weapon for +20 points or a Thunder Hammer for +50 points.
Special Rules



Feel No pain

Biologis Land Crawler    175 points each
Front Side  Rear  WS  BS  S  I  A
  14     14      11     3     3   10 3  3
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Land Crawlers 
Unit type: Walker, Opened topped
Wargear:  Two Dreadnought close combat weapons, hull mounted twin linked assault cannon, 
searchlight, extra armor, smoke launcher
Special Rules
Insectomorphic: Gains scout and move through cover
Genitor Biologis: once the Land Crawler has killed an enemy model in assault all Praetorians and 
Skitarii gain preferred enemy until the mass crawler is destroyed

Manticore     160 points each
Front   Side   Rear   BS
  12       10       10      3
Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Manticores
Unit type: tank
Wargear:  searchlight, smoke launchers, hull mounted heavy bolter, Storm Eagle Rockets
Options: Has access to the armory. May replace hull heavy bolter for a heavy flamer, multilaser, or 
heavy graviton gun for free.

Deathstrike    150 points each
Front   Side   Rear   BS
  12       10       10      3
Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Deathstrikes 
Unit type: tank
Wargear:  searchlight, smoke launchers, hull mounted heavy bolter, Deathstrike missile
Options: Has access to the armory. May replace hull heavy bolter for a heavy flamer, multilaser, or 
heavy graviton gun for free.
Special Rules
T-minus five minutes to launch

Deathstorm Drop Pod               95POINTS 
                                  BS FRONT SIDE REAR
Deathstorm Drop Pod 3       12        12       12
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Deathstorm Drop Pod
Vehicle Type: Open Topped
Wargear: Whirlwind Launchers (a weapon destroyed result destroys all weapons)
Options: May replace its Whirlwind launcher with assault cannons  for +20 pts
Special Rules
Inertial Guidance System (pg 69 C:SM), Immobile, Drop Pod Assault (pg 69 C:SM)
Automated Weapons: When a Deathstorm drop pod lands it opens fire indiscriminately. After landing, 
each unit (enemy or friendly) within 12” of the Deathstorm and in line of sight comes under attack as a 
hail of missiles sweep the surrounding area. Roll to hit using the Deathstorm’s BS4 for either D3 
Whirlwind attacks or D3 assault cannon attacks against each target unit.



THUNDERSTRIKE ASSAULT GUN  185 POINTS each
                      BS FRONT SIDE REAR
Thunderstrike 2        13        11     10
Unit Composition: 1 to 10 Thunderstrike Assault Gun
Vehicle Type: Open Topped
Transport Capacity: None
Wargear: Thunderstrike Cannon, Searchlight, Smoke Launchers
Options: Has Access to the armory
Thunderstrike Cannon: A quad barrelled artillery piece, each turn the Thunderstrike Cannon may be 
fired in one of three ways. The reduced BS of the vehicle represents the indiscriminate nature of the 
weapon. 
Conqueror Rounds
Range: 72" Strength: 7 AP: 4 Type: Heavy 12 Blast
Infernus Rounds
Range: 72" Strength: 6 AP: 5 Type: Heavy 12 Blast, Ignore Cover Saves
AT Rounds
Range: 72" Strength: 8 AP: 1 Type: Heavy 4

BARBARUS STING 95 POINTS each 
                       BS FRONT SIDE REAR
Barbarus Sting 4      12         12      12
Unit Composition: 1 to 10 Barbarus Sting Drop Pod
Vehicle Type: Open Topped
Transport Capacity: none
Wargear: Barbarus Sting Launchers (a weapon destroyed result destroys all weapons)
Special Rules
Inertial Guidance System (pg 69 C:SM), Immobile, Drop Pod Assault (pg 69 C:SM), Automated 
Weapons
Automated Weapons: When a Barbarus Sting drop pod lands it opens fire indiscriminately. After 
landing, each unit (enemy or friendly) within 12” of the Barbarus Sting and in line of sight comes 
under attack as a hail of chemical warheads sweep the surrounding area. Roll to hit using the Barbarus 
Sting’s BS4 for D3 Barbarus Sting launcher attacks against each target unit. In subsequent turns the 
Barbarus Sting may continue to fire a single shot, picking a enemy target and resolving the firing as 
normal.
Barbarus Sting Launcher: Rng: 24" Str 1 AP 4 Type: Heavy 1/ Large Blast / Poisoned 3+/Ignores Cover

The Kaban Machine   280 points 
WS BS  S   T   W    I  A  LD   SV
 4     4    6   7    5     3  3   10     2+
Unit Composition: 1 Kaban Machine
Unit type: Monstrous Creature 
Wargear:  Rotary Lascannon (D3 shots), Executioner Plasma Cannon, Punisher Gatling Cannon, Servo 
Harness
Options: May include 1 more Kaban Machine for 280 points
Special Rules
Fearless, Move Through Cover, Feel No pain, 4+ invulnerable save
Terrifying Presence: Enemy units that lose combat in which the Kaban Machine is engaged take their 
leadership tests at -1.



Olympia storm tank             200 points heavy support
Front  Side  Rear  BS
   13      13     13     4
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Olympia storm tanks
Unit type: Tank
Wargear: hull mounted punisher cannon, 2 sponson mount meltaguns, 2 rear mounted cyclone missile 
launchers, searchlight, smoke launchers, extra armor
Special rules
Scout
Ferromantic Invulnerability: The hull of the Olympia has been specially constructed to resist even the 
most determined assault and is almost preternaturally resilient. As a result, the Olympia is not subject to 
the particular effects of the Lance and Melta special rules by attacks made against it. In addition it 
reduces the effects of all rolls on the damage chart made against it (other than by Destroyer type 
weaponry), by -1. 

Land Raider Proteus      225 points   Heavy Support
Front    Side   Rear   BS
   14       14       14      4
Squadron: between 1 and 3
Unit type: Tank
Transport: 10 models in power or scout armor, or 5 terminators
Wargear: 2 sponson twin linked lascannons. Searchlight, smoke launchers
Options: may take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, a 
havoc launcher or hunter killer missile for +15 points, plasma gun for +15 points, Heavy Bolter or 
Multimelta for +10 points. May Have extra armor for +15 points, dozer blade for +5 points, and or 
armored Ceramite (is not subject to the particular effects of the Lance and Melta special rules by 
attacks made against it. In addition it reduces the effects of all rolls on the damage chart made against it 
(other than by Destroyer type weaponry), by -1.) for +20 points
Special Rules
Scout, power of the machine spirit
Explorator Augury web: may be used in Disruptor mode meaning any enemy reserve rolls are at -1 or 
relay mode where you may choose to re-roll reserve rolls. In addition infiltrators may not set up within 
24”

Hellfire Land Raider  200 points Heavy Support
Front Side Rear BS
  14     14    14    4
Unit Composition: 1 Hellfire Land Raider
Unit type: fast, tank
Access points: front assault ramp, 2 side doors
Transport capacity: 15 models in power or scout armor, or 6 terminators
Wargear: 2 sponsons each with a lascannon, pintle mounted heavy bolter, searchlight, smoke launchers, 
extra armor
Options: may take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, a 
havoc launcher or hunter killer missile for +15 points, plasma gun for +15 points, twin linked bolter for 
+5 points, and or a dozer blade for +5 points
Special rules
Assault vehicle, 4+ invulnerable save, Scout, power of the machine spirit



Explorator Augury web: may be used in Disruptor mode meaning any enemy reserve rolls are at -1 or 
relay mode where you may choose to re-roll reserve rolls. In addition infiltrators may not set up within 
24”
Ferromantic Invulnerability: The hull of the Hellfire has been specially constructed to resist even the 
most determined assault and is almost preternaturally resilient. As a result, the Hellfire is not subject to 
the particular effects of the Lance and Melta special rules by attacks made against it. In addition it 
reduces the effects of all rolls on the damage chart made against it (other than by Destroyer type 
weaponry), by -1. 

Dreadknight   130 points each heavy support 
WS  BS  S  T  W  I     A  LD  SV
  5     4    6  6   4   4  3(4)  8      2+
Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Dreadknights
Unit type: monstrous creature 
Wargear: 2 dreadnought close combat weapons
Options: may take 2 of the following weapons; quad gun for +40 points, punisher gatling cannon for 
+35 points, twin linked Flamestorm cannon for +30 points. May replace one dreadnought close combat 
weapon for a seismic hammer for +10 points or a chain fist for +25 points. May take a personal 
teleported for +75 points.

Storm Raptor assault gunship   190 points each heavy support 
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  12      12     12     4
Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Storm Raptor assault gunships
Unit type: flyer
Access points: 2 side, one rear, one front assault ramp
Transport: 25, or 12 terminators or jump infantry
Wargear: one hull mount twin linked heavy bolter, searchlight
Options: may exchange it’s twin linked heavy bolter for a twin linked multimelta for +15 points or a 
twin linked autocannon for free. May take either 4 wing mounted Hellstrike missiles for +40 points or 
2 twin linked lascannons for +60 points. May take a dorsal mounted battle cannon for +20 points but 
loses 10 transport capacity, may take sponson mounted heavy bolters for +20 points but loses 5 
transport capacity. May take extra armor for +15 points
Special rules
Deep strike, hover mode, assault vehicle, power of the machine spirit

Predator Executioner   125 points each Heavy Support
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  13      11      10    4
Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Predator Executioners 
Unit type: tank
Wargear: turret mounted plasma destroyer (range 36“ strength 7 AP 1 heavy 3, small blast), smoke 
launchers, searchlight 
Options: may have sponson heavy bolters for +20 points, heavy flamers for +15 points, lascannons for 
+55 points. May replace the Plasma destroyer for a heavy conversion beamer for +15 points. may take 
combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, a havoc launcher or 
hunter killer missile for +15 points, plasma gun for +15 points, twin linked bolter for +5 points



Long Tom Missile tank   150 points each heavy support
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  13      12     10     4
Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Long Toms
Unit Type: tank
Wargear: Long Tom Multiple missile launcher (range G12” - 56”  strength 6  AP 3  heavy D6), pintle 
mounted heavy bolter, smoke launchers, searchlight, extra armor
Options: the pintle mounted heavy bolter may be upgraded to a multimelta for +15 points

Land Raider Tartarus  245 points each heavy support
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14      14      14     4
Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Land raider Tartarus
Unit Type: tank, fast
Access points: front assault ramp, 2 side doors
Transport capacity: 14 models in power armor or7 terminators
Wargear: two sponson twin linked heavy bolters, hull mounted twin linked heavy bolter, searchlight, 
smoke launchers, extra armor
Options: may take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, a 
havoc launcher or hunter killer missile for +15 points, plasma gun for +15 points, twin linked bolter for 
+5 points
Special rules
Assault vehicle, scout, power of the machine spirit 

Land Raider Dragon   300 points each heavy support
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14     14      14     4
Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Land raider Dragons
Unit Type: tank
Access points: front assault ramp, 2 side doors
Transport capacity: 10 models in power armor or 5 terminators
Wargear: two sponsons each with a twin linked multimelta, hull mounted twin linked heavy flamer, 
smoke launchers, searchlight, extra armor
Options: may take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, a 
havoc launcher or hunter killer missile for +15 points, plasma gun for +15 points, twin linked bolter for 
+5 points
Special rules
Assault vehicle, power of the machine spirit 
Ceramite plating: The hull of the Land Raider Dragon has been specially constructed to resist even the 
most determined assault and is almost preternaturally resilient. As a result, the Land Raider Dragon is 
not subject to the particular effects of the Lance and Melta special rules by attacks made against it. In 
addition it reduces the effects of all rolls on the damage chart made against it (other than by Destroyer 
type weaponry), by -1. 

Predator Infernus   90 points each heavy support
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  13       11     10    4
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Predator Infernus



Unit type: fast tank
Transport capacity: 7 units in power armor or carapace armor
Wargear: turret mounted Flamestorm cannon, searchlight, smoke launchers
Options: may replace the Flamestorm cannon for a Magna-melta cannon (range 18” strength 8 AP 1 
heavy 1, large blast melta) for +30 points and the loss of  2 transport capacity. May take sponson heavy 
bolters or heavy flamers for +20 points or lascannons for +50 points but loses the transport capacity. 
may take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, a havoc 
launcher or hunter killer missile for +15 points, plasma gun for +15 points, twin linked bolter for +5 
points, and/or extra armor for +10 points

Goliath Siege tank   145 points each heavy support
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  13      13     11     5
Unit composition: between 1 and 3 Goliath Siege tanks
Unit Type: tank
Wargear: extra armor, searchlight, smoke launchers, Targeter (add +1 BS already included), siege 
blade, hull mounted Thunderer cannon (range 36” strength 8 AP 3 ordinance 1, large blast, shock. 
Shock make it so the tank cannot move next turn and lowers the moral of any enemy hit)
Options: may be given shock absorbers (makes it so the tank can move next turn) for +15 points. may 
take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, a havoc 
launcher or hunter killer missile for +15 points, plasma gun for +15 points, twin linked bolter for +5 
points, and/or extra armor for +10 points

Vindicator Thudd  180 points each Heavy Support Unit
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  13    11    10    4
 Unit Composition: Between 1 and 3 Vindicator Thudd’s 
Unit Type: Tank
Wargear: hull mounted Thudd Gun, searchlight, smoke launchers
Options: may have a pintle mounted twin linked bolter or combi bolter for +10 points, multimelta for 
+20 points, heavy bolter or havoc launcher for +15 points. May have extra armor for +15 points
Special Rules
Power of the Machine Spirit, Bolster Defenses (C: SM pg 71)
Ferromantic Invulnerability: The hull of the Vindicator Thudd has been specially constructed to resist 
even the most determined assault and is almost preternaturally resilient. As a result, the Vindicator 
Thudd is not subject to the particular effects of the Lance and Melta special rules by attacks made 
against it. In addition it reduces the effects of all rolls on the damage chart made against it (other than 
by Destroyer type weaponry), by -1. 

Vindicator Thunderer 140 points each Heavy support unit
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14    11    10    4
 Unit Composition: Between 1 and 3 Vindicator Thunderer’s 
Unit Type: Tank
Wargear: hull mounted Thunderfire cannon, smoke launchers, searchlight, extra armor
Options: may have a pintle mounted twin linked bolter or combi bolter for +10 points, multimelta for 
+20 points, heavy bolter or havoc launcher for +15 points
Special Rules



Power of the Machine Spirit, venerable, Bolster Defenses (C: SM pg 71), tank hunters
Bunker Busters: +1 pen roll against buildings

Vindicator Rapier 200 points each Heavy support unit
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14    11    10    4
 Unit Composition: Between 1 and 3 Vindicator Rapier’s 
Unit Type: Tank
Wargear: hull mounted Rapier Laser Battery, smoke launchers, searchlight, extra armor
Special Rules
Power of the Machine Spirit, Bolster Defenses (C: SM pg 71), tank hunters
Ferromantic Invulnerability: The hull of the Vindicator Rapier has been specially constructed to resist 
even the most determined assault and is almost preternaturally resilient. As a result, the Vindicator 
Rapier is not subject to the particular effects of the Lance and Melta special rules by attacks made 
against it. In addition it reduces the effects of all rolls on the damage chart made against it (other than 
by Destroyer type weaponry), by -1. 

Viper cannon 75 points heavy support
WS  BS  S  T  W  I  A  LD  SV
  4      4   4   4  1   4  1   8     3+
Unit composition: 1 Viper cannon manned by two skitatti 
Unit type: artillery
Wargear marines: power armor, frag and krak grenades, bolt pistol
Wargear: Graviton cannon (range  36” strength *  AP 4 heavy 1, large blast, fear, models hit must roll a 
strength test and sore below their strength. A roll of 6 is always a failure, after the blast is placed leave 
it their and the terrain counts as difficult and dangerous terrain for the rest of the game.)
Options: may include 2 more Viper cannons for +75 points each

Land Raider Punisher  240 points each Heavy Support Unit
Front  Side  Rear  BS
   14     14      14     4
Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Land Raider Punisher’s 
Unit Type: Tank
Transport Capacity: 14 models in power or scout armor or 7 terminators 
Access Points: front assault ramp, 2 side hatches 
Wargear: hull mounted punisher cannon, 2 sponsons each with a twin linked combi-flamer, pintle 
mounted Flamestorm cannon, extra armor
Special Rules
Assault vehicle, power of the machine spirit 

Predator Executionator   180 points each Heavy Support Unit
Front  Side  Rear  BS
   13     11      10     4
Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 
Unit Type: Tank
Wargear: Turret mounted executioner plasma cannon with co-axel twin linked plasma gun
Options: May Have extra armor for +15 points. May take sponson plasma cannons for +45 points or 
exterminator autocannon for +40 points



Special Rules
Venerable, power of the machine spirit 

Siege Strike Gun Battery      180 points  Heavy Support Unit
Front     Side     Rear
  13          9           9
WS    BS     S     T     W    I     A       LD   SV
  4       5       4     4       1    4    1(2)     9      3+
Unit Composition: 2 0010101010101 skitti  and 1 Siege Strike Gun
Unit Type: Infantry and immobile Opened Topped Vehicle 
Wargear: Power Armor, Bolt pistol, Combi-Melta, Chainsword, Siege Strike Cannon (range 56” 
strength  9   AP  1   Heavy 2. May only be shot Every other turn)
Options: May Include 3 more marines to main the siege gun for 20 points each. Once there are 5 
marines manning the gun it may fire every turn. May take a 4 additional Siege Strike guns for 180 
points each.
Special Rules
Stubborn, and they shall know no fear, Tank Hunters
Bunker Busters: +1 to pen roll against buildings 

Siege Cannon  150 points Heavy Support Unit
Front   Side    Rear   
  10       10        9
WS   BS    S    T    W   I   A   LD   SV
  5      5      4    4     2    4   2    10     2+
Unit Composition: 1 exploritor and 1 Siege Cannon
Unit Type: Infantry and Immobile Vehicle
Wargear: Artificer armor, Combi-melta, Power Weapon, Servo Harness, Siege Cannon (range G24” - 
120”  strength 9  AP 2 Ordinance 1, Large Blast)
Options: May include 9 more Siege Cannons for 150 points each.
Special Rules
Terror incarnate: Any unit the suffers at least 1 wound must pass a leadership test
Unstable Ammunition: roll a D6 every turn before the cannon fires. On a 1 the cannon may fire twice 
that turn. On a 2 to 3 the cannon ignores cover saves. On a 4 or 5 the AP increases to 1. On a 6 the 
cannon ignores invulnerable saves and void Shields

Siege Claw   250 points each   Heavy support
WS   BS    S      I   A       Front   Side   Rear
  4      3   6(10)   4  (3) 4    14        13      12
Unit Composition: 1 to 5 Siege Claws
Unit Type: Walker
Wargear: 2 dreadnought close combat weapons with built in heavy flamer, Hull mounted twin linked 
autocannon, Dorsal Mounted Siegebreaker cannon (bunker buster: Range 60”  strength 9  AP 2 
Ordinance 1. Air burst: Range 60” strength 5  AP 6  Heavy 4, blast, ignores cover. Anti infantry: Range 
60” strength 4  AP -  Heavy 2, Large Blast, 4+ Rending), smoke launcher, searchlight
Options: may replace either or both heavy flamers for a meltagun for +5 points or a plasma gun for +10 
points. May replace the twin linked autocannon for twin linked heavy bolters or flamers for free, twin 
linked lascannons for +15 points, multimelta for +10 points.



Skycracker artillery   140 points each   Heavy support
Front   Side   Rear   BS
   11       10      10      4
Unit Composition: 1 to 5 Skycracker Artillery 
Unit Type: Tank
Wargear: Hull mounted Skycracker cannon (Rapid fire   Range  18” to 60”  strength 6  AP  5  Heavy 3, 
blast, twin linked, barrage. Concentrated  Range  18” to 60”  strength 9  AP  3  ordinance 1, large blast, 
barrage), smoke launchers, searchlight
Options: combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, or a havoc 
launcher for +15 points, twin linked bolter for +5 points, extra armor for +15 points, combi grenade 
launcher for +5 points, multi melta for +20 points, siege shield for +10 points, dozer blade for +5 
points
Special Rules
Siege Specialists: The Iron Warriors are renowned across the galaxy as fearsome siege troops, able to 
hold nearly any position or take one no matter how well defended. They have an intimate knowledge of 
how to fortify themselves against attack, and how to weaken enemy defensive positions. Iron Warriors 
units add +1 when rolling to penetrate and for damage results against intact buildings and structures 
such as bunkers, hab blocks, bastions, fortress walls etc. Additionally, after players have chosen sides 
and set out objectives but before any models are deployed, the Iron Warriors player may choose up two 
terrain pieces in their deployment zone and for the duration of the game add +1 to whatever cover save 
they would normally provide. 

Reaper      190 points each   heavy support
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14      12      11     4
Unit Composition: 1 to 5 Reaper Tanks 
Unit Type: Tank
Wargear: Turret mounted Diabolos cannon (range 36”  strength 9 AP 3 heavy 1, blast), hull mounted 
twin linked autocannon, 2 sledgehammer launchers (FA  range 48”  strength 4  AP 4  heavy 1, blast, 
ignores cover. KE  range 48”  strength 7  AP 3 heavy 1, 2D6 armor penetration)
Options: may replace the twin linked autocannon for a twin linked plasma cannon for +15 points. 
combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, or a havoc launcher 
for +15 points, twin linked bolter for +5 points, extra armor for +15 points, combi grenade launcher for 
+5 points, multi melta for +20 points, siege shield for +10 points, dozer blade for +5 points

Land Raider  Kardova   350 points each Heavy Support
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14      14      14     4
Unit Composition: Between 1 and 3
Unit Type: Tank
Access points: Front assault Ramp, 2 side Access points
Transport: 12
Wargear: Hull mounted twin linked Grenade Launcher, two Sponson Hurricane Bolters, Searchlight, 
smoke launchers, Extra Armor, Siege Breaker Shield (ignores difficult and Dangerous Terrain Tests)
Special Rules
Power of the Machine Spirit, Assault Vehicle, Blessings of the Omnissiah, Special Issue Ammunition
 Ferromantic Invulnerability: The hull of the Kardova has been specially constructed to resist even the 
most determined assault and is almost preternaturally resilient. As a result, the Land Raider Kardova is 



not subject to the particular effects of the Lance and Melta special rules by attacks made against it. In 
addition it reduces the effects of all rolls on the damage chart made against it (other than by Destroyer 
type weaponry), by -1. 

SCREAMING SCULPTURES 90 POINTS each HEAVY SUPPORT UNIT
                             BS FRONT SIDE REAR
Screaming Sculpture 0        12          12       12
Unit Composition: 1 – 3 Screaming Sculpture Drop Pod
Vehicle Type: Open Topped
Wargear: Screaming Sculptures (a weapon destroyed result destroys all sculptures), Locator Beacon
Special Rules
Inertial Guidance System (pg 69 C:SM), Immobile, Drop Pod Assault (pg 69 C:SM)
Screaming Sculptures: Each drop pod is deployed separately and acts as a separate unit in all cases. 
Once the pod lands its unfortunate occupants begin to scream. All enemy units within 18” suffer a -1 
Leadership Penalty. Those within 12” suffer a -2 leadership modifier and those within 6” suffer a -3 
modifier. This penalty is cumulative.

Predator Executionator   180 points each Heavy Support Unit
Front  Side  Rear  BS
   13     11      10     4
Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 
Unit Type: Tank
Wargear: Turret mounted executioner plasma cannon with co-axel twin linked plasma gun
Options: May Have extra armor for +15 points. May take sponson plasma cannons for +45 points or 
exterminator autocannon for +40 points
Special Rules
Venerable, power of the machine spirit 

BAAL’S FIRE CHARIOT SQUAD 60 POINTS EACH HEAVY SUPPORT UNIT
                  WS BS S T W I A LD Sv
Fire Chariot 4    4   4 5  2 4 3   9   3+
Unit Composition: 1-5 Fire Chariots
Unit Type: Bike Infantry Squadron
Wargear: Power Armor, Frag and Krak Grenades, Space Marine Jetbike, 2 Twin Linked Heavy Flamers
Special Rules
And They Shall Know No Fear, Combat Tactics

Berserk Slaughterer    120 points each Heavy Support
Front   Side  Rear   WS  BS   S           I    A
    13      12     10       5     2    6(10)     5    D6+3
Composition:  1 to 5 Berserk Slaughterers 
Unit Type: Fast Walker
Wargear: two dreadnought close combat weapons
Options: may replace one dreadnought close combat weapon for an impaler (range 24” roll to hit as 
normal, but instead of rolling to wound move the target 4D6” closer. If the model reaches the Berserk 
Slaughterer it counts as having assaulted it. The Impaler may only be used against things of 
dreadnought size or less.) for +5 points.
Special Rules



Rage. Fleet, counter-attack
Berserk Rage: Gains D3 additional attacks for charging instead of just +1, also adds +1 initiative on the 
charge 

FellAxe   150 points each 
Front  Side  Rear  BS  WS  I  A
  10     10      10     3     4    2   1
Unit Composition: Between 1 and 4 FellAxe’s 
Unit Type: Walker
Wargear: 2 twin linked autocannon’s 
Options: May replace either twin linked autocannon for twin linked heavy bolters or flamers for free, 
missile launcher or havoc launcher for +5 points, twin linked lascannon for +15 points
Special Rules
Furious Charge

PREDATOR DEATHFIRE 110 Points each Heavy Support Unit
                             BS FRONT SIDE REAR
Predator Deathfire 4       13        11      11
Unit Composition: 1-3 Predator Deathfire
Vehicle Type: Tank
Transport Capacity: 5 models in power or scout armor
Wargear: Searchlight, Smoke Launchers, Turret mounted Twin-Linked Melta Cannon
Options:: May take side sponsons with heavy bolters for +25 points or with melta cannons for +60 
points but loses the transport capacity. May have combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, 
combi-flamers for +5 points, or a havoc launcher for +15 points, extra armor for +15 points, a hunter 
killer missile for +10 points, dozer blade for +5 points
Melta Cannon: Rng: 24" Str 8 AP 1 Type: Heavy 1, Melta, Blast

Land Raider Vulkan    260 points each Heavy support
Front   Side   Rear   BS
  14       14       14      4
Unit Composition: 1 to 5
Unit Type: Tank
Transport capacity: 12
Wargear: two sponson mounted  twin linked heavy flamers, hull mounted flamestorm cannon, smoke 
launchers, searchlight
Options: Pintle-mounted Twin linked bolter for +10 points, Hunter-killer missile for +10 points, Dozer 
blade for +5 points,, a multi-melta for +10 points, a combi plasma; melta; flamer; grenade launcher for 
+10 points, a havoc launcher for +15 points, a hunter killer missile for +10 points, plasma gun for +15 
points, extra armor for +15 points
Special rules
Assault ramp, power of the machine spirit 

Super Heavy
Apocalypse class Titan       25000 points super heavy walker
Front   Side   Rear   BS  WS  S  I
  14       14      14       7     2    D  1
Unit Composition: 1 Apocalypse titan



Unit Type: Super Heavy Walker
Structure points: 35 
Void Shields: 25
Transport: 800 (even terminators and assault marines count as a single model aboard the emperor. It 
may not transport tanks)
Wargear: 7 defense lasers, heavy Hailstorm cannon, Mega cannon, 2 coaxial heavy volcano cannons
Weapons
Heavy Hailstorm cannon   Range  1200”  Strength D  AP 1  heavy 10, Nuke Blast (nuke template is 24” 
by 28”)
Defense laser   range  60” to unlimited  strength D  AP 1  ordinance 1, 10” blast
Heavy Volcano cannon  range 480” strength D  AP 1 ordinance 4, 10” blast
Mega Cannon range 4000” strength D  AP 1  Fluedic blast (36” by 24”)
Special rules
Reactor Meltdown: should the enemy score an apocalyptic explosion on the damage chart all units 
within 20D6 inches must be removed from play
Towering monstrosity: The titans main weapons may not attack infantry or jet bike models under 112” 
away. Carapace weapons suffer from a 48” minimum range against non titan units. It can move 24” 
minimum and a max of 36” if it chooses to move
Boarding: for every enemy unit that makes it up the stairs on the titan’s leg may enter it. Roll a D6 at 
the end of every turn/ on a 1 to 3 the enemy unit is destroyed. On a 4 or 5 the battle keeps raging inside 
of the titan. On a 6 the titan loses D3 structure points and suffers two hits on the super heavy damage 
table at -2 to the roll.

Emperor Class Titan     9000 points each
Front   Side   Rear   BS  WS  S  I
  14       14      14       5     3    D  1
Unit Composition: 1 to 2 Emperor Titans
Unit Type: Super Heavy Walker
Structure points: 12
Void Shields: 16
Transport: 400 (even terminators and assault marines count as a single model aboard the emperor. It 
may not transport tanks)
Wargear: Plasma Annihilator, Hailstorm cannon, 9 defense batteries, defense laser, 4 mega long range 
bombard cannons, 1 D Day cannon, 24 twin linked bolters, 8 twin linked autocannons
Weapons
PA   full  range 210”  strength D  AP 1 Nuke Blast, lance
        Rapid   Range 210”  strength D  AP 2  apocalypse barrage 12
Hailstorm cannon   Range  625”  Strength D  AP 1  heavy 5, 10” blast
Defense battery   range  190”  strength  9  AP  3  heavy 1, 10” blast
Bombard    range  G12” to 360”  strength  8  AP 3  heavy 1, 7” blast
D Day Cannon  range  140”  strength D  AP  1  apocalypse barrage 5
Defense laser   range  60” to unlimited  strength D  AP 1  ordinance 1, 10” blast
Special rules
Reactor Meltdown: should the enemy score an apocalyptic explosion on the damage chart all units 
within 6D6 inches must be removed from play
Towering monstrosity: The titans main weapons may not attack infantry or jet bike models under 72” 
away. Carapace weapons suffer from a 36” minimum range against non titan units. It can move 24” 
minimum and a max of 36” if it chooses to move
Boarding: for every enemy unit that makes it up the stairs on the titan’s leg may enter it. Roll a D6 at 



the end of every turn/ on a 1 to 3 the enemy unit is destroyed. On a 4 or 5 the battle keeps raging inside 
of the titan. On a 6 the titan loses D3 structure points and suffers two hits on the super heavy damage 
table at -2 to the roll.

Warmonger Class Titan    10000 points  each
Front   Side   Rear   BS  WS  S  I
  14       14      14       6     2    D  1
Unit Composition: 1 to 2 Warmonger titans
Unit Type: Super Heavy Walker
Structure points: 14
Void Shields: 18
Transport: 400 (even terminators and assault marines count as a single model aboard the emperor. It 
may not transport tanks)
Wargear: 7 defense batteries, Mega defense laser, 4 Quad Guns, 24 twin linked bolter, 8 twin linked 
autocannons, 9 Hydra Missiles 
Weapons
Mega Defense laser   range  60” to unlimited  strength D  AP 1  ordinance 4, 10” blast
Hydra Missile  range 24” to unlimited strength D  AP 1 ordnance 1, 10” blast 2D6 pen
Defense battery   range  190”  strength  9  AP  3  heavy 1, 10” blast
Special rules
Reactor Meltdown: should the enemy score an apocalyptic explosion on the damage chart all units 
within 6D6 inches must be removed from play
Towering monstrosity: The titans main weapons may not attack infantry or jet bike models under 72” 
away. Carapace weapons suffer from a 36” minimum range against non titan units. It can move 24” 
minimum and a max of 36” if it chooses to move
Boarding: for every enemy unit that makes it up the stairs on the titan’s leg may eneter it. Roll a D6 at 
the end of every turn/ on a 1 to 3 the enemy unit is destroyed. On a 4 or 5 the battle keeps raging inside 
of the titan. On a 6 the titan loses D3 structure points and suffers two hits on the super heavy damage 
table at -2 to the roll.
Hydra Missiles: each missile is a one shot weapon meaning it only has 9 shots

Warlord    2500 points each
Front   Side   Rear   BS  WS  S    I    A
  14       14      13       4     2   10   1    3
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Warlord Battle Titans
Unit Type: Super Heavy Walker
Structure points: 9
Void Shields: 6
Wargear:  two carapace weapons from the following list; double barrelled turbo laser, plasma blast gun, 
inferno gun, vulcan mega bolter, apocalypse missile launcher, vortex missile
Two arm weapons from the following list; laser blaster, Gatling blaster, melta cannon, quake cannon, 
plasma destructor, titan close combat weapon (adds +1 attack), volcano cannon
Special Rules
Towering monstrosity: Carapace weapons suffer from not being able to fire within 24”
Reactor Meltdown: If the Reaver suffers an Apocalyptic Explosion result on the catastrophic damage 
chart, its reactor goes nuclear! This is same as an Apocalyptic Explosion, except that the range is 6D6”, 
and models within range suffer a Destroyer hit. 



Caracalla class titan     3000 points each super heavy
Front Side  Rear  WS  BS  S  I  A
   13    13     12      3     3  10  1  4
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Caracalla titans
Unit Type: Super Heavy Walker
Structure points: 10
Void Shields: 4
Wargear: four arm weapons from the following list; PDQ cannon (range 100” strength 6 AP 3  Heavy 
45), siege drill (titan close combat weapon that adds plus 1 to the damage chart), shock cannon (range 
150” strength 8 AP 4 ordinance 1, 7” blast all wounded units count as being in dangerous terrain), 
Heavy Dispersion flamer (range hailstorm, strength 5 AP 4 ordinance 3). Two carapace weapons 
chosen from the following list; discharge barrage cannon (range 12” to 200” strength D AP 1 ordinance 
3, small blast automatically inflicts crew shaken results), cyclic ordinance cannon (range 12” to 200” 
strength 10 AP 2 ordinance 6, automatically inflicts crew stunned and all wounded units count as being 
in dangerous terrain)
Special rules
Agile 

Reaver Battle titan  1250 points each
WS BS S FRONT SIDE REAR I A 
  2   4  10     14        14      13     1 2 
UNIT: 1 to 3 Reaver Titans
TYPE: Super-heavy walker 
STRUCTURE POINTS: 6 
VOID SHIELDS: 4 
WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT: The Reaver must choose three weapons from the following list: 
One carapace weapon from the following list:  Double-barrelled Turbo-Laser,   Plasma Blastgun, 
Inferno Gun, Vulcan Mega-bolter, Apocalypse Missile Launcher, Vortex Support Missile, Quake 
cannon
Two arm weapons from the following list:  Gatling Blaster, Melta Cannon, Volcano Cannon, Laser 
Blaster, Titan Close Combat Weapon, Titan Chain fist 6D6 for armor penetration, Apocalypse Missile 
Launcher
SPECIAL RULES 
Reactor Meltdown: If the Reaver suffers an Apocalyptic Explosion result on the catastrophic damage 
chart, its reactor goes nuclear! This is same as an Apocalyptic Explosion, except that the range is 6D6”, 
and models within range suffer a Destroyer hit. 
Towering Monstrosity: Because of its immense size, it is difficult for the Reaver to engage targets that 
are too close. If suffers the following limitations:  The carapace mounted weapon on the Reaver has a 
minimum range of 18”.  A Reaver’s Titan close combat weapon can only be used against gargantuan 
creatures and super-heavy vehicles. 

REAVER BATTLE TITAN (HUN VARIANT)  1000 points each
WS BS S FRONT SIDE REAR I A
  2    4 10     13       12       10     1 2
UNIT: 1 to 3 Reaver Titan (Hun variant)
TYPE: Super-heavy walker
STRUCTURE POINTS: 6
VOID SHIELDS: 4



WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT:
2 arm weapons from the following list: Double-barrelled Turbo-laser Destructor; Plasma Blastgun; 
Inferno Gun; Vulcan Mega-bolter; Apocalypse Missile Launcher; Titan close combat weapon, Titan 
Chain fist 6D6 for armor penetration
SPECIAL RULES 
Reactor Meltdown: If the Reaver suffers an Apocalyptic Explosion result on the catastrophic damage 
chart, its reactor goes nuclear! This is same as an Apocalyptic Explosion, except that the range is 6D6”, 
and models within range suffer a Destroyer hit. 
Towering Monstrosity: Because of its immense size, it is difficult for the Reaver to engage targets that 
are too close. A Reaver’s Titan close combat weapon can only be used against gargantuan creatures and 
super-heavy vehicles
Reserve Power: The lack of a carapace weapon mount gives the Hun large power reserves from its 
plasma reactor. It gains the following abilities: The Hun may re roll failed attempts to refresh collapsed 
void shields. Fire a single Primary Weapon and move an extra D6” (as per the Fleet rule). Fire no 
weapons at all and move an extra 2D6” (as per the Fleet rule).

REAVER BATTLE TITAN (GOTH VARIANT)  1150 points each
WS BS S FRONT SIDE REAR I A
  2    4 10     14       14       12     1 2
UNIT: 1 to 3 Reaver Titan (Goth variant)
TYPE: Super-heavy walker
STRUCTURE POINTS: 6
VOID SHIELDS: 4
WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT:
2 arm weapons from the following list: Double-barrelled Turbo-laser Destructor; Plasma Blastgun; 
Inferno Gun; Vulcan Mega-bolter; Apocalypse Missile Launcher; Titan close combat weapon, Titan 
Chain fist 6D6 for armor penetration
1 carapace weapon from the following list: Apocalypse Missile Launcher; Double-barrelled Turbo-laser 
Destructor; Plasma Blastgun; Vulcan Mega-bolter, Inferno gun, quake cannon
SPECIAL RULES 
Reactor Meltdown: If the Reaver suffers an Apocalyptic Explosion result on the catastrophic damage 
chart, its reactor goes nuclear! This is same as an Apocalyptic Explosion, except that the range is 6D6”, 
and models within range suffer a Destroyer hit. 
Towering Monstrosity: Because of its immense size, it is difficult for the Reaver to engage targets that 
are too close. If suffers the following limitations:  The carapace mounted weapon on the Reaver has a 
minimum range of 18”.  A Reaver’s Titan close combat weapon can only be used against gargantuan 
creatures and super-heavy vehicles. 

Corsair Battle titan   2000 points each Super heavy
Front  Side  Rear  WS  BS  S    I   A
  14      14     13      5     3   10   3  5 (7)
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Corsair Battle Titans
Unit Type: Super Heavy Walker
Structure points: 7
Void Shields: 6
Wargear: 2 Thunderfists (attacks at strength D even against infantry), smoke launchers
Special rules
Fleet



Reactor Meltdown: If the Corsair suffers an Apocalyptic Explosion result on the catastrophic damage 
chart, its reactor goes nuclear! This is same as an Apocalyptic Explosion, except that the range is 6D6”, 
and models within range suffer a Destroyer hit. 
Titan Slayer: has preferred enemy against all super heavies and gargantuan creatures
Reserve Power: may run 2D6” in the shooting phase and may reroll when attempting to bring back 
void shields 

Warhound Annihilator    950 points each
Front   Side  Rear   BS  WS  I  A
  14       13     12      4      2   1   1
UNIT: 1 to 3 Warhound Annihilators
STRUCTURE POINTS: 4
VOID SHIELDS: 1
WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT:
2 arm weapons from the following list: Apocalypse Missile launcher, Gatling Blaster, Melta Cannon, 
Laser Blaster, Quake Cannon, Volcano Cannon, Vortex missile, Plasma Destructor
SPECIAL RULES 
Reactor Meltdown: If the Warhound Annihilator suffers an Apocalyptic Explosion result on the 
catastrophic damage chart, its reactor goes nuclear! This is same as an Apocalyptic Explosion, except 
that the range is 6D6”, and models within range suffer a Destroyer hit
Limited ammunition: Any roll to hit that is a 1 means the weapon has run out of ammunition and may 
not be used for the rest of the game.

Warhound    750 points each
Front   Side  Rear   BS  WS  I  A
  14       13     12      4      2   1   1
UNIT: 1 to 2 Warhound 
STRUCTURE POINTS: 3
VOID SHIELDS: 2
WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT:
2 arm weapons from the following list: Double-barrelled Turbo-laser Destructor; Plasma Blastgun; 
Inferno Gun; Vulcan Mega-bolter
SPECIAL RULES 
Reactor Meltdown: If the Warhound Annihilator suffers an Apocalyptic Explosion result on the 
catastrophic damage chart, its reactor goes nuclear! This is same as an Apocalyptic Explosion, except 
that the range is 6D6”, and models within range suffer a Destroyer hit
Agile: In the shooting phase may fire all weapons, or fire one weapon and move an extra D6” or fire no 
weapons and move an extra 2D6”.

KNIGHT PALADIN  300 points each
WS BS S FRONT SIDE REAR I A
  3    4 10     13         12      11    2 1(3)
UNIT: 1 to 5 Knight Paladins
TYPE: Super-heavy walker
STRUCTURE POINTS: 2
VOID SHIELDS: 1
WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT:1 Knight Battle Cannon; 1 Dreadnought CCW,1 Twin-linked Heavy 
Bolter



Knight Battle Cannon range 72” strength 8  AP 3 Apocalypse Barrage (2)

KNIGHT WARDEN  475 points each
WS BS S FRONT SIDE REAR I A
  3    4 10     14         13      12    2 1
UNIT: 1 to 4 Knight Wardens
TYPE: Super-heavy walker
STRUCTURE POINTS: 2
VOID SHIELDS: 1
WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT: Vulcan Mega-bolter, hull mounted warden missile launcher
Warden Missile Launcher range G 12-120” strength 9  AP 3 Apocalypse Barrage (3)
SPECIAL RULES:
Lumbering: The Knight Warden is a heavy defensive vehicle. It’s thick armor and potent weapons leave 
little room for a large powerplant within its hull. The Warden can move up to 6” per turn.

KNIGHT LANCER  300 points  each
WS BS S FRONT SIDE REAR I A
  3    4 10     13         11      10    4 1(2)
UNIT: 1 to 5 Knight Lancer
TYPE: Super-heavy walker
STRUCTURE POINTS: 2
VOID SHIELDS: 1
WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT:1 Knight Battle Cannon; 1 Knight Power Lance
The Knight Power Lance counts as a dreadnought close combat weapon. Resolve any rolls on the 
critical table with a +1 modifier.
SPECIAL RULES:
Agile: In the shooting phase the Knight Lancer may divert some of the energy from its weapons 
towards its legs, so it can choose to either: Fire all available weapons as normal. Fire no weapons at all 
and move an extra 2D6” (as per the Fleet rule).

KNIGHT Errant  400 points each
WS BS S FRONT SIDE REAR I A
  3    4 10     13         11      10    4 1(3)
UNIT: 1 to 5 Knight Errants
TYPE: Super-heavy walker
STRUCTURE POINTS: 2
VOID SHIELDS: 1
WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT: Thermal Lance, dreadnought close combat weapon, twin linked 
heavy bolter
Thermal Lance  Range 48”  strength D  AP 1  heavy 1

KNIGHT Crusader   475 points each
WS BS S FRONT SIDE REAR I A
  3    4 10     14         13      13    2 1
UNIT: 1 to 4 Knight Crusaders
TYPE: Super-heavy walker
STRUCTURE POINTS: 2
VOID SHIELDS: 1



WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT: Quake Cannon, turbo laser destroyer, twin linked heavy bolters
SPECIAL RULES:
Lumbering: The Knight Crusader is a heavy defensive vehicle. It’s thick armor and potent weapons 
leave little room for a large powerplant within its hull. The Crusader can move up to 10” per turn.

KNIGHT Castellan   450 points 
WS BS S FRONT SIDE REAR I A
  3    4 10     14         13      13    2 1
UNIT: 1 to 4 Knight Castellans
TYPE: Super-heavy walker
STRUCTURE POINTS: 2
VOID SHIELDS: 1
WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT: Quake Cannon, Gatling Blaster, twin linked heavy bolters
SPECIAL RULES:
Lumbering: The Knight Castellan is a heavy defensive vehicle. It’s thick armor and potent weapons 
leave little room for a large powerplant within its hull. The Castellan can move up to 10” per turn.

KNIGHT Barron  375 points 
WS BS S FRONT SIDE REAR I A
  5    4 10     14         12      10    5 3(4)
UNIT: 1 knight Barron 
STRUCTURE POINTS: 3
VOID SHIELDS: 2
WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT:1 Knight Battle Cannon; 1 Knight Power Lance, twin linked heavy 
bolter
The Knight Power Lance counts as a dreadnought close combat weapon. Resolve any rolls on the 
critical table with a +1 modifier.
SPECIAL RULES:
Agile: In the shooting phase the Knight Barron may divert some of the energy from its weapons 
towards its legs, so it can choose to either: Fire all available weapons as normal. Fire no weapons at all 
and move an extra 2D6” (as per the Fleet rule).

Minotaur   275 points each  
Front  Side  Rear  BS
   13      12     14     4
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Minotaur’s
Unit type: Super heavy tank
Structure points: 2
Wargear: Hull mounted twin linked earthshaker cannons (range 18” to 240” strength 9 AP 3 ordinance 
1, twin linked, 7” blast), smoke launchers, searchlight.
Options: combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, or a havoc 
launcher for +15 points, twin linked bolter for +5 points, extra armor for +15 points, combi grenade 
launcher for +5 points, multi melta for +20. 

Valdor tank hunter   320 points each 
Front  Side  Rear  BS
   13      12     11     4
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Valdor’s



Unit type: Super heavy tank
Structure points: 2
Wargear: Neutron laser projector (range 60”  strength 10 AP 1 ordinance 1, blast shock pulse), Sponson 
Heavy Stubber, smoke launchers, searchlight
Options: May replace sponson heavy stubber for either Lascannon for +15 points, Heavy bolter, Heavy 
Graviton gun, or heavy flamer for +5 points, or autocannons for +10 points. combi-plasmas for +10, 
combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, or a havoc launcher for +15 points, twin 
linked bolter for +5 points, extra armor for +15 points, combi grenade launcher for +5 points, multi 
melta for +20. 
Special rules
Shock pulse: automatically causes crew stunned in addition to any other damage caused 
Feedback: If the Valdor fails to penetrate armor roll a D6. On a 1 the Valdor suffers a glancing hit
Unstable reactor: Adds +1 to the catastrophic damage chart

Malcador Infernus 270 points each 
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  13       12     11     4
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Malcador Infernus 
Unit type: Super heavy tank
Structure points: 2
Wargear: Hull mount Inferno Gun, 2 sponson heavy stubbers, searchlight
Options: May replace sponson heavy stubbers for either Lascannons for +30 points or autocannons for 
+20 points. combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, or a 
havoc launcher for +15 points, twin linked bolter for +5 points, extra armor for +15 points, combi 
grenade launcher for +5 points, multi melta for +20. May upgrade fuel to chemical ammunition for +10 
points (wounds on 2+ and is strength 1).
Special Rules
Engine Damage: if suffers engine damage result loses D6” in movement rather then D3”
Highly Flammable: when a catastrophic damage is taken roll a D6. On a 2+ treat the damage as an 
apocalypse explosion. 

Malcador Defender  315 points each 
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  13       12     11     4
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Malcador Defenders 
Unit type: Super heavy tank
Structure points: 2
Wargear: Five upper hull mounted Heavy bolters, Hull mounted Demolisher Cannon, 2 sponson heavy 
Bolters, searchlight
Options: May replace sponson heavy bolters for either Lascannons for +30 points or autocannons for 
+20 points. combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, or a 
havoc launcher for +15 points, twin linked bolter for +5 points, extra armor for +15 points, combi 
grenade launcher for +5 points, multi melta for +20 points
Special Rules
Engine Damage: if suffers engine damage result loses D6” in movement rather then D3”



Malcador  275 points each 
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  13       12     11     4
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Malcadors
Unit type: Super heavy tank
Structure points: 2
Wargear: Turret mounted Battle Cannon, Hull mounted Heavy bolter, 2 sponson heavy stubbers, 
searchlight
Options: May replace sponson heavy stubbers for either Lascannons for +30 points or autocannons for 
+20 points. May exchange hull mounted heavy bolter for a lascannon for +15 points or a autocannon 
for +5 points. combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, or a 
havoc launcher for +15 points, twin linked bolter for +5 points, extra armor for +15 points, combi 
grenade launcher for +5 points, multi melta for +20 points
Special Rules
Engine Damage: if suffers engine damage result loses D6” in movement rather then D3”

Gorgon   430 points super heavy 
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14       14     10     4
Unit Composition: 1 Gorgon
Unit type: Super heavy tank, Opened topped 
Structure points: 3
Transport capacity: 50
Wargear: 2 twin linked heavy stubbers and 2 Gorgon Mortars (range G48”  strength 4 AP 6  Heavy 4, 
3” blast one shot)
Options: May replace Gorgon mortars with four Heavy Stubbers for +10 points, Four Heavy bolters, 
Four Heavy Graviton Guns, or Four Heavy Flamers for +50 points
Special Rules
Heavy Armored Prow: May ignore glancing and penetrating hits on a 4+. The Prow also counts as 
rough terrain modifications and mine sweeper
Amphibious: Treats water terrain as open rather then difficult or dangerous 

Hellfury Super-Heavy Tank 500 points each
BS Front Side Rear
4     14     13    12
Unit: 1 to 3 Hellfury
Type: Super-heavy tank
Structure points: 3
Weapons and Equipment: Turret mounted Hellfury cannon, Hull mounted Demolisher cannon, Two 
sponsons, each with a twin Inferno cannon, Searchlight, smoke launchers, rough terrain modification 
Options: The Hellfury may be given the following vehicle upgrades from the imperial guard codex: 
hunter-killer missile, pintle-mounted heavy stubber or storm-bolter. A Hellfury may either replace its 
two side sponsons with armour plates, which increase its side armour to 14 at no extra cost or it may 
instead add two extra sponsons (for a total of two sponsons per side), each with one twin Inferno 
cannon, for +100 points.
Hellfury cannon Range *24" strength 7 AP 3 Heavy 1, Hellstorm, primary weapon, no cover saves 
allowed
When firing this weapon, designate a target unit and place the appropriate template so that it is atleast 



partially over as many unit members as possible. The whole template must be in range and line of sight. 
Roll to hit once, using the Hellfury's BS. If you hit, then all models partially or wholly under the 
template are hit. if you miss, they are each hit on a roll of 4+
The Hellfury can only carry a limited amount of promethium for the Hellfury cannon and Inferno 
cannons. After each shot roll a D6, on a 1 that cannon is out of fuel and cannot fire again during this 
battle.
1 Any failed rolls to wound or penetrate a vehicles armor may be re-re rolled. 

Hellhammer    450 points each
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14      13      12     4
Unit Composition: 1 to 5 Hellhammers
Unit type: Super heavy tank
Structure points: 3
Wargear: Turret mounted Hellhammer cannon with co-axial autocannon, hull mounted twin linked 
heavy bolter and demolisher cannon, two sponsons each with a lascannon and twin linked heavy 
flamer, smoke launchers, searchlight
Options: Has access to the armory. May replace the sponson weapon for armor plates (increases the 
side armor to 14) for free or may add a second set of sponsons for +50 points.

Baneblade    450 points each
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14      13      12     4
Unit Composition: 1 to 5 Baneblades 
Unit type: Super heavy tank
Structure points: 3
Wargear: Turret mounted Baneblade cannon with co-axial autocannon, hull mounted twin linked heavy 
bolter and demolisher cannon, two sponsons each with a lascannon and twin linked heavy bolter, 
smoke launchers, searchlight
Options: Has access to the armory. May replace the sponson weapon for armor plates (increases the 
side armor to 14) for free or may add a second set of sponsons for +50 points.

Shadowsword    400 points each
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14      13      12     4
Unit Composition: 1 to 5 Shadowswords 
Unit type: Super heavy tank
Structure points: 3
Wargear: Hull mounted Volcano cannon, two sponsons each with a lascannon and twin linked heavy 
bolter, smoke launchers, searchlight
Options: Has access to the armory. May replace the sponson weapon for armor plates (increases the 
side armor to 14) for free or may add a second set of sponsons for +50 points. May replace the 
Lascannons for targeters (+1 BS) for free. May add hull heavy bolters, heavy flamers or heavy graviton 
guns for +25 points.

Stormsword    400 points each
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14      13      12     4



Unit Composition: 1 to 5 Stormswords 
Unit type: Super heavy tank
Structure points: 3
Wargear: Hull mounted Stromsword cannon, two sponsons each with a lascannon and twin linked 
heavy bolter, smoke launchers, searchlight
Options: Has access to the armory. May replace the sponson weapon for armor plates (increases the 
side armor to 14) for free or may add a second set of sponsons for +50 points. May add hull heavy 
bolters, heavy flamers or heavy graviton guns for +25 points.

Banesword    400 points each
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14      13      12     4
Unit Composition: 1 to 5 Baneswords 
Unit type: Super heavy tank
Structure points: 3
Wargear: Hull mounted Banesword quake cannon, two sponsons each with a lascannon and twin linked 
heavy bolter, smoke launchers, searchlight
Options: Has access to the armory. May replace the sponson weapon for armor plates (increases the 
side armor to 14) for free or may add a second set of sponsons for +50 points. May add hull heavy 
bolters, heavy flamers or heavy graviton guns for +25 points.

Banehammer    400 points each
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14      13      12     4
Unit Composition: 1 to 5 Banehammer
Unit type: Super heavy tank
Structure points: 3
Wargear: Hull mounted Tremor cannon, two sponsons each with a lascannon and twin linked heavy 
flamer, smoke launchers, searchlight
Options: Has access to the armory. May replace the sponson weapon for armor plates (increases the 
side armor to 14) for free or may add a second set of sponsons for +50 points. May add hull heavy 
bolters, heavy flamers or heavy graviton guns for +25 points.
Transport: 25 models
Fire points: 10 models may fire from the top platform 

Stormlord    450 points each
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14      13      12     4
Unit Composition: 1 to 5 Stormlords 
Unit type: Super heavy tank
Structure points: 3
Wargear: Hull mounted Vulcan Mega Bolter, two sponsons each with a lascannon and twin linked 
heavy flamer, smoke launchers, searchlight
Options: Has access to the armory. May replace the sponson weapon for armor plates (increases the 
side armor to 14) for free or may add a second set of sponsons for +50 points. May add hull heavy 
bolters, heavy flamers or heavy graviton guns for +25 points.
Transport: 40 models
Fire points: 20 models may fire from the top platform 



Special Rules
All power to Weapons: if the Stormlord does not move it may fire it’s Vulcan Mega Bolter twice.

Stormblade   400 points each
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14      13      12     4
Unit Composition: 1 to 5 Stormblades 
Unit type: Super heavy tank
Structure points: 3
Wargear: Hull mounted Plasma Blastgun, two sponsons each with a lascannon and twin linked heavy 
bolter, smoke launchers, searchlight
Options: Has access to the armory. May replace the sponson weapon for armor plates (increases the 
side armor to 14) for free or may add a second set of sponsons for +50 points. May add hull heavy 
bolters, heavy flamers or heavy graviton guns for +25 points.

Leviathan                      1250 points 
    [front] [side] [rear] [BS]

Leviathan]   14       14     13      4
Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Leviathan
Unit type: Super heavy tank
Structure points: 5
Void Shields: 4
Transport capacity: 50
Fire points: 10 right. 10 left, 5 rear
Access points: one rear hatch that counts as 3
Wargear: turret mounted baneblade battle cannon, hull mounted Doomsday cannon (range 96” strength 
10  AP 2  ordinance 1, 10” blast), 6 twin linked lascannons
Options: may have 6 twin linked heavy bolters for +150 points
Special rules
Careful planning, supreme headquarters, general staff

Capitol Imperialis                    1600 points 
     [Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]

Capitol Imperialis]   14       14      13        4
Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Capitol Imperialis
Unit type: Super heavy tank
Structure points: 8
Void Shields: 6
Transport capacity: 100, or 10 tanks or 3 baneblade hulls
Fire points: 20 right. 20 left, 10 rear
Access points: one rear hatch that counts as 3, and one front access hatch that counts as 2
Wargear: Turreted Volcano cannon (range 240” Strength D AP 2 ordinance 1, 10” blast), 6 sponson 
plasma cannons
Special rules
Slow and steady: always counts as stationary for occupants firing their weapons, ignores driver stunned 
results, may ignore drives damaged on a 4+ and treats terrain 12” or lower as clear



Hercules                                  350 points 
   [Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]

Hercules]    14       12       11       4
Unit type: Super heavy tank
Unit Composition: 1 to 5 Hercules
Structure points: 2
Wargear: 3 twin linked Heavy lascannons (range 60“ str 10 AP 2 heavy 2), 2 lascannons
Options: Has access to the armory. 

Storm Bird                                1750 points 
     [Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]

Storm bird]   12        12     10         4
Unit Type: super heavy flyer
Structure points: 5
Transport capacity: 100 (even assault marines and terminators count as a single model) or 40 bikes or 
30 attack bikes or 6 rhino hulls or 12 dreadnoughts, or 2 land raider hulls or a single fellblade 
Wargear: 2 wing mounted twin linked autocannons, nose mounted vulcan mega bolter, turret mounted 
Quad Gun, 4 wing mounted bomb pylons (strength 6 AP 4 apocalypse barrage 6)
Options: may exchange the bomb pylons for hellstrike missiles (range 72” strength 8 AP 3 ordinance) 
Special rules
Large target: models with out AA weapons use normal BS instead of hitting on 6’s
Ceramite armor: weapons with the melta special rule never roll their extra dice

Stormhammer                                650 points 
           [front] [side] [rear] [BS]

Stormhammer]   14       14     12      4
Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Stormhammers
Unit type: Super heavy tank
Structure points: 4
Wargear: 2 turreted twin linked Baneblade battle cannons, 2 turreted twin linked heavy bolters, 4 
turreted lascannons, 4 sponson twin linked heavy bolters, extra armor, searchlight, smoke launchers

Ordinatus Minoris    800 points each
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14      13      12     3
Unit Composition: 1 to 5 Ordintus Minoris 
Unit type: Super heavy tank
Structure points: 3
Void Shields: 3
Wargear: two sponsons conversion beamers, two sponson twin linked assault cannons smoke launchers, 
searchlight. A Hull weapon from the following list: Volcano cannon, Quake cannon, Gatling blaster, 
Plasma Destructor, Laser Destroyer 

ORDINATUS ARMAGEDDON Points 1500each
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14      14      12     4
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Ordintus Armageddon 
Structure points: 5



Void Shields: 3
Wargear: hull mount heavy Nova Cannon (rapid: range 96“ strength 9 AP 2 apocalypse barrage 6. Full: 
range 120” strength D AP 1 ordinance 1, 10” blast) , two twin linked heavy bolter, 2 lascannons, 
searchlight, smoke launcher
Special Rules
Integrated Weapon: The Ordinatus is literally built around its main weapon and is more an extension of 
it than a simple vehicle which carries it. Any weapon listed as an Integrated Weapon is only destroyed 
upon the destruction of the Ordinatus and is immune to gun-crew shaken critical results
Target Lock: The Ordinatus’ integrated weapon takes time to acquire targets. Once fired, you must skip 
a turn if you wish to fire upon a different target or location.

ORDINATUS GOLGOTHA POINTS 1500 each
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14      14      12     4
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Ordintus Golgotha 
Structure points: 5
Void Shields: 3
Wargear: 6 Hellion missiles(range 24“ - unlimited strength 7 AP 3 ordinance 2 10“ blast, wounds 
targets on a 2+ and removes forests), two twin linked heavy bolter, 2 lascannons, searchlight, smoke 
launcher
Special Rules
Integrated Weapon: The Ordinatus is literally built around its main weapon and is more an extension of 
it than a simple vehicle which carries it. Any weapon listed as an Integrated Weapon is only destroyed 
upon the destruction of the Ordinatus and is immune to gun-crew shaken critical results
Target Lock: The Ordinatus’ integrated weapon takes time to aquire targets. Once fired, you must skip a 
turn if you wish to fire upon a different target or location.

ORDINATUS MARS POINTS 1500 each
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14      14      12     4
Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Ordintus Mars
Structure points: 5
Void Shields: 3
Wargear: Hull mounted Sonic Disrupter(range hailstorm strength D AP 1 heavy 1, remove buildings 
and terrain), two twin linked heavy bolter, 2 lascannons, searchlight, smoke launcher
Special Rules
Integrated Weapon: The Ordinatus is literally built around its main weapon and is more an extension of 
it than a simple vehicle which carries it. Any weapon listed as an Integrated Weapon is only destroyed 
upon the destruction of the Ordinatus and is immune to gun-crew shaken critical results
Target Lock: The Ordinatus’ integrated weapon takes time to acquire targets. Once fired, you must skip 
a turn if you wish to fire upon a different target or location.

Crassus POINTS 200 
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14      13      12     3
Unit Composition: 1 Crassus 
Unit type: Super heavy tank
Structure points: 2



Wargear: 2 front sponson heavy bolters, two sponson heavy bolters, searchlight, smoke launchers
Transport: 30 models
Access points: Rear Assault Ramp
Options: may replace any or all heavy bolters with heavy flamers or heavy graviton guns for free, 
autocannons or missile launchers for +5 points, Lascannons, multimeltas or Plasma Cannons for +10 
points. May replace side sponsons for armor plates (increasing the side armor to 14) for free. Has 
access to the armory

Malcador Annihilator  295 points each 
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14       12     11     4
Unit Composition: 1 to 5 Malcadors Annihilators 
Unit type: Super heavy tank
Structure points: 2
Wargear: Turret mounted twin linked lascannon, Hull mounted Demolisher cannon, 2 sponson heavy 
stubbers, searchlight
Options: May replace sponson heavy stubbers for either Lascannons for +30 points or autocannons for 
+20 points. combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, or a 
havoc launcher for +15 points, twin linked bolter for +5 points, extra armor for +15 points, combi 
grenade launcher for +5 points, multi melta for +20 points. Has Access to the armory 
Special Rules
Engine Damage: if suffers engine damage result loses D6” in movement rather then D3”

Ferrus Vulcan 385 points each 
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14       13     12     4
Unit Composition: 1 to 5 Macharius Vulcan 
Unit type: Super heavy tank
Structure points: 2
Wargear: Turret mounted Vulcan Mega Bolter (range 68“ strength 6 AP 3 heavy 15), hull mounted twin 
linked heavy stubber, two sponson heavy stubbers
Options: May replace sponson heavy stubbers for either heavy bolters, Heavy Graviton gun, or heavy 
flamers for +10 points. combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 
points, or a havoc launcher for +15 points, twin linked bolter for +5 points, extra armor for +15 points, 
combi grenade launcher for +5 points, multi melta for +20 points. Has Access to the armory

Ferrus Vanquisher 360 points each 
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14       13     12     4
Unit Composition: 1 to 5 Macharius Vanquishers 
Unit type: Super heavy tank
Structure points: 2
Wargear: Turret mounted twin linked Vanquisher Battle cannon (range 96”  Strength 8  AP  1 
Ordinance 1, 7” blast), hull mounted twin linked heavy stubber, two sponson heavy stubbers
Options: May replace sponson heavy stubbers for either heavy bolters, Heavy Graviton guns, or heavy 
flamers for +10 points. combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 
points, or a havoc launcher for +15 points, twin linked bolter for +5 points, extra armor for +15 points, 
combi grenade launcher for +5 points, multi melta for +20 points. Has access to the armory 



Ferrus  300 points each 
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14       13     12     4
Unit Composition: 1 to 5 Macharius 
Unit type: Super heavy tank
Structure points: 2
Wargear: Turret mounted Macharius Battle cannon (range 72”  Strength 8  AP  3  Ordinance 1, 7” 
blast), hull mounted twin linked heavy stubber, two sponson heavy stubbers
Options: May replace sponson heavy stubbers for either heavy bolters, Heavy Graviton guns, or heavy 
flamers for +10 points. combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 
points, or a havoc launcher for +15 points, twin linked bolter for +5 points, extra armor for +15 points, 
combi grenade launcher for +5 points, multi melta for +20 points. Has Access to the armory

Typhon heavy siege tank   350 points each super heavy  
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14      14      14    4
Unit composition: between 1 and 4 Typhon heavy siege tanks
Unit type: super heavy tank
Wargear: Dreadhammer siege cannon (range 48” strength 10 AP 1 ordinance 1, 7” blast, no cover 
saves), searchlight, smoke launchers
Options: may take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, a 
havoc launcher or hunter killer missile for +15 points, plasma gun for +15 points, twin linked bolter for 
+5 points, heavy bolter for +15, multimelta for +20, and/or extra armor for +10 points

Cerberus Heavy tank destroyer   395 points each super heavy 
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14      14      13    4
Unit composition: between 1 and 4 Cerberus 
Unit type: super heavy tank
Wargear: twin linked neutron laser battery (Range 72” strength 10 AP 1 ordinance D3 causes stunning), 
searchlight, smoke launchers 
Options: may take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, a 
havoc launcher or hunter killer missile for +15 points, plasma gun for +15 points, twin linked bolter for 
+5 points, heavy bolter for +15, multimelta for +20, and/or extra armor for +10 points

Intel Transport     700 points super heavy
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14      14      12    4
Unit Composition: 1 Intel Transport tank
Unit type: Super heavy tank
Structure points: 3
Transport capacity: 40 marines, or 20 terminators
Access points: front assault ramp, 2 side ramps
Wargear: hull mount turbo laser destroyer, hull mount quake cannon, Helios missile system, sponson 
quad lascannons
Options: may take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, a 
havoc launcher or hunter killer missile for +15 points, plasma gun for +15 points, twin linked bolter for 
+5 points



Decimator 600 points each super heavy tank
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14       14     12    4
Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Decimator
Unit type: Super heavy tank
Structure points: 4
Wargear: turret mounted baneblade battle cannon with coaxial lascannon, a set of sponsons with a set 
of twin linked heavy flamers and a turret mounted autocannon, hull mounted demolisher cannon, hull 
mounted twin linked heavy bolters
Options: may take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, a 
havoc launcher or hunter killer missile for +15 points, plasma gun for +15 points, twin linked bolter for 
+5 points

Mastodon super heavy transport   700 points each
Front  Side  Rear  BS
  14       12     13    4
Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Mastodon’s 
Structure points: 4
Transport capacity: 40
Access points: front assault ramp, 2 side doors
Wargear: hull mounted Mastodon cannon (range 36” strength 10 AP 1 ordinance 1, 10” blast, no cover 
saves), hull mounted twin linked assault autocannons (range 36” strength 7 AP 3 heavy 3, rending), 4 
sponson mounted Flamestorm cannons, 2 twin linked heavy bolter turrets, two pintle mounted twin 
linked heavy bolters, searchlight, extra armor, smoke launchers
Special Rules
True Might of the Omnissiah: Ignores all crew shaken and stunned results
Improved Communications: If the Mastodon is deployed on the table then the Imperial player may 
re-roll a single Reserve roll once per turn. Additionally units may re-roll the Scatter and Distance dice 
when deploying via Deep Strike. They must accept the re-rolled result.
Orbital Bombardment: A Mastodon has the authority to call down a bombardment from a Strike 
Cruiser. This ability can be used once per turn in its Shooting phase, providing that the Halcyon Rhino 
did not move in the preceding Movement phase. Calling down an orbital bombardment otherwise 
counts as firing a ranged weapon and uses the following profile: Range: Unlimited Str. 10 AP 1 Type 
Ordnance, Large Blast, Barrage
Ferromantic Invulnerability: The hull of the Mastodon has been specially constructed to resist even the 
most determined assault and is almost preternaturally resilient. As a result, the Mastodon is not subject 
to the particular effects of the Lance and Melta special rules by attacks made against it. In addition it 
reduces the effects of all rolls on the damage chart made against it (other than by Destroyer type 
weaponry), by -1. 

Dominus Siege Bombard     320 points
Front    Side   Rear   BS
   14       13       12      4
Squadron: between 1 and 3
Unit type: Super Heavy Tank
Structure Points: 2
Wargear: Triple Barreled Bombard (Mobile fire: Range 12” to 36”  strength 10 AP3 Ordinance 1, 5” 
blast. Static Fire: Range 12” to 60” strength 10  AP 3 Apocalypse Barrage 3), Two Front Mounted 



Heavy Bolter
Options: May replace any Heavy Bolter with Heavy Flamers for free, Autocannons for +5 points, 
Lascannons for +10 points. may take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-
flamers for +5 points, a havoc launcher or hunter killer missile for +15 points, plasma gun for +15 
points, Have extra armor for +15 points, dozer blade for +5 points.

FERRUS Omega    355 points
Front    Side   Rear   BS
   14       13       12      3
Squadron: between 1 and 3
Unit type: Super Heavy Tank
Structure Points: 2
Wargear: Omega Pattern Plasma Blast gun (Pulsed bolts: Range 60”  strength 7  AP 2 Ordinance 3, 5” 
blast. Maximal: Range 72”  strength 9  AP 2  Ordinance 1, 7” blast, Overheat)
Options: May take sponson Heavy bolters or Heavy flamers for +10 points, Autocannon for +20 points. 
may take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, a havoc 
launcher or hunter killer missile for +15 points, plasma gun for +15 points, Have extra armor for +15 
points, dozer blade for +5 points.
Special Rules
Overheat: After the shot on maximum roll a D6, on a roll of one suffers a glancing hit.

Land Raider Exterminus       550 points each  Super Heavy
Front  Side   Rear   BS
   14     14       14      5
Unit Composition: Between 1 and 3
Unit Type: Super Heavy Tank
Structure points: 2
Access points: 1 front assault Ramp, 2 side access doors
Transport: 30 models in power or scout armor, or 15 Terminators. Can Transport multiple squads
Wargear: 2 sponsons each with 2 twin linked assault cannons, hull mounted twin linked Flamestorm 
cannon, Helios missile launcher, pintle mounted Multimelta, Frag Assault Launcher, searchlight, smoke 
launchers
Special Rules
Power of the Machine Spirit
Command Tank: all Dark Angels tanks within 12” may ignore gun crew shaken
Beast of the Legion: all Dark Angels within 6” have the Counter-attack, Stealth, and fearless universal 
rules

Bahamut Siege Tank    2000 points each super heavy
Front  Side  Rear   BS
  13      11      14      4
Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Bahamut siege tanks
Unit Type: super heavy tank
Structure points: 5
Void shields: 4
Wargear: two sponson each with a quad lascannon and a vulcan mega bolter, hull mounted Bahamut 
cannon (range 60” to 3000” strength D  AP 1  ordinance 1, nuke blast), rough terrain modifications, 
siege shield, searchlight, smoke launchers



IRON BREAKER    900 points super heavy
Front  Side  Rear  BS
   14     13      12     4
UNIT: 1 to 3 Iron Breakers 
TYPE: Super Heavy Tank 
STRUCTURE POINTS: 4 
WEAPONS & EQUIPMENT: Two turret mounted Siege Breaker Cannons, Hull mounted twin-linked 
heavy bolter, Four sponsons, each with one twin-linked multi-melta and one twin-linked heavy bolter, 
Pintle-mounted twin lined bolter, Searchlight and smoke launchers 
 SPECIAL RULES: 
Might of the Omnissiah: The Fellblade can ignore the first “Gun Crew Shaken” or “Driver Stunned” 
result per turn. In addition, the tank may ignore difficult terrain tests. 
Command Tank: The Fellblade is a mobile field HQ. All Imperial Fists units with 24” of the tank may 
re-roll failed Morale Checks. 
Wrath of the Emperor: If both turrets fire their Siege Breaker cannons at the same target the player can 
resolve the shots as a single Strength 10, AP 2, Ordnance shot using the 10” Apocalyptic Blast marker. 
In addition, any rolls for armor penetration do not half the strength value even if they are not under the 
center of the template. 
Siege Breaker cannon: Range 48”  strength 10  AP 2  ordinance 2, 5” blast primary weapon, twin linked

SACTIMONIA CRUORIS FELLBLADE   750 Points Super Heavy Tank
        BS   Front   Side  Rear

Sactimonia   4      14       13     12
UNIT: 1 to 3 Sactimonia Cruoris 
TYPE: Super Heavy Tank 
STRUCTURE POINTS: 3 
WEAPONS & EQUIPMENT: Turret mounted Vulcan mega-bolter, Hull mounted demolisher cannon 
and twin-linked assault cannon, Two sponsons, each with one flamestorm cannon and one twin-linked 
heavy bolter, Pintle-mounted Twin Linked Bolter,  Searchlight, smoke launchers 
SPECIAL RULES 
Might of the Omnissiah: The Fellblade can ignore the first “Gun Crew Shaken” or “Driver Stunned” 
result per turn. In addition, the tank may ignore difficult terrain tests. 
Command Tank: The Fellblade is a mobile field HQ. All Blood Angels units with 24” of the tank may 
re-roll failed Morale Checks. 
From the Heavens: The Fellblade may be held in reserve but must deploy during the player’s first turn 
using normal Deep Strike rules. 

Europae pattern thunderhawk gunship     
Front  Side  Rear  BS
   12      12     10    4
Unit Composition 1 Europae Pattern Thunderhawk Gunship,  
Vehicle Type: Super Heavy Flyer
Structure points: 3 Structure points
Transport Capacity:  35 units in power or carapace armor, 18 terminators, 9 bikes, 7 attack bikes, 3 
dreadnoughts, or 2 land speeders
Access points: One access hatch on each side and a nose mounted assault ramp (units disembarking 
from the Europae pattern thunderhawk may assault on the same turn it lands).
Wargear:  Hull Mounted Neutron Laser Projector,  Two wing mounted Las Cannons,  Two under wing 



mounted twin linked Autocannons,  Two nose mounted Heavy Flamestorm Cannons,  Six under wing 
Hellstrike Missiles (three missiles under each wing for six missiles in total (72” range Strength 8 AP 3 
Ordnance).
Special rules
Hover Mode
Ceramite Shielding: In order to resist the heat of atmospheric entry the Europae pattern thunderhawk 
has thick ceramite shielding. Melta Bombs and weapons with the ‘Melta’ special rule never roll an 
extra dice for armor penetration against the Europae pattern thunderhawk.
On Time and On Target: Europae pattern thunderhawk automatically arrive from reserve on turn 1.
Heavy Flamestorm Cannon
Rng: 12" Str 6 AP 3Type: Heavy 1/Template
When firing the Heavy Flamestorm Cannon pick a target unit and place the flamer template so that it is 
at least partially over as many unit members as possible. The whole template must be in range and line 
of sight. All models partially or wholly under the template are hit automatically.

Eye of Magnus      950 points each Super heavy
Front  Side  Rear  BS
   14     14     11     6
Unit Composition: 1 to 5 
Unit Type: Super heavy tank
Structure points: 4
Void Shields: 1
Wargear: hull mounted Volcano cannon, lascannon, 2 sponsons each housing a twin linked heavy bolter 
and a lascannon
Special Rules
Psychic Conduit: increases range of all psychic powers by 12” for every Sorcerer within 6” of the Eye 
of Magnus
Void Shields: may not be used in the same turn as the volcano cannon

Lance of Vulkan                        650 points each
Front   Side   Rear    BS
   14       13      12       4
Unit Composition: 1 to 3
Unit Type: Super Heavy Tank
Structure points: 3
Wargear: Turret mounted Volcano Cannon, Hull mounted twin linked Flamestorm cannon, 2 sponson 
mounted flamestorm cannons, 2 turret mounted melta cannons, turret mounted twin linked multimelta
Special rules
Venerable
Wrought by Vulkan: monstrous creatures, melta weapons, chainfists and rending attacks do not roll and 
extra D6 for armor penetration. Lance weapons do not lower armor.

Special Characters
KELBOR HAL – FABRICATOR GENERAL OF MARS 235 POINTS
WS BS S T W I A LD Sv
  4    5   4 4  3  3 3  10  2+
Unit Composition: 1 (Unique)
Unit Type: Infantry



High Priest of the Omnissiah: A skilled orator and infected with Scrapcode,
Kelbor Hal can fill his Skitarii with the unrelenting determination of the Omnissiah. At the start of each 
Mechanicum turn Hal may invoke the Spirit of the Machine God in a Skitarii unit within 18”. The unit 
receives the Furious Charge and Feel No Pain special rule. This ability lasts until the start of the next 
Mechanicum turn
Wargear:  Artificer Armor, Servo Harness, Frag and Krak Grenades, melta bombs, Power Field, Cult 
Mechanicus Power Axe, Graviton Gun
Lord of the Mechanicum: Physic The Tech-Priest has studied well the designs for the fragile human 
body, the better to know how to replace it with more trustworthy mechanical parts. He is able to repair 
damaged flesh with ease, patching up the wounded follower until he can be properly refitted after the 
battle, and counts as having a Narthecium/Medi-Pack.
Biologis By studying the Alien, the Tech-Priest knows how best to defeat the foul flesh that would 
challenge the Machine God. He is also learned in the weaknesses of more human physiology as well. 
One per turn he or any unit he is leading may roll again to wound any one shooting or hand to hand 
combat attack.
Cyberneticus: The Tech-Priest is fitted with a Mind-Impulse Unit, normally used to control Battle 
Titans. Here he can use it to operate a shoulder-mounted weapon, which can be chosen as normal from 
the Armory (in addition to any other weapons he as taken). This allows him to carry an extra two-
handed ranged weapon which he can fire in the same turn as his normal shooting.
Xenologis: Countless hours in close study has inured him to the horrors of the Alien and taught him the 
best ways to strike them down. He and his retinue of Disciples count as having the Preferred Enemy 
rule (see page 75 of the rulebook) against all non-human enemies except Necrons.
Munitorum: As one of the weaponsmiths of the Imperium, the Tech-Priest is expert at creating 
specialized devices of lethal terror, often by modifying the standard ammunition is uses . Any non-
energy based range weapon he carries counts as having the Rending ability.
Alchemys: The Tech-Priest is an expert at concocting powerful ammunitions, and will refit his own 
weaponry accordingly as well as many weapons carried by his followers. If he carries a Bolt Gun he 
may also carry Metal Storm, Inferno Bolt, Dragonfire bolts, Vengeance Bolts, or Kraken Bolt 
ammunition for +3 pts per ammunition type. Any Heavy Bolters in the force (except those mounted on 
support weapons, vehicles or robots) may be issued Hellfire ammunition for +6 points. See Codex 
Space Marines and chapter approved 2004 for details for these items.
Technicus: Using his deeper knowledge of rare technologies and access to non-standard equipment, the 
Tech-Priest can outfit any Heavy weapons (except sniper rifles) carried by his followers with a rare 
Suspensor unit. This changes the weapon to Assault but cuts the effective range by 6”. These can be 
fitted to any heavy weapon not mounted on a vehicle or Robot, or used on a Support Weapon at a cost 
of +10 points per application.
Metallurgicus: Perhaps the greatest blasphemy seen by the Tech-Priest are those vehicles not blessed by 
the Omnissiah (which usually means any not in his own force). These devices are well known to him 
though, and he has learned how to exploit their weaknesses. One per turn he or any unit he is leading 
may roll again on the damage chart after striking a penetrating or glancing hit on a vehicle.

ATHENA, SISTER OF CYDONIA 120 POINTS
WS BS S T W I A LD Sv
  5    5   4 4   3 5 3  10  4+
Coven Composition: 1 Athena (Unique)
Unit Type: Infantry
Wargear: Neuro Gauntlet, Plasma Gun, Frag Grenades, Melta Bombs
Special Rules
Fearless, Move Through Cover, Feel No Pain, Relentless, Infiltrate, Dodge (5+ Invulnerable save)



Neuro-Gauntlet: This is a close combat weapon. Roll to hit as normal, but don't roll to wound. Instead 
each hit causes one wound on a D6 roll of 4+ regardless of the target's Toughness, and with no Armor 
save allowed (Invulnerable saves may be taken as normal). Vehicles hit by a neuro-gauntlet take a 
glancing hit on a D6 roll of 6, regardless of the vehicle's Armor value.
Combat Drugs: Athena can charge 12" in the Assault phase (or double the distance of the dice roll if 
moving through difficult terrain). When Athena charges into combat, she gains an extra D6 Attacks 
rather than just +1 Attack.
Bio-Meltdown! If Athena is killed, place a Blast marker centered over the model. So terrible are the 
energies released by a dying Sister of Cydonia that any model touched by the template takes an 
automatic Strength 5 hit, with no armor saving throws allowed. Athena is then removed from play.

KANE – FABRICATOR GENERAL-ELECT     170 POINTS
WS BS S T W I A LD Sv
  4    5   4 4  3  3 3 10  3+
Unit Composition: 1 (Unique)
Unit Type: Infantry
Wargear: Master Crafted Power Axe, Power Armor, Servo Harness, Frag and Krak Grenades, Eternal 
Warrior
Special Rules
Blessings of the Omnissiah, Independent Character, Icon of the Machine God, Mechanicus 
Protectivium (4+ Inv)

MINERVA, SISTER OF CYDONIA          130 POINTS
WS BS S T W I A LD Sv
  5    5   4 4   3 5 3  10  4+
Coven Composition: 1 Minerva (Unique)
Unit Type: Infantry
Wargear: Neuro Gauntlet, Plasma Gun, Frag Grenades, Melta Bombs
Special Rules
Fearless, Move Through Cover, Feel No Pain, Relentless, Infiltrate, Dodge (4+ Invulnerable save)
Neuro-Gauntlet: This is a close combat weapon. Roll to hit as normal, but don't roll to wound. Instead 
each hit causes one wound on a D6 roll of 4+ regardless of the target's Toughness, and with no Armor 
save allowed (Invulnerable saves may be taken as normal). Vehicles hit by a neuro-gauntlet take a 
glancing hit on a D6 roll of 6, regardless of the vehicle's Armor value.
Combat Drugs: Athena can charge 12" in the Assault phase (or double the distance of the dice roll if 
moving through difficult terrain). When Athena charges into combat, she gains an extra D6 Attacks 
rather than just +1 Attack.
Bio-Meltdown! If Athena is killed, place a Blast marker centered over the model. So terrible are the 
energies released by a dying Sister of Cydonia that any model touched by the template takes an 
automatic Strength 5 hit, with no armor saving throws allowed. Athena is then removed from play.

Urtzi Malevolus Archmagos prime   200 points HQ
WS  BS  S  T  W  I  A  LD  SV
  6     5    4  5   3   4  3   10    2+
Unit composition: 1 (unique)
Unit type: infantry
Wargear: artificer armor, mechadendrites, digital weapons, frag, krak, plasma, and rad grenades, 
combat bionics, cybernetic enhancements, melta bombs, servo harness, power field, ocular implants, 



two fabricator gauntlets  (power weapon that may re roll failed to wound results. Counts as a servo arm 
for vehicle repair results)
Special rules
Fearless, 3+ feel no pain, eternal warrior, independent character 

The Omniscion   220 points HQ
WS  BS  S  T  W  I  A  LD  SV
  5     5   10  7  4   3  4   10    2+
Unit composition: 1 (unique)
Unit type: Monstrous creature 
Wargear: artificer armor, heavy conversion beamer, runes of the machine god, refractory armor coating, 
combat bionics, cybernetic enhancements, digital weapons
Special rules
4+ invulnerable save, fearless

Gaden of the Biologis   220 points HQ
Front Side Rear WS  BS  S  I  A
   14    13    11     4    4    8  2  2 
Unit composition: 1 (unique)
Unit type: walker
Wargear: cerberus grenade launcher, two servo assault cannons, 2 heavy servo arms (dreadnought close 
combat weapons), mechadendrites
Special rules 
3+ invulnerable save

Calleb Decima Magos Reductor   175 points HQ
WS  BS  S  T  W  I  A  LD  SV
  3     4    5  5   3  4   2   10    3+
Unit composition: 1 (unique)
Unit type: infantry 
Wargear: master crafted bolt pistol, power armor, master crafted Cult Mechanicus Power Axe, melta 
bombs, refractor field 
Special rules
Stubborn
Master of Destruction: gives the tank hunter special rule and adds +1 to all armor penetration rolls. 
May be applied to any unit within 8”
Curse of the Omnissiah: shooting attack with the following profile; range 18” strength 3 AP 3 heavy 
2D6, gets hot, +1 to all armor penetration rolls

    Range    strength    AP    Type
Apocalypse Missile launcher     360   7    3   Apocalypse barrage 5
Assault cannon      24            6            4       heavy 6, rending
Assault Laser          36           6            4       assault 3
Assault Stubber      24           4            6       assault 3
Autocannon           48            7            4       heavy  2
Autogun                 18            4            -       assault 2
Auto pistol               9            4            -       pistol 2
Archeotech Laspistol 18        4            6     assault 2, pistol



Baneblade cannon     96        9             2     ordinance 1, 10” blast
Battle cannon         72            8            3      ordinance 1, large blast
Bolt Carbine           18           4            5      assault 2
Bolter                      24           4            5      rapid fire
Bolt Pistol              12            4            5       pistol
Chem cannon     template       1           3      heavy 1, poisoned 2+
Colossus mortar    24-240       6            3    ordinance barrage 1, large blast ignore cover
Conversion beamer1  18         6            -        heavy 1, blast
Conversion beamer2 18 -42     8            4        heavy 1, blast
Conversion beamer3 42 -72    10            1        heavy 1, blast
Deathstrike missile 12-unlimited 10       1     ordinance barrage, D3+3” one shot
Demolisher siege cannon   24    10      2     ordinance 1, large blast
Earthshaker cannon         240     9       3     ordinance barrage 1, large blast
Executioner Plasma cannon R  36  7   2      heavy 3, blast
Executioner Plasma cannon F   54   7  2       heavy 1, blast
Exterminator Autocannon   48    7       4      heavy 4, twin linked 
Flamer                          template   4      5      assault 1
Gatling Blaster           72       8      3    heavy 6, large blast
Gatling Cannon             36     5     -    Heavy 20
Graviton gun        18        *      3  Heavy 1, blast pinning, wound on strength test roll of 6 
always failure, vehicles glanced on 5+. Area now considered dangerous terrain 
Graviton cannon     48     *     2   heavy 1, large blast, pinning, wound on strength test roll of 4 always 
failure, vehicles glanced on 3+. Area now considered dangerous terrain 
Grenade launcher Frag    24   3     6      assault 1, blast
Grenade launcher Krak    24   6     4      assault 1
Grenade launcher Inferno    24   5     4      assault 1, large blast, pinning
Hand Flamer               template   3    6      pistol 
Havoc Launcher            48        5      5    Heavy 2, blast, twin linked
Hellgun                       24          3      5    rapid fire
Hellpistol                     12         3      5     pistol 
Heavy bolter                36          5     4    heavy  3
Heavy Conversion Beamer1 24   7   5    Heavy 1, 5” blast
Heavy Conversion Beamer2   54   9   3   Heavy 1, 5” blast
Heavy Conversion Beamer3   96   10   1   Heavy 1, 5” blast
Heavy  Flamer        template     5     4    assault 1
Heavy Graviton gun     24    *       3    Heavy 1, blast pinning, wound on strength test roll of 5 always 
failure, vehicles glanced on 4+. Area now considered dangerous terrain 
Heavy Mortar              48      6       4     ordinance barrage 1, large blast
Heavy Nova Cannon Rapid  96  9   2  Apocalypse barrage 6
Heavy Nova Cannon full    120   D   1   ordinance 1, 10” blast roll extra D3 and add reult
Heavy stubber        36          4       6      heavy  3
Hellfurry missile         72     4       5     heavy 1, large blast, one shot
Hellion Missile       unlimited  7   3    ordinance 2, 10” blast, one shot
Hellstrike missile         72    8       3    ordinance 1, one shot
Hellhammer cannon      36   10     1    ordinance 1, 7” blast no cover saves
Hotshot lasgun             18    3        3    rapid fire
Hotshot laspistol            9    3        3    pistol
Hydra Autocannon       72     7       4    heavy 2, anti skimmer, AA
Hyperios Missile launcher    48   8   3   Heavy 1, AA



Inferno cannon     Template 24    6    4   heavy 1
inferno gun        hailstorm    7       3     heavy 1
Inferno Pistol             12       8      1    pistol, melta 
Lascannon                    48      9      2    heavy 1
Las-carbine                   18      3      -     assault 2
Lasgun                          24      3      -    rapid fire
Laspistol                        12     3      -     pistol
Laser Blaster                  96     D    2     heavy 3, large blast
light assault laser        18       4      6     Assault 2
Multimelta                      24     8     1     heavy 1, melta
Meltagun                         12     8     1     assault 1, melta
Melta cannon               24      8     1   heavy 1, blast, melta
Melta Cannon       72      10    1   Ordinance 1, 10” blast, melta
Medusa Siege cannon   36    10    2    Ordinance 1, large blast
Missile launcher Frag    48     4     6    heavy 1, blast
Missile Launcher Krak   48    8     3    heavy 1
Missile Launcher Vanquisher    48     8     1   Heavy 1
Mortar                     48     4         6    heavy 1, blast, barrage 
Multilaser             36        6          6     Heavy 1
Multiple Missile Launcher    24     4    6   Heavy 1, large blast
Nova Cannon       36       6       3    heavy 1, large blast, no cover saves
Plasma Blaster           24    7     2    rapid fire, twin linked
plasma blast gun full     96    10  2   Ordinance 1, 10” blast
plasma blast gun rapid    72    8   2   Ordinance 2, 7” blast
Plasma cannon            36      7     2    Heavy 1, blast, gets hot
Plasma Destructor rapid    72   8   2    Ordinance 3, 7” blast
Plasma Destructor Full  96    10   2   Ordinance 2, 10” blast
Plasma gun               24     7     2      rapid fire, gets hot
Plasma Pistol            12     7     2      pistol, gets hot
Quake Cannon       G24 -360  9   2  Ordinance 2, 10” blast
Rivet gun                 18      4     -     assault D6
Rapier Laser single shot    72   10   1   heavy 1
Rapier Laser sustained fire  48   6    3   Heavy 4
Sonic Disrupter      Hailstorm  D   1   Heavy 1, place within line of sight remove terrain 
Shotgun                   12       4    -    Assault 2
Storm Bolter            24       4    5     assault 2
Storm Eagle Rocket  120   10   4   ordinance barrage D3, large blast
Stromsword cannon   36   10   1   ordinance 1, 10” blast no cover saves
Thud gun             G12 - 60   5   5    heavy 4, blast
Thunderfire  surface    60   6    5     Heavy 4
Thunderfire  Airburst    60  5    6   heavy 4, blast, ignores cover saves
Thunderfire Subterranean  60   4   -    heavy 4, blast, Tremor 
Tremor Cannon          60      8     3    Ordinance 1, 7” blast, Earthshock 
Twin Linked Bolter           30     4    4     Rapid Fire, Twin linked
Typhoon Missile launcher Frag     48   4   6   Heavy 2, blast
Typhoon Missile launcher Krak     48   8   3   Heavy 2
Typhoon Missile launcher Vanquisher  48   8    1    Heavy 1
Vanquisher Battle cannon    96     8     1  heavy 1, roll an additional D6 for penetration
Volcano cannon                 240   D   1      Ordinance 1, 10” blast



Vulcan mega bolter            60    6     3       Heavy 15
Whirlwind  Vengeance    48    5     4      ordinance barrage 1
Whirlwind Castellan       48    4       5   ordinance barrage 1, ignores cover
wielding torch        template   3     6   assault 1


